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ABSTRACT 

Revenge tragedy has been the subject of considerable critical attention within 

English Renaissance studies. Fredson Bowers, in Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy, first 

suggested the existence of a revenge tragedy genre within the larger category of the 

tragedy of blood. Akhough this 1940 study has received considerable challenge, it has 

also virtually defîned critical approaches to the revenge motif in English Renaissance 

drama. Because Bowers's revenge tragedy was founded upon borrowings from Senecan 

drama, critics generaily assume that revenge must be Senecan. Dramatic uses of revenge 

that do not fít this Senecan mold are therefore generally regarded as failed attempts at 

revenge tragedy and excluded from any serious study of dramatic representations of 

revenge. 

While Bowers and others have acknowledged the potential influence of a native 

revenge tradition in England's Germanic, Anglo-Saxon roots, this dissertation is the first 

study to argue a clear distinction between Anglo-Saxon blood feud and Senecan revenge. 

The latter is the exertion of individual will against any vestiges of societal order, but the 

former is, for the Anglo-Saxons, the system whereby they maintam that order. Senecan 

revenge is, by its very defínition, an anti-social act. Revenge within the blood feud 

system, however, is a necessary act to maintain the balance of power within the society. 

The distinction between these two cultural concepts of revenge illuminates a 

dramatic use of the revenge motif which has previously lain unexplored. Ahhough a 

Senecan influence dominates the tragic depiction of revenge, Renaissance dramatists 

clearly tumed to the blood feud revenge motif when addressing the subject of English 



history. Revenge is a consistent motif throughout historical drama of the period, yet it 

has received little attention because it fails to fit the Senecan mold. This study 

demonstraíes the inapplicability of the Senecan revenge motif to matters of English 

history and explores the unique dramatic use of blood feud to convey the political 

meaning of historical events. 

VI 



CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Revenge was clearly a preoccupation of English literature well before the 

Renaissance. BeowulfáQpicts a culture founded upon the code of blood feud; more 

importantly, it questions the societal ramifícations of that code. The medieval chroniclers 

delight in historical tales of excessive passion, especially the passions of ambition and 

revenge. Even some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales are constructed upon the ideology of 

revenge or "quyting," although in this case the revenge is a much less hazardous battle of 

words. 

However, a more particularized interest in the concept of revenge developed in 

the drama of the Renaissance, and these texts have been the focus of study for 

generations of critics. In 1940, Fredson Bowers provided the fírst extensive analysis of 

revenge tragedy as a special category of the Elizabethan tragedy of blood. Founded on 

supposed Senecan influences, this genre burst upon the Elizabethan stage with Thomas 

Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy (1589). Subsequent dramatists dupUcated elements of Kyd's 

play with formulaic regularity. Relying upon frequently repeated motifs, Bowers and his 

followers def ned a genre of revenge tragedy, by which they evaluate all dramatic 

depictions of revenge based upon their adherence to this genre. 

Although Bowers's study has received considerable challenge, it has virtually 

defîned critical approaches to the revenge motif in English Renaissance drama. Because 

Bowers's definition of revenge tragedy was founded upon borrowings from Senecan 

drama, critics generally assume that all revenge must be Senecan. More importantly. 



Bowers rested his discussion of the drama on the assumption that Senecan revenge and 

the revenge of England's blood feud roots were one and the same. He beUeved not only 

that the two forms of revenge were equivalent in the minds of Elizabethans, but also that 

no actual distinction existed between the two systems. Subsequent critics have adopted 

this assumption, and dramatic uses of revenge thaí do not fít the Senecan mold are 

generally regarded as failed attempts at revenge tragedy and excluded from any serious 

study of dramatic representations of revenge. 

While Bowers and others have acknowledged the potential influence of a native 

revenge tradition in England's Germanic, Anglo-Saxon roots, I argue that this influence 

caimot be flilly appreciated unless we realize the clear distinction between Anglo-Saxon 

blood feud and Senecan revenge. The latter is the exertion of individual will against any 

vestiges of societal order, but the former is, for the Anglo-Saxons, the system whereby 

they maintain that order. Senecan revenge is, by its very defmition, an anti-social act. 

Revenge wdthin the blood feud system, however, is a necessary act to maintain the 

balance of power within the society. 

During the Renaissance, the blood feud code gradually was subsmned within the 

growth of an English nation and the centralization of judicial power in a national 

govemment. However, this movement did not occur as a sudden break in the fabric of 

the culture; rather, it was a gradual evolution in which responsibilities to the lord-retainer 

relationship slowly began to take precedence over other societal obligations. As with 

other historical developments, the process was far from linear, forcing individuals within 

the society to negotîate inherent contradictions in the blood feud code. It is hardly 



surprising, then, that the blood feud remained a natural frame of reference for 

Renaissance minds. 

The distinction between two cultural concepts of revenge—Senecan and Anglo-

Saxon—iUuminates a dramatic use of the revenge motif that has previously been 

unexplored. Although a Senecan influence dominates the tragic depiction of revenge, 

Renaissance dramatists clearly tumed to the blood feud motif when addressing the 

subject of English history. Revenge is a consistent motif throughout historical drama of 

the period, yet it has received Kttle attention because it føils to fit the Senecan mold or 

even the broadest definition of Renaissance revenge tragedy. This study demonstrates 

not only the inapplicability of the Senecan revenge motif to matters of English history, 

but also the instinctive tendency of Renaissance dramatists to conceptualize national 

history in terms of the blood feud when suggesting political meaning. 

First, however, this chapter will clarify the critical methodology employed 

throughout this study. The subject of this dissertation requires an awareness of new 

historicist and cultural materialist methodologies. Although I have not adhered strictly to 

either methodology in this study, I have benefited from components of each. Therefore, 

this chapter will briefly defíne these critical approaches to literary study, identify both 

their strengths and their weaknesses, and explain their limited applicability to this 

research project. 

The Origins of New Historicism 

Most critics trace the begiiming of new historicism as a critical methodology to 

the 1980 publication of Stephen Greenblatt's Renaissance Self-Fashioning, in which the 



author focused on "the way in which literary texts or forms can be co-opted to serve as 

tools in the construction of power."' At the time, Greenblatt described his critical 

approach as ̂ 'apoetics ofculture,^ but the term "new historicism," which he coined in a 

special edition of the joumal Genre in 1982, became the accepted name. Along with 

Greenblatt's 1980 introductory work, Louis Montrose published "EUza, Queene of 

Shepheardes,"^ and the two became the generally accepted foundational texts of new 

historicism. According to Richard Wilson, "Greenblatt himself proposes a big bang 

theory of the origin of New Historicism, with speculation that the lectures of the French 

social thinker Michel Foucault at Berkeley in October 1980 ignited a theoretical 

explosioiL"'* Wilson fínds Greenblatt's version of events contradictory, since Foucault 

argued that every event must be understood as part of something else.^ Indeed, new 

historicism evolved from a host of earlier developments, including Marxism, historicism, 

anthropology, and the writings of Raymond WiUiams, Clifford Geertz and Foucault.̂  

' John Brannigan, NewHistoricism and Cultural Materialism (New York: St. Martin's Press, 
1998). Seep.57. 

^ Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: U of 
Chicago P, 1980), p. 5. 

' Louis Montrose, "'EIiza, Queene of Shepheardes', and the Pastoral of Power," in The New 
Historicism Reader, ed. R Aram Veeser (Londæi: Routledge, 1994), 88-115. 

^ Richard Wilson, "ffistc icising New Historicism," in New Historicism and Renaissance Drama, 
ed. Richard Wilson and Richard Dutton (London: Longman, 1992), p. 1. 

'Ibid.,2. 

* Althougji Greenblatt was a student of WiUiams when the former studied in England in the 1970s, 
Brannigan believes that Foucault was a greater influence on Greenblatt, and therefore on íhe development 
of new historícism. He considers Williams's work a greater føctor in the development of cultural 
materíalism. Catheríne Gallagher, "Marxian and the New Historicism," in The New Historicism, ed. R 
Aram Veeser (Londrø: Routledge, 1989), 37-48, argues that new historícism did not evolve from 
continrøtal Marxism, but from tfae New Left movement in the United States. 



At approximately the same time, British scholars were developing cultural 

materialism. First established as a critical methodology by Jonathan Dollimore and Alan 

Sinfield in their 1985 collection of essays, Political Shakespeare, cultural materiaUsm 

evolved from British Marxism and the writings of Raymond WiUiams. Like new 

historicism, this methodology aimed to consider hterary texts within history; this 

similarity and others have led many scholars to combine the two critical approaches 

imder the general heading of new historicism.^ Although there are signifícant distinctions 

between new historicism, or cultural poetics, and cultural materiahsm, there are also 

important similarities. Therefore, I will begin with a general definition of methodology 

that encompasses them both. 

It is, of course, hazardous to attempt a generalÍ2ation about these methodologies, 

since their appUcation has taken such varied forms. The original works of Greenblatt and 

Montrose may, however, provide a starting point. In Renaissance Self-Fashioning^ 

according to Braimigan, "literary and non-literary texts are examined side by side in order 

to describe dominant modes of Renaissance behavior." Greenblatt thus breaks with 

traditional historicism, which generally viewed Uterature and history as text and context. 

Where historicists used historical fact to inform their interpretations of Uterary texts, 

Greenblatt's new historicism argued that texts were themselves part of history. The goal 

of his critical methodology was not to interpret individual texts, but to interpret history by 

' Dollimore and Sinfíeld themselves do not recognize a distinction between the methodologies. 
Jean Howard, "The New Historicism in Renaissance Studies," English Literary Renaissance 16 (1986): 
13-43, consido's Dollimore and Sinfîeld typical new historícists, and Wilson and Dutton, in their 
introduction to New Historicism and Renaissance Drama, call cultural materíalism "the Brítish wing" of 
new historícism. Seep. xL 

* Brannigan 63. 



exploring a wide range of^xts ," from paintings to legal codes, to more traditional 

literature. Accordmg to Patterson, new historicists treat cukural history itself as a text.̂  

Montrose, in "Eliza, Queene of Shepheardes," employs a similar methodology. 

Brannigan notes in the essay an "insistence on treating Uterary texts as part of a general 

social and political discourse.''*^ 

It is in this respect that the methodologies of new historicism and cuhural 

materialism clearly overlap. According to Brannigan, both are concemed with "reading 

texts as participants in the constniction of human beliefs and ideologies."" Critics from 

both camps reject the notion of an essential historical truth separate from literary texts, 

insistmg instead that these texts are "both products and functional components of social 

and political formations." Therefore, these critics argue that literature contams the 

same contradictions and political forces that we fînd in history. 

In their application, however, new historicism and cultural materiaUsm take 

distinctly different forms and, as a result, offer diíferent methodological strengths and 

weaknesses. I wiU therefore focus on the differences between these two critical 

approaches for the remainder of the chapter. 

' Lee Patterson, Negot atíng the Past: The Historical Understanding ofMedieval Literature 
(Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1987). See p. 62. 

10 
Brannigan 63. 

" Ibid., 21. 

•2 Ibid., 3. 



The New Historicism. or Cultural Poetics 

In 1988, Greenblatt published Shakespearean Negotiations, in which he seemed 

to reject the term "new historicism" and suggested instead the methodology of "cultural 

poetics." He defíned this cultural poetics as "the study of the coUective making of 

distinct cultural practices and inquiry into the relations among these practices."*^ 

Accordmg to Braimigan, Greenblatt's methodology has remained the same despite the 

change in terminology, and in fact most new historicist critics have not even 

acknowledged the change.̂ ^ I wiU treat the two as the same for purposes of this study. 

Brannigan argues that power is the essential focus of new historicist studies: 

"new historicism is a mode of critical interpretation which privileges power relations as 

the most important context for texts of aU kinds. As a critical practice it treats Uterary 

texts as a space where power relations are made visible."*^ New historicism does not 

defîne power in terms of a dominant and oppressive force, however, but as a self-

regulating ideology. Relying upon Claude Levi-Strauss's theory that a culture polices its 

ovm customs and practices, new historicists argue that power simply pervades all cultural 

'̂  Stephen Greenblatt, Shakespearean Negoíiations: The Circulation ofSocial Energy in 
Renaissance England (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1988). Seep. 5. 

'̂ * Brannigan, 90. Brannigan suggests that Greenblatt chose to diange the labei for his 
methodology for political reasons: *The shift from 'new histcMÍcism' to *cultural poetics' denotes a 
withdrawal of tiie claim to historícise texts, and emphasises a more formalist approadi to the study of 
culture.*' Kieman Ryan, "Introduction" to New Historicism and Cultural Materialism: A Reader (Londai: 
Amold, 1996), agrees that the new term "exchanges a stress on the historicity of texts for a concem with 
the textuality of culture." See p. xiv. Greenblatt himself comments (xi the inapplicability of the label '*new 
historicism." In '*Resonance and Wonder," in Literary Theory Today, ed. Peter CoUier and Helga Geyer-
Ryan (Cambrídge: Polity Press, 1990): 74-79, he points out new historícism's rejection of the three 
premises of historícism: 1. Processes are at work in history that man can do little to altCT, 2. The historían 
must avoid value judgements in the study of past events or cultures, and 3. The study of history must 
demonstrate veneration of the pasL 

'* Brannigan 6. 



texts and that it need not be repressive.̂ ** Greenblatt's methodology, then, is based upon 

this concept of power. Brannigan identifíes the tenets of new historicist analysis through 

Greenblatt's "Murdering Peasants," first pubUshed in 1983. In this essay, Greenblatt 

"employs the . . . method of examining widely different texts contributing to the . . . idea 

of the relationship between power and subversion.... treats Uterary texts as inseparable 

from other texts and forms, and inseparable from the social and poUtical contexts in 

which they are embedded [and argues] that subversion is contained within texts or 

genres." (jreenblatt also assumes that "each epoch has its own mode of power," and his 

methodology examines a variety of texts within a given epoch to Uluminate the structures 

of power that unite them.'* While other new historicists do not strictly foUow 

Greenblatt's methodology, aU are concemed with textual representations of power.̂ ^ 

The strength of Greenblatt's new historicism lies in its emphasis on the complex 

relationship between Uterary texts and culture, and in the idea that Uterature is not simply 

a product of culture, but a participant in the creation of culture. The concept of power is 

an integral part of this methodology, since it is through modes of power that literature 

plays this interactive role. However, the new historicist focus on power is also its 

greatest weakness. By fínding that modes of power are specifíc to certain epochs, new 

historicism renews the very weaknesses that it sought to reject in traditional historicism. 

•* Ibid., 7. 

'^Ibid.,68. 

"Ibid. 

' ' For example, D. A. Miller, "Disdpline in Different Voices: Beaurocracy, Police, Family and 
Bleak Home," Representations 1.1 (1983): 59-90, does not attempt to trace power structures throug^ a 
wide varíety of texts. 

8 



New historicists wanted to move away from the idea of a unifíed belief system such as E. 

M. W. TUlyard's concept of an EUzabethan world order: 

New historicism tends to distance itself from historicism on the grounds 
that historicist critics often viewed the past in terms of epochal trends and 
orders, and that the Renaissance period, or the Reformation period, for 
example, was characterised by a single dominating system of explanation 
and belief; whereas new historicist critics, on the other hand, tend to view 
the past as consisting of very diverse confígurations of beliefs, values and 
trends, often coming into conflict and contradiction with each other.̂ ^ 

Yet Porter points out that new historicists in many respects duplicate the methodology of 

traditional historicists, simply substituting an emphasis on power. In her challenge to 

Greenblatt's important new historicist essay "Invisible BuUets," she points out that the 

preoccupation with power actuaUy eliminates our awareness of the disunities of history. 

Patterson agrees: "There is no space outside power because power is the only term in the 

analyst's arsenal." By restricting their analysis of power to a specifíc time period, they 

suggest unity within that time period, as weU as arbitrary breaks in time from one epoch 

to another: "they imply that the past is not continually changing on every occasion we 

speak of it, and that the past has a coherence and a unity aU of its own, which is simply 

different to the unity and coherence of our own time."^^ 

20 Brannigan31. 

^' Carolyn Porter, "Are We Being Historícal Yetr South Atlantic Quarterly 87.4 (1988): 743-86. 
See also Howard FelpCTÍn, "'Cultural Poetics' versus 'Cultural Materialism,'" in Uses ofHistory: 
Marxism, Postmodemism andthe Renaissance, ed. Francis Barker, Peter Hulme, and Margaret IvCTsen 
(Manchester: ManchesterUP, 1991), 76-100. 

^̂  Lee Patterson, "Historícal Criticism and tíie Claims of Humanism," in New Historicism and 
Cultural Materialism: ^/Jeoífer, ed. Kieman Ryan (London: Amold, 1996): 92-102. Seep. 96. 

23 Brannigan 123. 



In addition, new historicist concepts of power tend to emphasize dominance rather 

than subversion. In fact, new historicists believe that subversion itself is always 

produced in order to consoUdate power and that it is always contained by structures of 

power. Porter is troubled by the circularity of Greenblatt's argument that power produces 

subversion, which it then contains, since this argument seems to deny the possibility that 

"literature might weU— ât least occasionally—^act as an oppositional cultural agent in 

histoiy." According to Greenblatt, however, *the point is that certain aesthetic and 

poUtical structures work to contain the subversive perceptions they generate, not that 

those perceptions simply whither away."̂ ^ He beUeves that new historicism does not 

deny the possibility that individuals might alter historical processes; it merely identifíes 

the restrictions upon such individual actioiL By its very nature, however, new historicism 

tends to focus on the estabUshment of power rather than on its subversion. 

The new historicist insistence upon considering a wide variety of texts has 

revolutionized historical analysîs of Uterature, but it is also cause for some concem. 

While it has eUminated the tendency to isolate Uterary texts from other cuhural 

conmiunications, it has necessarily caused critics to ignore potentially important 

dififerences between texts. Brannigan worries that "to reduce all manner of different 

discourses and disciplines to the level of texts and narratives may after aU ignore 

important distinctions between fact and fíction, between evidence and føntasy, between 

critical analysis and hoUow propaganda."^^ Cohen comments on an "arbitrary 

2^Porter765. 

" Greenblatt, "Resooance and Wonder" 75. 

^̂  Brannigan 75. 

10 



connectedness" between text and context, noting that new historicists do not see the need 

to connect various texts specifícaUy with the power structure that supposedly Unks them 

to each other. Instead, they begin with a formula of power thaí they apply to aU texts, 

regardless of their discoimectedness or difference. 

Thus new historicism encounters the diffículty of negotiating between the benefíts 

and potential weaknesses of its emphasis on power as the uniting element of aU texts and 

contexts. Cultural materialism, whUe it eUminates these problems, creates its own 

methodological weaknesses. 

Cultural Materialism 

Like new historicism, cultural materialism is concemed with power, but as 

Braimigan states, "where new historicists deal with the power relations of past societies, 

cultural materialists expiore Uterary texts within the context of contemporary power 

relations."^* This focus is a logical product of the methodology's origin and evolution. 

Cultural materialism originated inthe study of Renaissance Uterature, as did new 

historicism, but British criticism was naturally incUned toward a slightly different 

objective. It attacked the long-estabUshed position of Shakespeare in the literary canon, a 

position that was premised on deeper cultural ideologies: "cuhural materialists are 

engaged in a stmggle to contest the idea that Shakespeare's texts have one, and only one. 

^̂  Waher Cohen, "Political Criticism of Shakespeare," in Shakespeare Reproduced: The Text in 
History andldeology, ed. Jean Howard and Marion O'Cramor (London, 1987), 18-46. See p. 34. 

*̂ Brannigan 9. 

11 



meaning and significance."^^ Because Marxism played a much larger role m the 

development of cultural materialism than in the evolution of new historicism, British 

critics founded their methodology on the Marxist idea that "the mUng class employed 

cultural forms to represent its interests as the interests of aU humanity." °̂ Clearly, there 

was no greater symbol of this cultural control than the perpetuation of a Uberal humanist 

Shakespeare in the standard education of every English citizen. Therefore, Renaissance 

studies provided the ideal groimds for the development of cultural materiaUst criticism. 

Contemporary cultural materialism employs many of the analytical strategies of 

new historicism, but its goals are very different. If new historicism has been criticized 

for its poUtical agenda, cultural materialism is defíned by its agenda. According to 

Brannigan, "where new historicists deal with the power relations of past societies, 

cultural materialists explore Uterary texts within the context of contemporary power 

relations." Their goal, then, is ukimately to demonstrate how Uterary texts have been 

appropriated by contemporary culture as part of specifíc power stmctures, and they 

accomplish this goal by appropriating the same texts for ahemate poUtical agendas. 

Brannigan lists the characteristics of cultural materialism as "the focus on the possibilities 

of subversion, the bifocal perspective on both the past and the present, the beUef that both 

the objects of their studies and the methods by which they study are forms of dissidence, 

[and] the view that aU forms of representation are engaged in poUtical stmggle."^^ 

'̂ Ibid., 98. 

^Ibid.,24. 

'• Ibid., 9. 

^̂  Ibid., 109. 

12 



The primary advantage of cultural materialism as opposed to new historicism is 

the greater emphasis on a potential for subversion. Where new historicism focuses on the 

means that power uses to achieve domination, cultural materialism explores the 

subversion within the system thaí can potentiaUy destroy that domination. In fact, 

Marxists beUeve that it is possible to avoki containment through challenges to power, and 

they demonstrate this philosophy in the practice of their critical methodology. 

In avoiding this weakness of new historicism, however, cultural materialists 

encounter a more serious fault line. Felperin points out that the basis for this 

methodology is the insistence that aU interpretation of history and literature is constmcted 

in the moment. Indeed, Belsey provided an early definition of this critical stance: 

History is always in practice a reading of the past. We make a narrative 
out of the available "documents," the written texts (and maps and 
buildings and suits of armour) we interpret in order to produce a 
knowledge of a world which is no longer present. And yet it is always 
from the present that we produce this knowledge: from the present in the 
sense that it is only from what is stUl extant, stUl available that we make it; 
and from the present in the sense that we make it out of an understanding 
formed by the present. We bring what we know now to bear on what 
remains from the past to produce an inteUigible history.̂ '* 

Unfortunately, as Felperin argues, Belsey and other cultural materiaUsts invalidate their 

own methodology through this very stance, since they can contribute Uttle to scholarship 

without a claim to truth. Tmth, for the cultural materialist, does not exist. Instead, 

interpretations of Uterature are premised on openly acknowledged poUtical agendas 

which, according to Ryan, are not appropriate to the Uterary text under scmtiny. 

33 Felperin 89. 

^ Catherine Belsey, The Subject ofTragedy: Identity andDiffêrence in Renaissance Drama 
(London, 1985),p. 1. 

13 



Methodology for this Studv 

New historicist methodology is more appUcable to the present study, but only to 

the extent that it insists upon a broader consideratîon of the elements of history and 

culture. My study is premised upon the idea that Uteraiy texts are not simply products of 

history but exist in interaction with that histoiy. Thus I do not clarni a specifíc textual 

link between Anglo-Saxon docimients and the evolution of the blood feud motif in 

Renaissance historical Uterature. Instead, I base nty analysis upon an understanding of 

that Uterature as existing in conjunction with other societal influences.̂ ^ I fínd new 

historicism too confíning, however, in íts insistence upon Umiting the critical focus to a 

single epoch. My study emphasizes the continued influence of cultural constmcts upon 

the individual's ability to conceptualize his world, even after the superfícial 

disappearance of those constmcts. Where new historicism contains history within 

arbitrarily delineated periods, my study seeks to emphasize the continuity of history in 

the perpetuation of cultural ideologies. 

^̂  For instance, the I^al and social codes of the Anglo-Saxons were alive during the Renaissance 
through legal scholaráiip in early Brítish law. See R. J. Sdioeck, "Early Anglo-Saxon Studies and Legal 
Scholarship in the Renaissancc," Studies in the Renaissance 5 (1958): 102-110; and Brían P. Levack, '*Law 
and Ideology The Civil Law and Theories of Absolutism in Elizabethan and Jacobean England,*' in TTie 
Historical Renaissance: New Essqys on Tudor and Stuart Literature and Culture, ed Heather DUIM'OW and 
Richard Stríer (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1988), 22-241. According to Levack, "Englidi national law, the 
common law, had developed into a mature legal system at a relatively early date, before Roman law b^an 
to be received in tíie kingdoms and p'incipalities of westem Europe. England also had developed its own 
law schools, the Inns of Court, M îch trained prospective lawyers and judges in tfie common law, but not 
Roman law." (222) AIso of interest is Edith Whitehurst Williams, "The Anglo-Saxon Theme of Exile in 
Renaissance Lyrics: A Per^jcctive on Two Sonnets of Sir Walter Rale^," English Literary History 42 
(1975): 171-188. WiIIiams argues íhat tiie link between Anglo-Saxon and Renaissance cuítures lies in the 
continued influence of Anglo-Saxon law raúier than in a direct line of literary influence. 

14 



Purpose of the Dissertation 

The purpose of this dissertation is to reclaim the presence of the blood feud motif 

in English Renaissance historical writing—a. presence that has been largely ignored due 

to the critical emphasis on Senecan influence in Renaissance revenge tragedy. For 

Renaissance writers, this blood feud motif provides a cultural context for addressing 

political issues within the narratives of their nation's history. As a foundation for this 

study, Chapter n wUl examîne the cuhural differences between Anglo-Saxon blood feud 

and Senecan revenge, and it wUl address the influence of these two distinct traditions 

upon Renaissance conceptions of revenge. Chapter ni will explore the presence of these 

traditions as Uterary motifs in The Mirrorfor Magistrates, a text that is unique in its 

connections to the traditions of chronicle history, tragedy, and historical drama. In 

Chapter IV, I wUl begin my analysis of Renaissance drama by investigating the 

development of a modem critical concept of the revenge tragedy genre, explaining both 

the weaknesses of any attempt to defíne a genre and the particular problems such 

attempts have caused in terms of our awareness of the blood feud motif. Chapter V 

addresses the recurrence of the blood feud motif throughout Renaissance historical drama 

and the usefiilness of this motif in conveying poUtical meaning. FinaUy, in my 

conclusion, I intend to focus on the broader sigmfícance of the blood feud code in 

Renaissance poUtical thought. 
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CHAPTERn 

AKIND OF WILD JUSTICE: ORIGINS OF 

RENAISSANCE REVENGE THEORY 

Before considering revenge moti& in the chronicle and dramatic Uterature of the 

Renaissance period, we must fírst acknowledge the origins of Renaissance revenge 

theories in two distinct traditions—^Anglo-Saxon blood feud and Senecan drama. 

Although the latter has received extensive critical attention, the former has been given 

little detaUed analysis. The general crhical assun^ t̂ion is that blood feud and Senecan 

revenge were synonymous in the minds of EUzabethans; the only real issue of debate is 

the extent to which EUzabethans disapproved of such actions. It is the intent of this 

chapter to demonstrate that blood feud and Senecan revenge are, in fact, distinctly 

dLBerent traditions and that their dififerences are important to an understanding not only 

of Renaissance attitudes toward revenge, but also of Renaissance treatments of revenge in 

both the chronicles and the drama. 

The Anglo-Saxon Blood Feud 

While the majority of Renaissance scholars acknowledge that Renaissance 

attitudes toward revenge stem fix)m the roots of the blood feud in medieval Germanic and 

Anglo-Saxon society, few have analyzed this blood feud culture to any extent. In fact, 

most are content to accept Fredson Bowers's discussion without fiirther question or 
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analysis. Bowers fínds Anglo-Saxon society important primarUy as an explanation for 

the interest with which most EUzabethans regarded issues of revenge and justice. The 

particulars of revenge within the Anglo-Saxon cuhure are thus signifícant only to the 

extent that they represent a past system that the centralized govemment of the 

Renaissance sought to reject.̂  More recently, Ronald Broude acknowledges a greater 

complexity in the influence of Anglo-Saxon cuhure over Renaissance thought.̂  Yet he 

also discusses blood feud primarUy from the perspective of a Renaissance society seeking 

to eliminate the practice.'* The weakness of this approach, according to Thomas Charles-

Edwards, is that it characterizes the feud as **a matter of private vendettas between 

kindreds, an institution which kings stmggled to bring under a modest degree of 

controL"^ It følsely suggests that kings existed outside the feud, while Charles-Edwards 

points out that "Pc] ngs were themselves the greatest feuders, above all because there was 

no clear distinction between feud and war."^ Therefore, if we are to truly understand the 

foundations of Renaissance thought, we must fírst address Anglo-Saxon blood feud not 

as a unifíed coi :ept in opposition to the centralized order of the EUzabethan state, but as 

' Fredsai Bowers, Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy 1587-1642 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1940). 
See particularly pp. 3-8. 

^ Ibid., 5. 

^ Ronald Broude, "Revenge and Revenge Tragedy in Renaissance England," Renaissance 
Quarterly 2S(\975): 38-58. 

^ Broude is careíUI to point out tíiat while Renaissance govemmait criminalized the blood feud, 
"Tudor practice lagged weU bdiind Tudor tiieory." See p. 43. 

' Thomas Charles-Edwards, "Anglo-Saxon Kinship Revisited," in The Anglo-Saxons from the 
Migration Periodío theEighth Century: An Ethnographic Perspective, ed. John Hines (Rochester: 
BoydeU Press, I997X 171-204. Seep. 173. 

^ Mâ., 174. 
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a complex system of rights and obligations, straightforward in principle but ofifering 

inherent contradictions in practice. Much of what Renaissance scholars have regarded as 

attempts to break from an essentially pre-Christian, Germanic system actuaUy represent 

effbrts to negotiate that very system, just as Englishmen had in the past. 

According to Bowers, revenge was "the fírst manifestation of a consciousness of 

justice" that provided the only means for redressing a personal injury in the absence of a 

civilized state. In its earUest stages, this system of justice, based purely on individual 

action and reaction, did not concem itself with rights or duties, but wdth strength. Only 

graduaUy did the theory of revenge evolve into a sense of coUective justice on behalf of 

the fømily unit, vnth revenge becoming an obligation rather than a right or choice. This 

sense of coUective justice, for Bowers, is the foundation of the blood feud.* 

It is appropriate to view the blood feud system primarily as a function of family 

loyalty, but if we accept Bowers's simplifícation of cultural history, the Êunily unit is the 

only basis for the blood feud. Broude also links the blood feud exclusively with the 

family, although he acknowledges the existence of other systems of obligation: 

English socio-Iegal history exhibits several well-defíned species of self-
govemment, each being distinguished by the social unit responsible for effecting 
retribution. The blood feud, in which the social unit is estabUshed by kinship, 
provided security for the individual by conferring upon him the protection of a 
group to which he belonged by virtue of his birth. Lordship and maintenance . . . 
were predicated upon a set of mutual obligations between nobleman and reteiiner, 
the former to enq)loy his influence and forces to protect the latter, and the latter to 
support the former in all his quarrels. The duel. . . was usefiil primarUy in 
matters of honor... and in cases of blood-spiUing where lack of evidence or fear 
of judicial prejudice suggested that justice might not othervrise be obtained.̂  

^ Bowers 3. 

* Ibid, 3-4. 

^ Broude 43-44. 
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In reality, however, these systems were not as distinct as Broude suggests. Even if we 

accept his easy defínition of social units based on kmship, lordship and maintenance, and 

mdividual honor— ând this remains questionable, as we wUl see—^we must acknowledge 

that a single individual would very likely claim membership in more than one unit. Such 

a situation must, of course, lead to contradictory obUgations, but it is difficuh to assume 

that such obligations belong to entirely separate systems of self-govemment. Consistent 

and unqualifíed adherence to a single "system" posed a cuhural impossibility. Accordmg 

to Charles-Edwards, "[a]ny alliance between men, whether given or constmcted, might 

draw one side mto the feud of the other."'̂  It is før more usefiil, then, to see each of these 

group memberships, with its attendant responsibilities, as part of the complex, quasi-

judicial system of blood feud that govemed Anglo-Saxon society.*^ 

Just how complex this system could become is apparent only when we consider 

the nature of the potential societal obligations. The kinship duty held primacy, at least in 

terms of strict defínition of the blood feud. However, the kin group, and therefore an 

individual's obligation to that group, is less easily defínable than Bowers and Broude 

recognize. A family was not a consistent unit, since its composition depended on 

individual perspective.*^ According to MUler, an individual might trace his kin group 

10 Charles-Edwards 173. 

*' In fact, Charles-Edwards states that feud Ŝvas not so much a particular institution as a way of 
looking at the world" (p. 174). WiUiam lan Miller, "Choosing the Avenger: Some Aspects of the 
Bloodfeud in Medieval Iceland and England," Law andHistory Review 1 (1983): 159-203, explores the 
complexities of Anglo-Saxon blood feud His thoroughly researdied presentatim of cultural history is 
foundatirøial to this study. 

*̂  Ibid., 162. See also Frederick Pollock and F. W. Maitland, The History ofthe English Law, 2 
vols., 2"*' ed. (London: Cambridge UP, 1968) ii, 242. 
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"through both male and female Unks and on both parents' sides."'^ Members of one 

individual's km group would not necessarily clami each other as kin, as in the case of a 

matemal grandfather and a patemal uncle. Therefore, the family, for purposes of the 

blood feud, was m a constant state of flux. To complicate matters further, the famUy unit 

was defined by the blood feud obUgations; John points out that kin members who were 

not subject to such obligations were hardly considered part of the kin group.'"* 

Addhional family bonds might compUcate the matter even further. MiUer 

identifíes three quasi-familial relationships which could carry obligations equal to, or 

even greater than, those attached to traditional fømily ties. Fostering, a common practice 

in English society, caused children of higher birth to live for an extended period with a 

"foster" family, where they received their education. For instance, Prince Eadgar, later 

King Eadgar I (943-975), was fostered by Abbot Dunstan. The Abbot had been a close 

friend of ÆĴ elstan, who was half brother to Eadgar's father, Eadmund. In this instance, 

as in many others, fostering was a method of strengthening political alliances.'^ It could 

create strong bonds of loyalty between otherwise unrelated individuals; however, it did 

not necessarily create an obligation on behalf of an entire kin group.'^ Evidence of this 

'̂  Miller 162. Heinridi Harke, "Early Anglo-Saxon Social Structure," in The Anglo-Saxons from 
the Migration Periodto the Eighth Century: An Ethnographic Perspective, ed Jchn Hines (Rochester: 
Boydell Press, 1997), agrees that lineage was essentially bilateral, although he notes a weak patrílato-al 
bias. See p. 137. Oi the other hand, Eric Jdtm, Reassessing Anglo-Saxon England (Manchester: 
Manchester UP, 1996), argues that matemal kindred were not included in the feud, because such a practice 
could lead to "scatter feuds," ultimately destroying societal order. See p. 9. 

**John9. 

'̂  Donald Henson, A Guide to Late Anglo-Saxon England: From Mfred to Eadgar 11 (Norfolk: 
Anglo-Saxon Books, 1998), pp. 76-77. 

'^ Ibid., 166-67. FOT mo-e infcHrnation on Ihe practice of fostering in England, see Lorraine 
LancastCT, "Kinship in Anglo-Saxon Society," British Journal ofSociology 9 (1958): 234+, p. 239. 
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aspect of the blood feud appears m Anglo-Saxon Uterature.'̂  Thus, after Hrothgar 

acknowledges Beovmlf as a son, WeaUitheow recogmzes a flirther need to establish a 

bond between Beowulf and her sons: 

Ic \>Q an tela 
smcgestreona. Beo Jju suna minum 
dædum gedefe, dreamhealdende. 

I wUl grant you many 
treasures. Be you to my sons 
gentle in deeds, joyfuL 

Hrothgar's actions may be regarded as adoption rather than fosterage, but Wealhtheow's 

reaction is understandable given either circumstance. According to Charles-Edwards, 

adoption in the modem sense of the term did not exist in Anglo-Saxon society. Like 

fosterage, it was a constnicted kin relationship and rarely included rights of inheritance.̂ ' 

StiU, the inheritance îssue was apparently questionable enough that both relationships 

were more likely to establish rivahy than loyalty among foster siblings. 

'̂  Throughout most of ̂ eoivMyscholarship, tiie poem was treated as a historical document ratho-
than as a litCTary work. J. R. R. Tolkien, "Beowulf The Monsters and the Critics," Proceedings ofthe 
British Academy 22 (1936): 245-95, marks tiie tuming point, toward literary criticism of the poem. 
Despite the growth of literary study oíBeowulf, the poem continues to be valued as a primary source of 
information about Anglo-Saxon history and culture. The discovery of Sutton Hoo in 1939 lent 
archaeological credibility to tíie poem as a source of historical evidence, and several aitics have given the 
evidence from the archaeological site and the poem equal historical weight Studies of Sutton Hoo in 
relationship to Beowulfmc\\iáQ J. B. Bessinger, ''Beowulfmd the Harp at Sutton Hoo," University of 
Toronto Quarterfy 27 (1957-58): 148-68; Bessinger, "The Sutton Hoo Harp Replica and Old English 
Musical Verse," in OldEnglish Poetry: Fifteen Essays, ed. Robert P. Creed (Providence: Brown UP, 
1967), 3-26; Christopher Brooke, "The World of BeowulC' History Today 13 (1963): 85-92; and Charles 
L. Wrenn, "Sutton Hoo and Beowulf^' in AnAnthoIogy ofBeowulfCriticism, ed Lewis E. Nidiolscm 
(Notre Dame: U of Notre Dame P, I963X 311-30. More recently, see Leslie Webster, "Archaeology and 
Beowulf:' in Beowulf, ed. Bnice Mitchell and Fred C. Robinson (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998), 183-94. 

' ' Beowulf, lines 1225-1227. AU quotations from Beowdfwt taken from Bruce Mitchell and Fred 
C. Robinson, eds., Beowulf (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998). 

'̂  Charles-Edwards, 173. 
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Sponsorial kinship and blood brotherhood also created bonds shnilar to fømilial 

relationships, although the latter was by får the stronger of the two. Sponsorial kmship, 

m which one individual sponsors the conversion of another to Christianity, does not 

appear to have carried familial obligations.^° StUl, MUler describes King Alfred's 

reUance on a spiritual bond with the Vikmg leader Guthrum to maintain peace between 

them. Charles-Edwards, who terms this bond spiritual kinship, notes that it did not 

carry the inheritance rights of natural kinship, but argues that it did bear obUgations for 

the blood feud. He points out that Anglo-Saxon laws required the payment of wergUd 

to a godÊither upon the kiUing of his godson, particularly if that godfather is also a king. 

Blood-brotherhood, established by a compact binding each participant to avenge the 

death of the other, was an option not only for unrelated friends, but also for family 

members who wished to increase their obUgation to one another. In Beowulf Hrothgar 

suggests that he may have established such a relationship with Beowulf s father, 

Ecgtheow, when he paid the wergeld to settle the feud with the Wylfîngas: 

Siôôan {)a fæhôe feo l)ingode, 
sende ic Wylf ngum ofer wæteres hrycg 
ealde madmas; he me a})as swor. (470-72) 

Afterwards I settled the feud with riches; 
I sent to the Wylfingas over the water's ridge 
old treasures; he swore oaths to me. 

^ Lancaster 239. 

'̂ MiUer 168. 

^ Again, the inhaitance issue could raise problems among heirs, as in the case of the Frankish 
king Guntram*s plan to spíMiscM- the baptism of Chlothar II. Guntram's adopted heir, Childebert, objected to 
the establishment of sponsorial kinship, fearing a threat to his inho-itance. See Charles-Edwards, 178. 

^ Charles-Edwards 177. 

2* MiIIer 167-68. 
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MUler notes mstances of actual brothers entering mto the blood brother relationship in 

Icelandic Uterature, particularly m The Saga ofGisli?^ Apparently, then, Anglo-Saxons 

had Uttle reason to be as confident as Renaissance scholars of the unequivocal obligations 

of fømily bonds. 

Anglo-Saxons had good cause for uncertainty about the workings of the blood 

feud, smce complications could and did arise both withm and outside of the family unit. 

Smce the defmhion of the family was unstable, personal responsibility under the blood 

feud code was often difîicuh to determine. A son's duty to his murdered father was clear 

enough, but that son's matemal uncles faced a more dif icuh decision. They owed no 

duty to the corpse, but they were obligated to their nephew, who might enlist their aid in 

seeking revenge. Sknilarly, a foster son might question his duty to avenge the death of 

his foster føther's son. Inter-family quarrelling could cause even greater confusion. For 

instance, an individual might be called upon in a dispute between two cousins who, 

although unrelated to each other, could impose equal claims of fømily responsibility upon 

him. BeowulfpTOvidits ample iUustration of such difîiculties. In the scop's story of 

Finnsburg, HUdeburh has been married to Finn, the Frisian king, in an unsuccessfiil 

attempt to mend the feud between the Danes and the Frisians. Instead, renewed fighting 

results in the death of her brother, Hnæ^ and her son. The two men, although related by 

blood, fought on opposite sides of the feud, and they are united only on the fiineral pyre: 

Het ôa HUdeburh ast Hnæfes ade 
hire selfre sunu sweoloôe befæstan, 
banfatu bæman, ond on bæl don 
eame on eaxle. 

^̂  Ibid., 168. 
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Then HUdeburh commanded at Hnæf s fimeral pUe 
Her own son be entrusted to the flames, 
the bone house be bumed, and put on the pyre 
shoulder to shoulder with his uncle. 

(1114-1117) 

A shnilar circumstance seems lUcely to resuh from the marriage of Hrothgar's daughter, 

Freawani, to Ingeld, kmg of the Bards. In føct, Beowulf pomts out that such attempts to 

unite two feuding families through marriage are seldom successfiil, and more likely lead 

to a complication of loyalties rather than to peace: 

Oft seldan hwær 
æfter leodhryre lytle hwUe 
bongar bugeô, {)eah seo bryd duge. 

Seldom anywhere 
After the fall of a prince for a little whUe 
Rests the deadly spear, though the bride is good. 

(2029-2031) 

In both of these instances, hostUity exists before the joining of the fømilies, so it is 

hardly surprising that the feud continues after those families begin to share kinship 

bonds—not just through marriage, but through blood relationships whh the offspring of 

that marriage. A different circumstance is presented in the story of Hreôel, father to 

Beowulf s king Hygelac. Hreôel's oldest son, Herebeald, is kUled in a hunting accident 

by the second son, Hæôcyn. Devastated not only by grief, but also by the irreconcilable 

blood feud obUgations, Hreôel dies: 
Jjæt wæs feohleas gefeoht fyrenum gesyngad, 
hreôre hygemeôe; sceolde hwæôre swa {)eah 
æôeling unwrecen ealdres liimaiL 

wihte ne meahte 
on ôam feorhbonan feghôe gebetan; 
no ôy ær he J)one heaôorinc hatian ne meahte 
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laôum dædum J)eah him leof ne wæs. 

that was a money-less fight, wickedly done, 
mmd-wearying to the heart; however, the prince 
must lose his Ufe unavenged. 

[Hreôel] might not at all 
settle the feud on the l fe-slayer; 
nor the sooner could he hate the warrior 
whh hateful deads, though he was not dear to him. 

(2441-2467) 

Negotiatmg kinship obligations, then, could be surprismgly complicated, desphe the 

apparently strict guidelmes of the blood feud. 

Outside the family unit, other societal factors also contributed to decisions about 

blood feud loyalty. Residence pattems might estabUsh strong friendships, thereby 

creating geographical factions within a feud.̂ ^ The lord-retainer relationship, canymg 

the obligation to avenge a death, placed addkional responsibiUties on aU Anglo-Saxon 

men, at least from the reign of Æthelstan (925-939), who declared that aU Anglo-Saxon 

men must recognize a lord or be considered outlaws. He apparently sought to prevent 

his countrymen from avoiding potential conflicts of loyalty between lord and kin by 

avoiding the lord-retainer relationship altogether. That loyahy to one's lord might 

conflict with loyalty to one's family became apparent much earUer, as evidenced m 

attempts of lords, and uhhnately kings, to privilege the lord-retainer bond through 

*̂ Although he lacks extensive evidence of such loyalties in England, Miller believes that viUage 
settlement pattoîis strongly suggest such ties played a significant role in tiie blood feud. See p. 169. 
Harke, p. 137, believes that regional structures and even kingdoms arose out of family lineages. However, 
he also agrees with Lancasto-, pp. 373-74, who argues that local groups more likely consisted of 
households with dq^endants than extended kin groups. For a detailed discussion of settlement pattems in 
Anglo-Saxon England, see Della Hooke, ed., Anglo-Saxon Settlements (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1988). 

" F. L. Attenborough, The Laws ofthe Earliest English Kings (New York: AMS Press, 1974) 
Æthelstan c. 2. 
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legislation. Alfred, grandfather of Æthelstan, declared that a man could take the side of 

his kmsmen m a feud buíon wiô his hlaforde: pæt we ne liefaô "except agamst his lord; 

that we do not aUow."̂ ^ MUler discusses the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle's record of a feud 

for the throne of Wessex, m which retamers on each side chose loyahy to their lords over 

loyahy to their kmsmen.̂ ^ As Bowers pomts out, the growth of centralized govemment 

comcides with the gradual restriction ofpersonal vengeance.^' Ofgreater signifícance, 

however, is the fact that these events involve negotiations within the blood feud system 

rather than, as Bowers suggests, suppression from outside the system. Renaissance 

concems over the balancing of potentially contradictory duties and obligations evolved 

from such earlier negotiations. 

Both Bowers and Broude view the king and state as extemal to the blood feud 

because they impose an anachronistic concept of the staíe upon Anglo-Saxon society. 

Broude, for instance, locates the danger of the blood feud in hs lack of concern for 

societal welfare: 

The blood feud, the purpose of which was to ensure the safety of a family or clan, 
did not have to concem itself with anything beyond the jealous maintenance of 
the reputation for swift reprisal which alone could discourage fiiture aggression. 
The justice of the blood feud was, accordingly, a "subjective" justice, a justice 
which each family identifíed with hs own interests. The "objective" justice 
concemed with the rights and wrongs of the ofiFense to be punished often had little 
relevance: the warrior føhly slain in battle or the murderer stmck down by his 

2'MillerI70. 

^' Attenborough, Laws, Alfredc. 42 §§ 5-6. 

^^'Millerni. 

^' Bowers 6-8. 
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victhn's kmsmen might require the same vengeance as an mnocent man kUled 
without provocation.̂ ^ 

In efifect, Broude criticizes the blood feud system for føiUng to recognize obUgations to a 

nation, which is a society that, for Anglo-Saxons, did not exist. Blood feud was the 

product of a deep commhment to the welfare of those societies m which the Anglo-Saxon 

recognized membership. WhUe "right" or "wrong" m a modem judicial sense were not 

of primary concern m matters of vengeance, order and safety whhm the societal unh 

often were: 

The same group UabUhy that requhed kmsmen to take up the feud on behalf of a 
member also provided the inducement for the kin set to poUce hself Smce the 
permissible target of a vengeance kUlmg did not have to be the kUler there was 
every reason why a kin group would wish to control hs more fiery members. To 
this end people were encouraged to take counsel before they acted, ehher to 
ensure themselves of theh kin's support or to refrain from acting should theh kin 
not approve of the course of action.̂ ^ 

Contrary to the beUefs of many Renaissance crhics, John points out that "the feud is not 

necessarUy an invitation to a permanent brawl but a way of containing violence." '̂* 

Gluckman agrees: 

^̂  Broude 44. 

"'̂  MÍUCT 164-65. Jdm also ctMnments oi tíie importance of poHcing within the kin group. See p. 
9. Both Miller and Bowers point out that early legislative attempts to limit the blood feud involved limiting 
liability to the killo- alone. See Bowers, 6. 

'^ John 9. For discussimis of the feud as a metíiod for maintaining peace, see E. Colson, "Social 
Control and Vengeance in Plaíeau Tonga Society," Africa 23 (1953): 199-212; Max Gluckman, "The 
Peace in the Feud," Past andPresent 8 (1955): 1-14; Stephen White, *Teuding and Peace-Making in the 
Touraine around the Year 1000," Traditio 42 (1986): 195-263; and Geofifrey Koziol, ''Monks, Feuds, and 
the Making of Peace in Eleventh-Coitury Flanders," in The Peace ofGod: Social Violence andReligious 
Response in France aroundthe Year 1000, ed. Thomas Head and Richard Landes (Itíiaca: Comell UP, 
1992). Antiiropologists who argue that the feud was a violent subculture include Paul Bohannan, Social 
Anthropology (New York: Holt, Rindiart, and Winston, 1963), pp. 290-91; Leopold Pospisil, 
Anthropology ofLaw: A Comparative Theory (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), pp. 2-10; and A. 
Radclifife-Brown, Structure andFunction in Primitive Society (Glencoe, IUinois: Free Press, 1952), p. 208. 
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We must remember that quarrels arise out of the very ties which link 
men— t̂ies whh the wife's kin or one's own km or one's neighbors. There 
is only pressure towards the estabUshing of peaceful relations—or, rather, 
the re-estabUshing of peaceful relations afler a breach.... The conflicts 
between the loyalties held by a man thus, in a wider range of relations, 
establish order and lead to recognition and acceptance of obligations 
within the law Hence the whole system depends for its cohesion on 
the existence of conflicts in smaller sub-systems.̂ ^ 

Also, blood feud was not mconsistent with a judicial system; m fact, Miller argues that h 

was "implich m the stmcture of the legal system, as when the feud or threat of h provided 

the sanction behind legal judgments."^^ He pomts out that even plamtiffs who won a 

judgment in theh favor had to rely upon theh kin to enforce the judgment. The kin group 

could be used to enforce negative judgments as well, as is evident in Æthelstan's law 

against the lordless man, which called upon the kin group to produce such a man or suffer 

liability for him. Such a law relied upon the poUcing power of the kin group, since hs 

members were forced to ensure that all kinsmen abide by the law or face corporate 

liability for its violatioiL^^ 

The judicial intentions of the blood feud are evident. However, in disagreeing 

with Bowers and Broude, it is not my intent to suggest that the blood feud system serves 

only this judicial ílmction or that it performs this function reliably. The many potential 

complications to the system would prevent such a smooth hnplementation, and the failure 

to adhere to mles of equivalency in number and degree could quickly resuh in chaos.̂ ^ 

Nor do I intend to argue that the Tudor govemment did not seek to limh pérsonal 

^^Gluckman II. 

^^MiIIerI61. 

^ l̂bid., 171. 
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vengeance, But the English king and his centralized govemment are products of this 

blood feud system and negotiate from within h; therefore, they are subject to assumptions 

based on hs code and to the chaos that is a potential threat to the system 

Senecan Revenge 

While Renaissance society's Anglo-Saxon blood feud roots have lain virtually 

unexplored by Iherary scholars, Senecan tragedy has received extensive attention. 

Beghming whh J. W. Cunliffe's landmark study of the links between Senecan drama and 

the Elizabethan theater, the influence of Senecan philosophy over Renaissance 

conceptions of revenge has become, through critical discussion, weU-established.^' In 

fact, by 1940, Bowers appeared to regard discussion of this influence as superfluous: 

"The crhical material about Seneca and his tragedies is so complete and accessible that an 

extended summary is unnecessary."^^ Despite this suggestion that the book was closed 

on Seneca, critical exploration continued."̂ ^ Bowers attempted to link this Senecan 

element to the native tradhion by arguing that Renaissance concems over the conflict 

between centralized govemment and blood feud caused a heightened interest in the 

Roman author's lengthy explorations of the revenge passion. His assumption is that 

*̂ The rule oítalion limited both the number of deaths and the class of victims appropriate to 
prosecution of the blood feud. See Miller, 160; Bowers, 4. 

^̂  J. W. Cunliffe, The Influence ofSeneca on Elizabethan Tragedy (London: Macmillan, 1893). 

^**Bowers41. 

*' See, for example, Howard Baker, Induction to Tragedy (New York, 1965), 30-41,107-53; Peter 
Ure, "On Some Differences between Senecan and Elizabethan Tragedy," in Elizabethan andJacobean 
Drama, ed. J. C. Maxwell (Liverpool: Liverpool UP, 1974), 63-74; G. K. Hunter, "Seneca and the 
Elizabethans: A Case-Stu^ in *Influence,"' Shakespeare Survey 20 (1967): 17-26. 
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Senecan revenge and blood feud are equivalent in theh representations of mdividual 

attempts to achieve justice without recourse to the state. It is my mtent, however, to 

demonstrate that Senecan depictions of revenge did not mesh whh the blood feud system, 

at least not in terms of theh ideological goals. 

English translations of the plays of Seneca began m 1559 whh the publication of 

Troas, foUowed quickly by Thyestes m 1560 and Hercules Furens in 1561. The 

remainder of his corpus soon foUowed: Oedipus (1563), Octavia (1566), Medea (1566), 

and Agamemnon (1566). There is no record of a Renaissance edhion oíHyppoIitus 

(Phaedra), ahhough h was Ucensed to Henry Denham in 1556-57. StUl, the play 

appeared in the fîrst con^lete coUection of Seneca's translated plays, Seneca, His Tenne 

Tragedies translated into English, in 1581. Thomas Newton, who coUected the 

previously translated plays, contributed the &st EngUsh translation of Thebais. Even 

before this, however, Senecan texts appeared in English schools; the fírst recorded 

English performance of a Senecan play occurred in 1551 at Trinity CoUege, Cambridge."*̂  

Tradhional interpretations of Seneca fínd that the obUgation to revenge is extemal 

to the hero or heroine. For Bowers, it "takes on the sense of a religious duty" as a result 

of the ghost fígure.^ Modem readings fínd the ghost more representative of a force of 

nature, an anger that "has a defínite, if ineffable, objective reaUty.""*̂  Regardless of such 

*̂  Cunliffe 3; E. F. Watling, "IntroductÍOTi" to Seneca: Four Tragedies andOctavia (London: 
Penguin Books, 1966), p. 27; Gordon Braden, Renaissance Tragedy andthe Senecan Tradition: Anger's 
Privilege (New Haven: Yale UP, 1985), p. 171. 

"'Watling^^. 

^ Bowers 44. 

*̂ Charles A. Hallett and Elaine S. Hallett, The Revenger's Madness: A Study ofRevenge Tragedy 
Motifs (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1980), p. 20. 
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dififerences, the majority of critics view the Senecan revenger as a powerless victim of a 

diseased universe.'** Such an interpretation appears justiGed by the words of Fury at the 

beginnmg oíThyestes: 

So . . . so . . . cast wide thy spell of madness . . . here, 
And here, on every part of this doomed house . . . . 
With this . . . this . . . fiiry be they all possessed, 
And envy, thhsting for each others' blood.'*̂  

The suggestion is that fliry is a force extemal to man, possessmg the power to 

control his actions. According to Bowers, however, the Senecan hero or heroine had the 

abilhy to choose between good or evU, at least with regards to criminal heredhy. A 

crinunal inheritance, for Bowers, might involve either a predetermined tendency toward 

criminal acts inherited from evil ancestors, or the inheritance of a world, tainted as a 

result of an ancestor's sins, that forces the inherhor into fiirther criminal acts. Nehher 

situation negates the free wiU of the inheritor: "Criminal heredhy is a punishment... on 

the guilty ancestors and not an extenuating chcumstance in favor of the descendants.' 

More hnportantly, Gordon Braden argues that "there are reasons for saying that the real 

provenance of [ftiry] is the individual self̂  and that Senecan drama reaches hs heights not 

m a vision of ambient, hnpersonal evil, but m one of fiiror concentrated, triumphantly 

*̂  Geoffrey Aggeler, Nobler in the Mind: The Stoic-Skeptic Dialect in English Renaissance 
Tragedy (Newark: U of Delaware P, 1998), p. 46. See also Peter Mercer, Hamleí andthe Acting of 
Revenge (lowa City: U of lowa P, 1987), who believes that the Saiecan revenger's actions result from 
"that insistence that the horror he brings about arises not from mere perversity of appetite but from a 
necessity beyond his conceiving" (p. 92). 

^̂  lines 97-100. AUquotationsof Senecaaretakenfrom5'eneca; Four Tragedies and Octavia, 
trans. E. F. Watling (London: Penguin Books, 1966). 

^^ Bowers 42. He believes that Saieca emphasized individual will and held his diaracters 
accountable for their actions, but he also acknowledges exceptions for characters who are the victims of the 
gods. 
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embodied in a smgle character."*^ Indeed, the fírst time we see Atreus, he is promptmg 

himself to action: 

Am I a coward, sluggard, impotent, 
And—^what I count the worst of weaknesses 
In a successful king—stUl unavenged? 
After so many crhnes, so many sleights 
Committed on me by that miscreant brother 
In violation of all sacred law, 
Is there no more to do but make vain protests? 
Is this your anger, Atreus? (177-84) 

This dialogue with self demonstrates that Atreus actually sths up the fliry from whhin m 

order to embark upon his revenge. Braden notes that Atreus addresses himself by name, 

a habh which he also finds in other Senecan heroes—^notably Nero and Medea. For 

Braden, such language is mdicative of the Senecan hero's efiforts to estabUsh an 

autonomous self.̂ ^ This point is at the heart of his mterpretation of Seneca— ân 

interpretation that dhectly contradicts tradhional arguments about the meaning of the 

plays— t̂hat Senecan heroes are victims of extemal forces—and also highlights the 

distinct dififerences between Senecan revenge and Anglo-Saxon blood feud. 

Revenge in Seneca does not focus on the maintenance of order as even an abstract 

goal; rather, it is enthely about the unleashing of passioiL '̂ Society—^any society—is 

never a concem of the Senecan hero or heroine, who in fact seeks to disassociate himself 

or herself from aU societal bonds. Thus Medea discovers Stoic strength by destroying her 

'•^Braden^^. 

°̂ ftid. 

^' According to Bowers, 41, Seneca focused only on subjects which "would yield to a 
psychological development and which permitted a detailed study of a passion." 
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ties to the human race; this is symbolically achieved through the murder of her children.̂ ^ 

Yet these Senecan characters exist m a world that is aheady devoid of most mterpersonal 

connections or responsibilhies. Braden compares Senecan drama to the Greek stage, 

where the Chonis serves as a reminder of public opmion and characters address each 

other with thles intended to emphasize social relationships. By con^arison, he argues, 

Senecan characters exist m an isolation unrestricted by social bonds.̂ ^ When these 

characters do draw upon societal relationships, they do so for purposes of manipulation 

rather than out of smcere respect for such ties. Phaedra's attempt to seduce Hippolytus 

indicates this social cynicism: 

Mother— t̂hat is too fíne and great a thle 
For my condition; better a lower one— 
Sister, Hippolytus—or caU me servant; 
Yes, servant; I wiU do you any service. (609-12) 

Uhimately, none of these social roles can provide any restrictions on the actions of a 

woman who is sexually obsessed with her husband's son. 

The very nature of the Senecan revenge passion is contrary to the expressed 

purposes of blood feud, which rested on the foundation of societal relationships and 

sought the protection of recognized societal units. Accordmg to Braden: 

Senecan drama finds hs strength when h explohs and expresses the latent 
meaning of . . . the displacement of public by private as the locus of 
signifícant action. The basic plot of a Senecan play is that of inner passion 
which bursts upon and desolates an unexpecting and largely 
uncomprehending world, an enactment of the mmd's dismptive power 
over extemal reality.̂ * 

" Braden 34. 

^̂  Ibid., 35. 

'* ftid-, 39. 
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Dismption is the real goal of Senecan revenge, m which characters assert individual 

autonomy through their sms.̂ ^ 

An addhional element of this search for autonomy, accordmg to Braden, is an 

emphasis on comparison and con^tition in revenge.̂ ^ Thus, mAgamemnon, the ghost 

of Thyestes is most concemed whh surpassmg Atreus's crhne: 

I, Thyestes, wiU outdo all with my crimes. 
Shall I be outdone by my brother? (25-26) 

Thyestes merely continues a compethion that began whh Atreus, who saw revenge as 

much more than getting even: "You cannot say you have avenged a crime / Unless you 

better it" (Thyestes 195-196). The better crime, for Atreus, is the most gmesome and 

painful attack imaginable: 

Some deed more wonderful 

Than mind can contemplate, more terrible 

Than any ordinary act of man, 

Beyond the bounds of human nature . . . (257-260) 

This is far more than revenge, and it has no basis whatsoever in a deshe for societal 

order. The crime-for-crime concept of blood feud, in which the act of revenge was 

important to restore balance to relationships between individuals and groups, to estabUsh 

the strength of the societal unit against fiiture attacks, and thereby to ensure peace in the 

future, has no place in Senecan revenge. Atreus is insuhed by the very idea of such a 

simple act: 

" Ibid., 53. 

" Braden 44. 
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You tell me of the end of punishment; 
I ask, H'Aa/punishment? The kindest kmg 
Can pul a man to death. (248-250) 

Smce Senecan revengers seek to estabUsh mdividual strength and autonomy rather than 

any group identhy, they cannot be content with blood for blood; revenge must be 

startUng, creative, flamboyant. 

Ahhough h is uhimately through revelation of theh crhnes that Senecan 

characters achieve their strength and sense of sel^ Bowers pomts out that EUzabethan 

dramatists were more interested m the mitial secrecy and deceh before the grand 

revelatioiL To be Senecan was to disguise revengefiil intentions untU the opportunity 

for a perfect, creative revenge presented hself Accordmg to Bowers, this element of 

deception would have been most incomprehensible to the EngUsh, who considered h a 

foreign and evil trah.̂ * Fear and fascination may have motivated the Renaissance focus 

on secretive revengers, as Bowers beUeves, or the attempt to find moral value m Senecan 

drama may have caused EUzabethans to identify the sinful characteristics of deceh and 

hypocrisy as the cause of the revenger's downfalL Newton suggests as much in his 

introduction to the fírst coUected translation of Seneca's plays: 

For it may not at any hand be thought and deemed the dhect meaning of 
Seneca himselfe, whose whole wrytinges . . . are so farre from 
countenanchig vice, that I doubt whether there bee any amonge all the 
Catalogue of Heathen wryters, that with more gravity of Philosophicall 
sentences, more waightyness of sappy words, or greater authority of sound 
matter beateth dovm siime, loose lyfe, dissolute dealinge, and unbrydled 
sensualhy: or that more sensibly, phhily, and bytingly layeth doune the 
guedon of filthy lust, cloaked dissimulation and odious treachery: which 

^̂  Bowers 45. 

^' Ibid., 51-52. 
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is the dryft, whereunto he leveleth the whole yssue of ech one of his 
Tragedies.^' 

This EUzabethan distortion of Seneca to focus on deception rather than revelation 

increases the gap between Senecan revenge and blood feud. Secretive revenge could 

have no place whhin the blood feud system, since the action must be known in order for 

the revenger to accomplish his goaL While the same might be tme of the Senecan 

revenger, the Renaissance interpretation of Seneca was another matter enthely. 

Addhionally, a blood feud revenger need not hide his actions at any point during the 

revenge process, since he would perforce assume that he was acting in accordance with 

accepted societal codes. A Senecan revenger must dissemble inhially, since his uhimate 

goal is to assert himself against society. For Elizabethans, this secrecy itself became the 

crime, leading to the modem critical distinction between public and private revenge. 

In making the distinction between blood feud and Senecan revenge, I would 

hardly suggest that Anglo-Saxons prosecuted the blood feud purely out of a disinterested 

deshe for justice or societal order. In fact, we have seen that the blood feud could 

descend mto chaos, often due to the passions of individual revengers. However, such 

actions were the violations of an estabUshed code of behavior which, while h may never 

have been enacted in pure form, existed at an ideological level to govem men's actions. 

Senecan revenge is inherently an individual action, asserted agamst any vestiges of 

societal obUgations for the sole purpose of satisfymg personal passions. It is by hs very 

nature an anti-social act. 

^' Thomas Newton, ed., Seneca His Tenne Tragedies, intro. by T. S. Eliot (Bloomington: Indiana 
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Revenge During the Renaissance 

How, then, did these diverse mfluences combme to form Renaissance attitudes 

toward revenge? It is far too temptmg to overshnplify, as critics have shown.̂ ° 

Accordmg to WiUard Famham, '*revenge . . . belongs to God, as EUzabethan moral 

philosophy staunchly maintams. Consequently, private vengeance is nothmg other than 

sinful, and the God who repays sin whh mundane punishment may even curse the man 

who becomes a divme instmment in takmg vengeance upon another shmer." '̂ The 

concepts of private and public vengeance have theh roots m Bowers's distmction 

between blood feud and the Tudor centralized govemment. While such categorization 

may be possible between Senecan revenge and the state's prerogative to punish offenses, 

the greater complexhies of the blood feud society out of which Renaissance England 

developed provide a more accurate picture of revenge as it existed for the EUzabethan 

mind. Rather than attempting to present a definitive answer to questions about 

Renaissance revenge philosophy, I intend to emphasize the ambiguhy and contradictory 

beliefs inherent in a society that retained much of its blood feud past. 

UP, 1964),p.5. 

^ Critical argument that Renaissance society disapproved entirely of private revenge begins with 
Lily Bess Campbell, "Theæies of Revenge in Renaissance England." Supporters of this position include 
Bowers; Eleanor Prosser, Hamlet andRevenge (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1971); and Hallett and Hallett. 
Those who have suggested that disapproval of revenge may not have been so widespread or unqualified 
include Philip J. Ayres, "Degrees of Heresy: Justifíed Revenge and Elizabethan Narratives," Studies in 
Philology 69 (1972): 461-74; John Sibly, "The Duty of Revenge in Tudor and Stuart Drama," Review of 
English Literature 8 (1967): 46-54; and Harry Keyishian, TTie Shapes ofRevenge: Victimization, 
Vengeance, and Vindictiveness in Shakespeare (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanhies, 1995). 

*̂ Willard Famham, The Medieval Heritage ofElizabethan Tragedy (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1956), p. 345. 
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Accordmg to Broude, "the Renaissance nouns revenge and vengeance, often used 

mterchangeably, denote retribution, the response which is made to an ofifense. When the 

context manifests no concem with the agent effecting retribution, revenge may 

correspond to the modem punishment.'''^^ Therefore, we cannot assume that EUzabethans 

rejected wholesale the concept of revenge, which might resuh from a variety of sources, 

both appropriate and mappropriate. As Broude notes, "[njehher Tudor poUtical theory 

nor Tudor reUgion rejected the blood-for-blood ethic which was the basis of private, 

public, and divine vengeance aUke."̂ ^ The approval of a revenge act was a matter of 

weighing competmg societal obUgations—a negotiation from within the system 

While modem scholars recognize the more ambiguous feelings that existed 

toward revenge during the Renaissance, they continue to defíne these attitudes based on 

the arbitrary concepts of public and private revenge. Thus Aggeler pomts out that public 

vengeance could become private revenge if tainted by personal motives.^ The converse 

is tme as well; a private revenger could transform his cause into pubUc vengeance by 

claiming a divine mandate.̂ ^ Broude concludes that "we must not be misled into 

assuming that the line between 'public' and 'private' vengeance W2is ehher clearcut or 

generally agreed upon."^ The reality, however, is even more convoluted than may be 

understood by these uncertain categorizations. "Public" vengeance, or state justice under 

^̂  Broude 40. 

*' Ibid., 50. 

" Aggeler 56. 

" Broude 49. 

^Ibid.,48. 
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the dhection of the kmg or queen, is actually one branch of the blood feud, evolved from 

the lord-retamer relationship of the Anglo-Saxon period. WhUe h has become much 

more than this by the thne of the Tudors, hs roots m the blood feud are significant. There 

is no real boundary between public vengeance and private revenge, and therefore no Une 

to cross. 

Offîcial records of blood feuds m England weU mto the sixteenth century 

demonstrate that the concept did not die easily for English society. In føct, the system 

was incorporated into efforts at a more centralized justice, as Broude points out, "in the 

provisions for judicial combat and in the system of appeals whereby prosecution of the 

offender was initiated by the victim or his kinsmen."^^ Such a system is only one step 

removed from MUler's depiction of the Anglo-Saxon blood feud. StUl, Broude joins 

Bowers in arguing that the Tudor govemment sought to criminalize private revenge and 

reserve the prerogaíive of punishment to the state. Yet the continued interest in revenge 

involved more than j'ust the weakness of a centralized govemment to redress grievances. 

It was part of a cultural value system, as Braden notes: 

Revenge is the aristocratic right of private justice, contested and socially 
stigmatized by the new monarchies but nehher decisively suppressed nor 
purged from the general social imagination: both sanctioned and 
interdicted, a recurrent point of crisis in the indeterminate character of the 
aristocratic identity.̂ ^ 

Uhimately, this study wUl demonstrate that dramatic treatments of history durmg the 

Renaissance rely upon this aristocratic link to the blood feud, since the rulers that they 

'̂ Ibiá., 46. 

'̂ Ibid., 43. 

^^BradenII3. 
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depict are, after all, hardly removed from the simple aristocracy. Fhst, however, Chapter 

III wiU explore the ways in which chronicle treatments of English history are resistant to 

the influences of Senecan revenge which, unlUce blood feud, does not lend hself to a 

cultural history of England. Chapter IV wUl investigate the influence of Seneca upon 

Renaissance English drama, particularly in the development of what many crhics have 

identified as a revenge tragedy genre. Both of these chapters wUl mdicate the movement 

of Senecan influence away from Renaissance treatments of English history and toward 

other forms of drama. 
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CHAPTER m 

BLOOD WILL HAVE BLOOD: THE REVENGE MOTIF 

IN THEMIRROR FOR MAGISTRATES 

Among Renaissance historical chronicles, The Mirrorfor Magistrates certamly is 

not recognized as the greatest mfluence upon later dramatic treatments of English history. 

Many of the most notable histoiy plays—among them Shakespeare's two tetralogies— 

relied upon HaU or HoUnshed as sources of historical mformation. The Mirror, however, 

is of considerable interest to the present study, smce h demonstrates the Uterary mmglmg 

of blood feud and Senecan revenge motifs before the evolution of revenge tragedy or 

historical drama. In the foUowing chapters, this study wiU show how these crhically 

defined dramatic "genres" have been premised on— ând have contmued to perpetuate— 

the false grouping of blood feud and Senecan revenge as defined in Chapter II. An 

mvestigation of the development oíThe Mirror is foundational to the study of the 

revenge motif in Renaissance drama, but not necessarily because h served as a dhect 

source for the historical drama. There was considerable and convoluted interaction 

between the drama of the period and the many editions of The Mirror, but I am more 

concemed here with the chronicle as a Uterary document m hs own right. Because we 

can whness the evolution of The Mirrorfor Magistrates over a period of 56 years, we are 

able to note the initial conflict between blood feud and Senecan revenge motifs m the 

text, as weU as the effects upon the document as Senecan influence gradually increased 

and the references to a code of blood feud gradually disappeared. This chapter wiU begm 

by placing The Mirrorfor Magistrates withm Renaissance historiography. It wUl then 
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trace the movement ofThe Mirror away from that historiography—a movement which 

Renaissance crhics generally acknowledge. My mtention, however, is to demonstrate 

that this movement correlates m signifícant ways whh the evolution of the revenge motif 

throughout the document's many edhions. This correlation is essential to an 

understandmg of the revenge motif m Renaissance historical drama. 

Renaissance Historiographv 

During the period 1580-1640, according to F. Smith Fussner, England whnessed 

an "historical revolution" that led to historical writing of a type recognizable to the 

modern discipline.* He premises his argument on the new critical research methods that 

Renaissance scholars were applying to the study of the past; however, his failure to limit 

his study of Renaissance historiography to those works which actually claimed to be 

histories has resulted in a backlash of criticism. While D. R. Woolf agrees with 

Fussner's theory that disciplines of study often overlapped during the Renaissance, he 

also points out that Renaissance historical writers acknowledged "a formal distinction 

between 'antiquhies' and 'history.'"^ For Wool^ the "historical revolution" of the 

Renaissance is the gradual blending of these two disciplmes to create modem historical 

• F. Smith Fussner, The Historical Revolution (New York: Columbia UP, 1962). 

^ Among those critics who support a greatCT continuity in English historical thought are Joseph M. 
Levine, "Ancients, Modems and the Continuity of English Historical Writing in the Later Seventeenth 
Century," in Studies in Change andRevolution, ed. Paul J. Korshin (London: Scholar Press, 1972), pp. 43-
75; Joseph Preston, "Was there an Historical Revolution?," Joumal ofthe History ofldeas 33 (1977): 353-
64. 

' D. R. Woolf, "Erudition and the Idea of History in Renaissance England," Renaissance 
Quarterly 40A (1987): 11-48. Seep. U. 
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wrhmg; however, the artificial distmctions that existed, at least at an abstract level, for 

the Renaissance mmd help to clarify the historiography of the period. 

The essential qualhy that separated the writmgs of historians from those of 

antiquaries was the rhetorical form; history by its very nature requhed a narrative form. 

Early m the Elizabethan period, this was apparently the only criterion of historical 

wrhmg: "they teU stories, tme or følse, about real or hnagmary men and women who 

lived m the remote or the recent past; and they take the form not of a synchronic 

inventory of mformation but of a diachronic narrative.''* Where the antiquary was 

concemed whh physical objects, the tangible artifacts of the past, the historian focused on 

men and events, the buUding blocks of a narrative of the past. The writer of antiquhies 

adhered to his discipline by avoiding any attempt to apply a narrative rhetorical stmcture 

to the objects or insthutions he described and, above all, by resistmg any moral or 

didactic purpose for writmg.̂  

As the Renaissance concept of historiography evolved during EUzabeth's reign, h 

came to encompass more than merely a rhetorical mode. A greater level of historical 

accuracy and an emphasis on the instmctive value of the material entered the discipline; 

the former criterion was supplied from Cicero's De inventione and the latter from his De 

oratore.^ The requhement that historical wrhmg serve a didactic purpose played perhaps 

the greatest role in defîning Renaissance historiography, serving specificaUy to 

* Ibid., 19. G. K. Hunter, English Drama 1586-1642: The Age ofShakespeare (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997), notes that the words "history" and "story" are often used int^changeably in 
Elizabethan play titles. Seep. 155. 

^ Woolf 21. 

^ Ibid., 19-20. 
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distinguish h from the study of antiquhies. Because historians valued this distmction, 

they contmuaUy stated the mstmctional quality of theh work, a statement which, 

accordmg to Wool^ "acquhed the status of a topos in EUzabethan historical theory, soon 

becommg an mcantation chanted m preface after preface."^ 

The potential conflict between a wrhing of history that emphasized tmth and one 

that emphasized instmction is clear m Sh Philip Sidney's Defence ofPoetry, where he 

values the poet over the historian as a writer of history. The poet, accordmg to Sidney, is 

not bound to a tmthful relation of historical facts and can therefore focus on creating 

didactic meaning fix>m his materiaL* However, since instmctional purpose was a 

crherion of historical wrhmg, historians did m fact aher theh material. They generally 

considered themselves superior to mere chroniclers, whose work formed the foundation 

for theh own narratives.̂  Chronicles represented the early form of historiography, and 

they were viewed primarUy as an inventory of facts rather than as the humanistic 

narrative favored by Renaissance historians. In fact, these historians so preferred 

instmction over accuracy—^partly as a result of theh deshe to maintain the distinction 

between the disciplines of histoiy and antiquhies— t̂hat uhimately, according to J. G. A. 

Pocock, *there was a kind of pyrrhonist revolt, a widespread movement of scepticism as 

^ Ibid., 20. Renaîssance scholars generally emphasize this instructirøial quality as an essential 
component of Renaissance historiography. See, for example, Lily B. Campbell, "Tudor Conceptions of 
History and Tragedy in^ Mirrorfor Magistrates,^^ in Co ected Papers ofLily B. Campbell (New York: 
Russell and Russell, 1968), p. 291; F. J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought (San Marino, CA: Huntington 
Library, 1967), pp. 13-14; Donald R Kelley, "The Theory of History," in The Cambridge History of 
Renaissance Philosophy, ed. Charles B. Schmitt (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1988), pp. 748-750; and 
Paul Budra, "77ie Mirrorfor Magistrates and the Politics of Readership," SEL 32 (1992): 1-13. 

* Sir Hiilip Sidney, The Defence ofPoesy, in Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones 
(Oxford: OxfordUP, 1994), 101-142. Seeparticularlylines 612-617. 

'Wool fn . 
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to whether the story of the past could be reliably told at alL"'° Certamly, then, historical 

wrhings of the Renaissance demonstrate a continual tension between the demands of 

truth and the deshe to convey meaning. 

But historiography durmg the Renaissance was defined not only by historians' 

theoretical deshe to separate theh work from the study of antiquhies, but also by the 

tendency of the two discipUnes to merge m practice. As Woolf points out, the 

instmctional value of history at the individual level carries ramifications for insthutions 

and societies, which were generally the subjects of antiquhies. *' Historical wrhing 

carried political meaning in addition to moral meaning, and as the discipline evolved 

during the EUzabethan period, this poUtical meaning gained greater signifîcance. 

The Mirrorfor Magistrates as an Historical Document 

It is impossible to speak oíThe Mirrorfor Magistrates as a single, unifîed text, 

since it actuaUy evolved through eight different versions during the years 1554-1610, 

the same years that witnessed the growth and, according to many crhics, the decline of 

the history play as a dramatic genre.'^ LUy B. Campbell, who pubUshed in 1938 what is 

'** J. G. A. Pocock, The Ancient Constitution and the Feudal Law (Cambridge, 1957), p. 6. 

" WooIf28. 

'̂  Scott Campbell Lucas, in "The Suppressed Edition and the Q-eation of the 'Orthodox' Mirror 
for Magistrates," Renaissance Papers (1994): 31-54, presents evidence that the first version of the Mirror 
was censored in 1554 due to its content, and not in 1555 as a result of føUout from the censorship of Hall, 
as Lily Campbell had argued. See also Campbell, "The Suppressed Edition of ̂  Mirrorfor Magistrates,'' 
Huntington LibraryBulletin 6 (1934): I-I6. 

'̂  See, for example, Willard Famham, The Medieval Heritage ofElizabethan Tragedy (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell, 1956); and Irving RibnCT, The English History Play in theAge of Shakespeare (New York: 
Bames & Noble, 1965). 
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stUl regarded as the defínhive edhion of the Mirror, distmguished between the genume 

text and addhions which could not or should not be mtegrated.''* Recent scholarship, 

however, has taken exception to CampbeU's neat compartmentaUzation of the Mirrofs 

convoluted history and has attempted to reclahn this margmaUzed material as part of a 

more complete history of the document.'^ Campbell's goal was to define the Mirror as a 

unified text, as "a pure expression of Tudor ruUng-class ideals."'^ It is perhaps more 

usefiil to think of the disunities of the text not as aberrations but as elements m the text's 

changmg poshion whhin Renaissance historiography. 

In 1559, Thomas Marshe published the fhst edhion oíThe Mirrorfor 

Magistrates. Written primarily by WiUiam Baldwm, h was intended as an extension of 

Lydgate's The Fall ofPrinces, since that author had failed to address EngUsh history: 

"But as h shoulde appeare, he beynge an Italien, mynded most the Roman and Italike 

story, or els perhaps he wanted our countrey chronicles."'^ The chronicles Baldwin 

refers to in his opening statement to the reader include Fabyan's New Chronicles of 

England and France (1516), VergU's y4«g//cúf Historia (commissioned by Henry VII in 

1501 and published in 1534), and Hall's Union ofthe Two Noble andlllustre Families of 

Lancaster and York (1548). While relying heavily on these earlier chronicles, 

particularly Hall, Baldwin's Mirror united the earUer chronicle tradhion whh the 

"* Campbell, "Introduction" to The Mirrorfor Magistrates (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1938). 

'̂  For instance, Budra, "Politics of Readership," directly contradicts Campbell, arguing that "the 
Niccols edition is the logical terminus to a fifty-year textual evolution." (p. 1). 

16 Lucas 33. 

'̂  The Mirrorfor Magistrates, ed. Lily B. Campbell (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1938), p. 70. 
All citations from this editicHi are idrøtifíed by line number except for titles and prose links, which are 
identifíed by page number. 
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conventions ofde casibus tragedy, mvented by Boccaccio m his De Casibus Virorum 

Illustrium. Lydgate had translated and extended Boccacio's work, and Baldwm's work 

was origmally conceived by publisher Johannes Wayland as a further extension of 

Lydgate. This origin of the Mirror complicates hs initial poshion whhin Renaissance 

historiography. 

According to Budra, the signifîcant characteristic oíde casibus tragedy, which is 

generally a coUection of tragic narrative poems, is "hs dependence upon a Christian 

concept of history."'' In this Christian phUosophy, history is the progression of events 

from Creation to Apocalypse, contained withm a linear model of unique events.̂ ° This 

model dhectly contradicts the cyclical model that underlay historical wrhing of the period 

and warranted the conception of history as instructionaL Campbell pomts out that history 

during the Renaissance was viewed as repetitive, ensuring that significant events were 

lUíely to recur. Therefore, the retelling of one historical event might serve as a model 

for fiiture behavior. If history is perceived as linear, as in the de casibus tradhion, each 

event must be recorded, and only through an accumulation of all events can God's plan 

'* Paul Budra, "7%e Mirrorfor Magistrates and the Shape of De Casibus Tragedy," English 
Studies 4 (\9SS): 303-312. See pp. 303-305. It wasalsoclearly connectedtotheproliferationofmedieval 
litCTature, both Latin and English, that utilized mirror imagery. For a detailed discussion of the 
development of the mirror image throughout medieval and Renaissance English literature, see Herbert 
Grabes, The Mutable Glass: Mirror Imagery in Titles and Texts ofthe Middle Ages andEnglish 
Renaissance, (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1982). 

•' Ibid., 303. 

2° Ibid., 304. 

^' Campbell, 'Tudor Conceptions" 284-86. 
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be revealed.̂ ^ The mtent of the 1559 Mirror, then, was to contribute to this 

understanding of God's plan by extendmg Lydgate's work to focus on EngUsh subjects. 

Aside from hs connection to de casibus tragedy, the 1559 Mirror also expanded 

upon tradhional Renaissance historiography through hs greater dramatic quaUty. This 

quality resulted m part from hs origins; Budra mdicates that de casibus tragedy 

prefigured Elizabethan drama.̂ ^ More hnportantly, Baldvdn allows the heroes of his 

history to tell theh own stories m dramatic monologues, with Baldwm and his coauthors 

conducting real time conmientary m the prose links.̂ "̂  For example, he reports his 

conversation with an anonymous fellow author afler Tresilian speaks: "An other . . . sayd 

as foloweth. Althoughe it be not greatly appertinent to our purpose, yet in my judgement 

I thynke h woulde do wel to observe the times of men."̂ ^ Budra calls these links "a 

reaUstic, prose recounting of the trials of muhiple authorship." However, they also 

introduce a quaUty of interaction—of action unfolding before the readers' eyes—not 

present in other historical documents of the period. The dramatic quality of the Mirror 

appears to have been recognized during the Renaissance; Baldwin was known as a 

22 Budra, "De Casibus" 304. 

2̂  Ibid., 303. 

^* Budra, "Polhics of Readership," 9. This more dramatic presentatioi of history did not have its 
origins in Lydgate, who used third person to relate the stories of his ghosts. See Budra, 'Tolhics of 
Readership," p. 2 and Famham, pp. 281-282. 

^^Mirror^\. 

2̂  Budra, "Politics of Readership" 9. 
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playwright, and Francis Meres mcluded the Mirror m a list of dramatic works by 

Shakespeare, Marlowe, and Kyd, among others.̂ ^ 

StiU, of the many edhions of the Mirror, the origmal 1559 edhion is generally 

accepted as a clearly historical text. As Budra pomts out, the Mirror's authors "display 

an awareness of the criterion of historical accuracy."^* More importantly, Baldwin's 

dedication contains the familiar topos of the Cicerian statement of instructional value: 

"For here as in a loking glas, you shall see (if any vice be in you) howe the lUce hath bene 

punished in other heretofore, whereby admonished, I trust h wUl be a good occasion to 

move you to the soner amendment."^^ The dhect address of magistrates lends a clear 

political meaning to the Mirrofs didactic purpose. That the Mirror was originally 

perceived as highly poUtical is apparent in the suppression of the unpublished 1554 

edhion. Even afler the fírst pubUcation of the document m 1559, h appears that 

individual tragedies were suppressed.̂ ° While the precise nature of the poUtical purpose 

is m considerable dispute,̂ ' h is clear that the 1559 Mirror seeks to comment on poUtical 

issues through a discussion of historical events and therefore serves a valid historical 

purpose. Thus TresUian provides advice for those who hold legal ofîîce: 

" Ibid., 2-9. 

2* Ibid., 307. 

^^ Mirror 65-66. 

^'^ Budra, "Polhics of Readership" 2. For a thorough discussion of the 1554 Mirror, see Lucas. 

^' Budra, "PoUtics of Readership," 4, believes that, "[fjor the early Mirror contributors... the past 
should not, perhaps could not, be separated from the practical and political concems of the present." 
Hunter, however, sees the text "providing a simultaneous admhation for greatness and celebration of 
fortunate distance from it." See p. 162. Campbell finds the Mirror supportive of orthodox Tudor political 
doctrine (assuming, like E. M. W. Tillyard, that such a unified doctrine was identifiable), but Lucas argues 
that the 1559 edition was highly subvCTSÍve of that doctrine. See pp. 52-53. 
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Ye Judges and ye Justicers let my most just punycion, 
Teache you to shake of bribes and kepe your handes pure. 
Ryches and promocion be vame thynges and unsure, 
The favour of a prince is an untrusty staye, 
But Justyce hath a fee that shaU remayne alwaye. (122-26) 

Shnilarly, Woodstock con^lams of'Tortunes varyaunce" (30), but he also suggests that 

h is possible to avoid his fate through correct poUtical choices: 

But m that ye be Lyeges leame to obaye, 
Submytting your wylles to your princes lawes, 
It fytteth not a subjecte to have his owne waye. (99-101) 

The 1559 Mirror provided instruction for more than just magistrates, as we can 

see m Jack Cade's instnictions to EngUshmen based upon the standard Tudor doctrme of 

divine right: 

God hath ordayned the power, all princes be 
His Lieutenauntes, or debhies in realmes, 
Against theh foes stUl therfore fighteth he, 
And as his enmies drives them to extremes, 
Theh wise devises prove but dohish dreames. 
No subject ought for any kind of cause, 
To force the lord, but yeeld him to the lawes. (155-61) 

Regardless of the audience, however, the instructional purpose remains overt and 

primarUy oriented toward polhical philosophy. 

Thus, critics generally accept Baldwin's original Mirror as representative of 

Renaissance historiography, despite those influences upon hs creation that aheady set h 

apart. The fhst pubUshed edhion of the Mirror contained 19 tragedies and focused on 

Brhish history after Richard II, a period of EngUsh histoiy ofiFering poUtically charged 

material. In 1563, Marshe reprinted the 1559 edhion with a new preface by Baldwin and 

eight new tragedies, the majority of which focused on the period of the Wars of the 
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Roses. The continuation of similar historical material and poUtical meaning has caused 

the majorhy of Renaissance scholars to identify these two edhions as representative of 

the Mirror tradhion and to locate the fírst break whh that tradhion m the edhion of 

1574.̂ ^ In this year, Marshe published the 1563 edhion as THE LASTparte ofthe Mirour 

for Magistrates, and John Higgms's coUection of tragedies as THE FIRSTparte ofthe 

Mirourfor Magistrates, containing thefalles ofthefirst infortunate Princes ofthis 

îande. In focusing his 16 tragedies on the ancient history of Britain, covering the period 

fi'om Brut untU Caesar, Higgins may have been taking his cue fi*om Baldwin, who stated 

in his "To the Reader" section of the 1559 edhion, "It were therfore a goodlye and a 

notable matter to searche & dyscourse oure whole storye fi^om the fyrst beginning of the 

inhabitynge of the yle."^^ Higgins acknowledges this in his own "To the Reader" 

preface, although he also indicates a deshe "to fetch our Histories fi*om the begiiming, & 

make them as ample as the chronicles of any other country or Nation." According to 

32 Campbell, "Introduction" to Mirror 9-11. 

^̂  For Campbell, in her "Introduction" to Parts Added to The Mirrorfor Magistrates (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1946), the broado" ethical focus in the later editíons placed them outside of the authentic 
Mirror. See p. 15. Famham contradicts Campbell in his acceptance of the 1574 editíon as a natural 
extensicm of the Mirror, but he also recognizes a movement away jfrom politícal concems and toward an 
emphasis on tragic justice. The Mirror, as a more dramatic text than otho- dironicles, undergoes the 
expected progression fi-OTi history to tragedy. See p. 294. MOTC recently, Budra, ""De Casibus," disagrees 
with Famham, seeing all editions as part of the De Casibus tradhion of offering moral lessons, although he 
acknowledges that it "evolved fi'om a politically corrective exemplar of the poetry/history combination into 
a mundane and sentimoital book of moral platitudes" (pp. 2-3). 

^* Mirror \6-\7. 

^' Ibid., 70. 

*̂ Parts Added 35. AU citations fi-om this editíon are identífied by line number except for títles 
and prose links, whidi are identífied by page number. 
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Budra, Higgms was foUowmg the tradhion of earlier chroniclers, who wished to creaíe a 

heroic prehistory for Brham on the scale of classical epic Iherature.̂ ^ 

Critics who trace a loss of historical value to the 1574 Mirror pomt to Higgms's 

subject matter as one cause for the deterioration. Although Ribner recognized the 

nationalistic glorification of England as one purpose of Renaissance historical wrhmg,̂ * 

Budra argues that "patriotic legend, quasi-mythical events so distant m thne and 

entrenched in tradition... could not be construed as having contemporary poUtical 

significance."^^ However, legendary history could be highly poUtical, particularly when 

Brhish rulers founded theh leghimacy upon h. In 1501, the Welsh Henry Tudor 

commissioned VergU to write a history endorsing the myth of King Arthur, whom Henry 

claimed as his noble ancestor.'*^ It is true, as Budra points out, that myths of Arthur and 

Brut were questioned by many historians, including Vergil, in the late sixteenth century.'̂ ' 

Yet Budra also acknowledges that the debate over the myth of Arthur retumed during the 

early reign of James I, who attempted to found the legitimacy of his claim to England's 

throne upon his abUhy to trace his lineage through the legendary king: "The pro- and 

anti-Arthur camps were divided along poUtical lines: the pro-Arthurians tended to be 

loyalists, stiU supportive of the James-Arthur Uneage theory, while the anti-Arthur forces 

" Budra, "PoUtics of Readership" 4. 

^*Ribner24. 

^' Budra, 'Tolitics of Readership" 10. Both HuntCT, 155, and Rihier, 267, exclude fi-om the 
history play genre those plays whidi focus on ancient or legendary British history. The concept of a genre 
of historical drama vÅW be addressed in detail in ChaptCT V of this study. 

^°Ribner3. 

*' Budra, "Politics of Readership" 4-5. 
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tended to be Parliamentarians, dismissive of the senthnental authorhy granted by the 

Arthur association."^^ Although this debate occurred much later m the evolution of the 

Mirror, h is difficuh to dismiss out of hand the potential for poUtical meanmg m 

Higgms's subject matter, as the 1574 edhion is fi^ed chronologically by poUtical 

debates premised on precisely this matter. In addhion, the focus on ancient and 

legendary history, beghmmg m the 1574 edhion and contmumg through the fínal three 

edhions, was virtually requhed by the Unear historical model of the de casibus tradhion, 

upon which the original Mirror was premised. 

Crhics who have remarked the gradual loss of historical value m the text have 

found Higgins a convenient scapegoat. Campbell notes that he changed the tone of the 

Mirror by substituting verse links for the prose links that Baldwin used between the 

tragedies. According to Budra, Higgins's retum to Lydgate's dream fi-ame deliberately 

employed "a device that proclaimed [the tragedies'] artifice. They were poems fírst, 

history second."̂ "* It is dif icult to dismiss this device as enthely antithetical to the 

writing of histoiy, however, if we recall that Renaissance historians considered narration 

the essential element of theh discipline. 

A number of critics have noted a progression fi*om the concem with political 

virtue in the early edhions to a broader focus on aU types of individual moralhy 

2̂ Ibid., 6. 

*^ Campbell, "Introduction" to Parts Added 6. 

*^ Budra, "Polhics of Readership" 10. 
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beghmmg whh the addhion of Higgms's work m 1574."*̂  Also, accordmg to Budra, the 

development of the Mirror does not reflect the evolution of Renaissance historical 

wrhing, which he believes moved gradually away fi-om a providential view of history— 

away fi-om an emphasis on "fîrst causes of events, the intervention of God mto history" to 

"second causes . . . the intervention of men into history."*^ In contrast, "later edhions of 

the Mirror became more, not less, concemed with providence. They increasingly traced 

a mechanistic teleology shaped around moral turphude, not polhical will. In short, the 

Mirror evolved away fi-om the historiography h claimed as authority."'*̂  In this respect, 

he argues that the progression of the Mirror is dhectly opposed to the development of 

historical writing during the period. 

While the Mirror does graduaUy evolve away fi-om the historiography of the 

Renaissance period, this evolution is not caused purely by its change in subject matter, 

which is simply dictated by the de casibus tradition, nor by hs shift fi-om poUtical to 

moral instmction. The latter is not a cause, but rather an effect of the Senecan influence 

upon the text. As the concept of Senecan revenge replaced the blood feud motif whhin 

^^ For Campbell, in her "Introduction" to Parts Added to The Mirrorfor Magistrates (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1946), the broader ethical focus in the later editíons placed them outside of the authentic 
Mirror. See p. 15. Famham contradicts Campbell in his acceptance of the 1574 edition as a natural 
extension of the Mirror, but he also recognizes a movement away from politícal concems and toward an 
emphasis on tragic justice. The Mirror, as a more dramatic text than other dironicles, undergoes the 
expected progression from history to tragedy. See p. 294. More recently, Budra disagrees with Famham, 
seeing all editions as part of the De Casibus traditíon of offering moral lessons, although he acknowledges 
that h "evolved from a polhically corrective exemplar of the poetry/history combination into a mundane 
and sentimental book of moral platitudes" (pp. 2-3). 

46 Budra, "Polhics of Readership" 3. 

*̂  Budra, "Politics of Readership" 3. For a discussion of the amtinued tension between the 
concepts of providence and Fortune, see Frederick Kiefer, 'Tortune and Providence in the Mirror for 
Magistrates," Studies in Philology 74 (1977); 146-64, who argues that throughout the later editíons, 
Fortune retains her classical idoitity, resisting integration into the Christian idea of providence. 
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the Mirrofs mdividual tragedies, they no longer carried a strong polhical lesson. In 

addhion, the authors lost the abUity to present theh material as historical fact, smce the 

Senecan mfluence caused a greater emphasis on tragedy and drama, rather than purely 

historical wrhmg. Most hnportant, and generally overlooked, is the fact that the very 

nature of the origmal Mirror virtually necessitated this gradual deterioration in historical 

value. 

Blood Feud versus Senecan Revenge in The Mirrorfor Magistrates 

The Senecan influence, and therefore the movement of the Mirror away fi"om 

Renaissance historiography, actually begins well before Higgins's 1574 addhions to the 

text. The 1559 edition, acknowledged as the most polhically focused and therefore most 

"historical" of the numerous versions of the Mirror, reUes most heavily upon the blood 

Á ff 

feud motif Seneca's tragedies would not be published in translation untU the 1560s, 

and historical drama, with its initial debt to Seneca, would not begin to evolve until the 

appearance of SackvUle and Norton's Gorboduc (1561-62). As a resuh, this edhion 

makes the greatest use of the blood feud tradhion as a motif for contextualizing historical 

events and establishing poUtical meaning. 

We have aheady seen the tension between the theme of Fortune's wheel and the 

text's instructive poUtical messages, which suggest that the hero's faU has very human 

causes. The theme of Fortune's wheel, which prevails throughout the fhst two tragedies, 

is estabUshed m Robert TresUian's openmg plea to Baldwm: 

^' Hunter 70. 
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we beseche thee with our names to begm, 
whom unfi-iendly Fortime did trayne unto a trap, 
when we thought our state most stable to have bm, 
So Ughtly leese they aU which aU do ween to wyn. (2-5) 

Woodstock begms whh a shnilar emphasis on "Fortunes varyaunce" (30), but he does not 

attribute his fall simply to Fortune, nor does he place the blame enthely upon his own 

actions. His focus moves through bizarre reasonmg fi-om the unreliabilhy of Fortune to 

the treachery of Richard II: "Let none trust Fortune, but folowe Reason: / For oflen we 

see in trust is treason. / This proverbe m proofe over true I tiyed, / Findmg high treason m 

place of high trust" (34-37). Suddenly h is not Fortune that govems Woodstock's Ufe, 

and in which he has placed too much confídence; the kmg now fiUs that role. And 

desphe Woodstock's lengthy discussion of his own sins, he stUl considers his punishment 

fi"om Richard— ând therefi)re Fortune—^unjust. The uhimate didactic message of this 

tragedy concerns not Woodstock's failmgs, but Richard's, and the potential threat of 

these failings is couched in terms of blood feud: 

cruelty abused the lawe of kynde, 
whan that the Nephewe the Uncle slewe, 
Alas king Richarde sore mayst thou rewe: 
whiche by this facte preparedst the waye, 
Of thy harde destynie to hasten the daye. (192-96) 

Richard has violated the code of blood feud through his attack upon a blood relative. 

Thus the blood feud motif is the means for moving the story of Woodstock's faU out of 

the realm of Fortune and into the context of poUtical debate. The emphasis on the 

familial relationship, combined with the royal status of the fømily, hints at a problem that 

would not be pursued for hs poUtical implications untU addressed in historical drama. 

The Mirror is satisfled with simply suggestmg the potential problems mherent in this 
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redhection of the blood feud inward upon the famUy; as long as the fømily acts as a 

protective unit, h provides security and strength, and h also exerts control over the actmg 

of the feud. Woodstock leaves no doubt thaí his death establishes a blood feud: 

For blood axeth blood as guerdon dewe, 
And vengeaunce for vengeaunce is just rewarde, 
. . . Take heed ye princes by examples past, 

Blood wyU have blood, eyther fyrst or last. (197-203) 

Yet this is not a typical feud. The initial crime is an inter-family murder; therefore, 

Woodstock's waming to princes concerns specifically the blood feud potential of a 

familial dispute. 

The emphasis on the family unit, which was the basic element of the origmal 

Anglo-Saxon bloodfeud system, continues in James I's tragedy. James describes the 

murder of kinsmen at several levels of the fømily relationship, a shuation which resuhs in 

both the destruction of the speaker and the weakening of the state. The hiitial crime is the 

murder of James's brother by an uncle who seeks the throne: "A trusted brother stroye 

his brother's blood" (32). Uhimately, James's death comes at the command of the same 

uncle. These two acts of fi'atricide fi^ame the narrative of personal vice to which James 

attributes his own down&lL James mistakenly trusts the false accusation of his uncle 

against Duke Murdo, murdering not only the Duke, but his enthe family as well. The 

lesson he gleans fi-om this crime— "̂A trusted traytour shal you quickely winne / To put to 

death your km and fi^ndes most just" (96-97)—overshnplifies a complex situation. In a 

blood feud society, James should be able to trust his kin, but his uncle has aheady 

violated that code. Worse, by murdering Murdo, James allows his uncle to draw him into 
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the violation of blood feud bonds, smce he appears to have shared a lord-retamer 

rehitionship whh the murdered Duke. 

The heart of the tragedy is James's betrayal of Kmg Henry and of the foster 

relationship developed durmg his imprisonment in England: 

good king Henry seing I was a chUd, 
And heyre by ryght unto a reahne and crowne, 
Dyd bríng me up . . . vertuously in feates of high renowne: 
In liberaU artes in instrumentall sowne. (57-61) 

By standards of Anglo-Saxon blood feud, such an adoptive relationship carried the same 

significance as a blood relationship, as weU as the same responsibilhies.'*' In violatmg 

this bond, James commhs, at least in intention, the same crime as his uncle. At a 

superficial level, James is guUty of violating an oath for the sake of ambhion.̂ ^ 

However, his narrative continually emphasizes the family bond: 

See Baldwin Baldwin, the unhappy endes, 
Of suche as passe not for theyr lawfuU oth: 
Of those that causeles leave theyr fayth or fi-endes, 
And murdre kynsfolke through theh foes untroth. (148-51) 

Of course, James's diffículty—a, difficulty which even he seems unable to grasp—is the 

inapplicability of this neat dichotomy between fømily and foes to the world he inhabhs. 

The fact that the Mirror addresses this wammg to prmces indicates that this corruption of 

the blood feud system is of particular concem at the level of the state. 

In addhion to the betrayal of fømily loyahies, the 1559 Mirror addresses a second 

threat to the state through the cormption of the code of blood feud. The tragedy of Lord 

*̂  William lan MiIIer, "Choosing the Avenger: Swne Aspects of the Bloodfeud in Medieval 
\ce\mámdEng\and;'LawandHistoryReview\{\9%3): 159-203. Seepp. 166-67. 

°̂ Famham, 283-285, believes that retribution for faults, particularly ambition, is the point of all 
but three of the tragedies in the 1559 edition. 
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CUffbrd forces us to view his crime strictly through the lens of blood feud's conventions, 

and his guUt arises firom his failure to abide by these conventions. Clifford does not 

assert the wickedness of simple revenge, where the act of revenge is proportional to the 

original crhne. It is only his choice of target that he regrets: 

But Utle know the wicked what they speake, 
In boldning us our enmyes kin to slay, 
To punish shme, is good, h is no nay. 
They wreke not sinne but merh wreke for sinne, 
That wreke the føthers fauhs upon his kyn. (24-28) 

CUfford's crime is his misinterpretation of the code of blood feud; ahhough the family 

exists as a unit, not every member of that fømily is an equally appropriate target for 

revenge.^' His murder of York's innocent child does not reestabUsh the balance that was 

lost when York kiUed CUfford's father. Instead, h creates a new hnbalance, for which he 

must answer with his death: "sodayne vengeaunce sodaynly alights / On cmeU heades, to 

quhe theh cmel spightes" (48-49). It is tme that Clifford's concluding moral appears to 

be little more than a homily, with little political meaning: "Was never yet nor shalbe 

cmeU deede, / Lefl; unrewarded with as cmel meede" (69-70). The expressed lesson of 

the tragedy operates at the level of individual morality precisely because of the nature of 

CUfford's failing. He has no sense of degree, somethmg which is essential to the 

appropriate functioning of the blood feud, and which no doubt existed much more in 

theory than in reality. This faUing caused him to murder York's son, and h causes him to 

'* According to MiIIer, 160, "The rule of equivalence... limited tiie class of possible expiatws by 
excluding some who migjit by virtue of kináiip alone qualiíy as vengeance targets. Thus, young children, 
old infirm men, or women were usually inappropriate expiators, and killing one of them tended to expand 
the dispute and increase its intensity." This may be compared to Bowers's discussion of Senecan tragedy: 
"Revenge is collective as well as personal, in that it extends to all descendants of the injurer and to all his 
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look back vaguely upon the act as a cmel deed meritmg punishment fi-om the gods. 

CUfiford's final statement expresses the justice of an eye for an eye, somethmg that is 

essential to the code of blood feud but that is missmg m his narrative. The discrepency 

between CUfiford's actions and his understandmg of them causes hhn to focus on an 

mdividual moralhy lesson even as h threatens the state through the potential cormption of 

the blood feud system. He sees his action as an mdividual sin resuhmg in mdividual 

punishment, rather than recognizmg his poshion withm his society. Therefore, his 

inabilhy to comprehend the code of blood feud causes him to be unaware of the 

ramifications his actions have upon everyone coimected to the feud. The poUtical 

meaning of his tragedy is present in his contextualizmg of his actions whhm the blood 

feud code, but the very lack of understanding that caused him to violate the code also 

causes him to be unaware of the larger polhical meaning behind his actions. 

Regardless of Clififord's failure to make the coimection between his cormption of 

blood feud and the implications for the state, he is clearly discussing a poUtical matter. 

His story is immediately preceded in the 1559 Mirror by the tragedy of Richard, Duke of 

York, who essentially reconstmcts the events of CUfford's narrative as a civil war. 

York's accoimt contains none of the blood feud elements that pervade CUfford's tragedy, 

and the juxtaposhion of the two stories emphasizes the tension between a poUtical 

consideration of history as h affected the staíe and the tendency of revenge motifs to 

focus attention on the mdividual. While dramatists would find ways to use the 

conception of revenge as blood feud to create poUtical meaning, the authors of the Mirror 

coUateral kindred The revengar may be satisfied to take vengeance not on the injurer himself but on 
his sons, as affording the greater torment." See p. 44. 
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would succumb to the mfluence of Seneca and therefore fmd themselves carried away 

fi-om theh origmal poUtical purposes for the text. 

Although elements of blood feud contmue m the 1563 addhions to the Mirror, the 

use of the revenge motif clearly demonstrates the growmg Elizabethan mterest m 

Senecan tragedy. The tragedy of Lord Hastmgs most closely resembles the tone of the 

1559 references to revenge, by wammg against "traytours to nature, coimtrey, khme and 

kynde. / Whome no bande serveth m brothers zeale to bynd" (261-62). The dangers of 

crimes against the family also appear in the tragedy of Richard, Duke of Gloucester, who 

repeatedly emphasizes his murder of his nephews as the cause of his downfall. Desphe 

his long Ust of crimes, he believes that his subjects are single-minded: "On me to be 

revenged for this sinne, / For cmell murdering unnaturally my kyn" (132-33). Yet even 

in these stories the Senecan influence dominates. Vengeance for Hastings is not a man-

made system for maintaining justice and order within the society, but a natural force of a 

pagan world, existing to punish evil acts: "Vengeaunce on mynd, the fi"eatyng fiiryes 

take" (273). Therefore, the revenge arising fi*om evil acts amounts to a divinely ordained 

righting of the universal order rather than a function of society, the success of which must 

be determined based on its effectiveness in restoring balance to human relationships. 

While Hastings does not shuate the significance of kinship violations whhin a 

blood feud code, Gloucester continually subverts any significance of the kinship bond by 

granting primacy to the relationship of sovereign and subject: 

Not only kyn, but kyng the tmth to saye 
Whom unkyndely of iQiigdome I bereft, 
His life also fi-om him I raught away. (134-36) 
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The real issue for Richard is not his crime agamst a blood relationship, but the 

motivation for that crime: "deshe to rule alas dyd me so blmde, / Which caused me to do 

agaynst nature and kynde" (293-94). This mterest m mdividual passions is m keepmg 

with Senecan revenge rather than Anglo-Saxon blood feud, whh hs extemal focus on the 

family and society. 

Perhaps the greatest Senecan mfluence on the 1563 Mirror appears in the 

contributions fi-om SackviUe, who coauthored the first dramatic blendmg of English 

histoiy and Senecan tragedy at approxhnately the same time. His "Induction" is in the 

classical style; the narrator allows Sorrow to guide hhn to the underworld to see the 

victims of Fortune. There the travelers encounter, among others, Revenge, who is the 

very embodiment of passion: 

. . . fell Revenge gnashing her teeth for yre, 
Devising meanes howe she may vengeaunce take, 
Never in rest tyll she have her deshe: 
But fi-ets withm so farforth with the fyer 
Of wreaking flames, that nowe determines she, 
To dye by death, or vengde by death to be. (240-45) 

The personifícation of Revenge suggests again an evU natural force which perhaps exists 

within all men and which, if unchecked, can send them sphaling out of control. Such a 

conception opposes blood feud as a means of maintaining order within a society that 

strictly adheres to hs guidelines. 

This vish to the underworld introduces Buckingham's tragedy and estabUshes a 

Senecan tone for this piece as weU. In addhion to the numerous classical references, 

Buckingham emphasizes heredity of evU: "murder crieth out vengeance on your seede" 

(112). Bowers identifies this feature of Senecan tragedy to pimish the guUty whh 
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crhnmal heredhy.̂ ^ Like Hastmgs, he also sees revenge as a divme judgment for crhnes, 

and a guihy conscience as one form of that revenge: '*Now start m dreames through 

dread of murdrers knyfe, / As though even then revengement were assynde" (206-7). 

Most hnportantly, Buckmgham ends his tale as the ephome of Senecan tragedy's 

vengeance-seekmg ghost. He begins by callmg upon Jove to hear his cries for justice: 

Receyve these v^des, and wreake them in such wyse, 
As heaven and earth may whnesse and beholde, 

Thy heapes ofwrath upon this wretche unfolde. (635-37) 

The foUowmg 12 stanzas call for a variety of violent punishments for Richard, mcludmg 

the deaths of aU of his children, and ending with a prayer for vengeance for 

Buckingham's death. In the process, he works himself into a state of extreme passion: 

"groveling flat upon the ground he lay, / Which with his teeth he al to gnasht and 

gnawed" (716-17). In fact, Buckingham's emotions dominate the tragedy, and the 

concluding moral of Fortune's entrapment appears to be an effort— n̂ot enthely 

successfiil—to retum to the Mirror^s original polhical focus. 

Clearly, then, the breakdown of the Mirror as a poUtical document began before 

Higgins's addhions. While the poetic links may cause his tragedies of legendary English 

histoiy to appear less factual, they have theh origins in the shift to a Senecan view of 

histoiy. Since Senecan tragedy was founded upon stories of ancient and mythical figures, 

it is understandable that the introduction of Senecan elements in the 1563 Mirror would 

encourage Higgins to look to the ancient history of his own country for the next major 
addhion to the text, and that his focus on this ancient history would cause him to 

incorporate a more extensive Senecan influence. 

'^ Bowers 42. 
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Therefore, the 16 stories of legendary English history which consthute the 1574 

First Part ofA Mirrorfor Magistrates are a natural development fi-om the 1563 Mirror. 

The discussion of revenge and km-kiUmg m the tragedies of Manlius and Mempricius 

continue Gloucester's tendency to de-emphasize the crhne against the famUy and focus 

onthe fauh of ambhion. In fact, the bonds of brotherhood are hardly an issue m 

Manlius's description of his attempt to kUl his brother for the throne, and ambhion is the 

real crime: 

Bid them beware, example here they see: 
It passeth playe, tis tragicaU disporte, 

To cUme a step above theh owne degree. (100-102) 

While he wams that "bloodthhste cries for vengeaimce at his hande" (93), the spUImg of 

family blood does not appear to hold special significance. 

Mempricius appears to learn the same lesson fi-om the dispute, although he adds a 

waming against excessive passion: "Beware of rashnes mde and roisters rage" (109). He 

acknowledges his crime against his brother as one reason for his punishment, but h is 

only one of several sins, including his betrayal of his wife and his mistreatment of his 

subjects. The fact that he has shed blood will cause fiirther bloodshed, he tells us, but 

there is no special punishment attached to his relationship whh his victim. 

The 1574 edhion furthers the discussion of revenge as a destmctive passion better 

left to the gods. Thus Albanact relates Bmtus's refiisal to take revenge agamst the 

Greeks, and Elstride and Sabrine become the victhns of GwendoUne's jealous revenge, 

which tums her into an unnatural and immerciful monster. Perhaps most intriguing is the 

lack of references to revenge in instances where the connection to bloodfeud seems most 

warranted, such as Humber's stoiy of becoming Locrme's victim after kUling one of 
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Locrine's brothers. The dispute between the two men was fought not only by armies, but 

by families; yet, famUy issues do not appear in the tragedy, nor does any specific 

reference to revenge. 

The focus on ancient EngUsh history contmues throughout the remainmg edhions, 

with references to revenge becommg less firequent and those to blood feud nonexistent. 

Marshe seems to attenpt a renewal of the Senecan mfluence m the 1587 edhion, addmg a 

preliminary set of stanzas by Thomas Newton, who was known for his 1581 edhion of 

ten Senecan tragedies. While the poem hself contains no reference to revenge, the 

connection of Newton's name with the Mirror demonstrates an eiccepted mingling of 

Senecan and historical traditions. The edition also contains revised versions of the 

tragedies of Forrex and Porrex that place greater emphasis on revenge. The potential 

blood feud implications of theh stoiy are not considered, and for Porrex, the crime of 

fi^tricide again gives way to the greater treason of kUling one's sovereign: "who so 

slayes a King / Incurrs reproch, and slaughter bloud doth brmg" (41-42). 

The tme deterioration of the Mirror may be seen m the content of the 1587 

addhions; of 27 new tragedies, 15 are classical or Roman. The purpose of the text is no 

longer a history of England, but a pursuh of tragic source material wherever h may be 

found. It is not surprismg that the Senecan influence over the Mirror authors would 

uhimately send them to classical stories, which provided the source material for Seneca's 

drama. The Mirror had come fuU chcle, and the focus on EngUsh history had become 

hretrievably cormpted by the Senecan mfluence. 

" Campbell, "Introduction" to Parts Added 8. 
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The resuhs of the Senecan mfluence over the Mirror's development prompt 

speculation about the mherent mcompatibUhies between the writmg of English history 

and the literary demands of Senecan tragedy. Senecan revenge, with hs en^hasis on the 

force of nature and the evil resuhing fi-om excessive passion, does not lend hself to 

discussions of state history. The original Mirror was concemed whh the orderly 

contmuance of the state at the hands of hs magistrates, which is why the authors 

presented examples of fauhs to guide theh present leaders toward correction. The system 

of blood feud, as a code intended to establish order, could provide a context m which to 

consider the failings of mlers to abide by that code and the resuhing damage to the order 

of the society. With the Senecan influence over the text, the extemal world became 

mherently disordered, and the focus shifted to the individual's attempt to maintain 

internal order against the extreme passions brought to bear upon him. Unfortunately, the 

full poUtical and historical potential of the blood feud motif never reaches fiuhion m The 

Mirrorfor Magistrates; h is instead lost in the shift to a Senecan world view. The next 

chapter addresses the development of tragic drama fi-om the combination oíThe Mirror 

for Magistrates and Senecan revenge motifs. I wiU indicate how the false concept of a 

revenge tragedy genre premised on Senecan motifs has prevented a thorough exploration 

of the dramatic uses of the blood feud motif In Chapter V, I will explore how the 

connection of blood feud with historical subject matter—mitially suggested in the 1559 

Mirror—^uhhnately receives fuU exploration in historical drama. 
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CHAPTERIV 

VINDICTA MIHT. SENECAN REVENGE AND THE 

CONCEPT OF A REVENGE TRAGEDY GENRE 

Chapter II of this study detaUs the distmction between Anglo-Saxon blood feud 

and Senecan revenge, and Chapter in traces the evolution of these distmct tradhions 

through the various edhions of The Mirrorfor Magistrates. The remamder of this study 

aims to locate these tradhions within the drama of the Renaissance. Uhhnately, I argue 

that the crhical focus on a revenge tragedy defîned by Senecan influence has prevented 

an exploration of the blood feud motif m historical drama of the period. In Chapter V, I 

will undertake such an exploration. Fhst, however, the current chapter addresses how 

Renaissance dramatic criticism has established a revenge tragedy genre based upon 

dramatic elements that have tradhionally been deemed "Senecan." Crhics continue to 

debate the extent of the Senecan influence over English drama, but both camps fail to 

address the viability of a genre premised on notions of English Senecanism. 

J. W. Cunliffe's The Influence ofSeneca on Elizabethan Tragedy first estabUshed 

the importance of Seneca to any study of Renaissance drama. He outUned a relationship 

of simple influence based upon concrete elements of dramatic form: the division into 

five acts, the use of a choms, the lack of respect for unity of time or place, the failure to 

observe stage decencies, the use of characters such as the messenger, the nurse, the 

servant, the tyrant, and the ghost, and the incorporation of supematural elements.' 

^ J. W. Cunliffe, The Influence ofSeneca on Elizabethan Tragedy (Lcmdon: MacmiUan, 1893). 
See pp. 32-44. 
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Cunliffe also notes the use of Senecan rhetoric, particularly the device of stichomythia or 

word battles using short, mterconnected phrases.̂  He reUes heavily upon an 

identification of Senecan passages in various English plays, the most significant of these 

bemg The Misfortunes ofArthur, which is the sole focus of his Appendix II. Cunliffe 

uses these dramatic conventions to argue for the existence of a more pervasive general 

influence, finding m Renaissance drama the Senecan philosophies of fatalism, Stoicism, 

and contempt for death.̂  

Cunliffe's study rested virtually unchallenged throughout much of the first half of 

the twentieth century, and we have seen Bowers's conviction m 1940 that the Senecan 

influence over English drama was an accepted tmth."̂  The crhical tide tumed, however, 

with Howard Baker's 1939 challenge to Cunliffe.̂  Attempts to discredh Cimliffe's study, 

and thereby reject a significant connection between Seneca and Renaissance drama, have 

focused on the dramatic conventions that served as the foundation for his thesis. While 

modern attempts to reclaim the Senecan influence have focused more on the dramatic use 

2 Ibid., 20. 

' Ibid., 25-30. 

^ Fredson Bowers, Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy 1587-1642 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1940), p, 
41. During the intervening years, supporters of Cunliffe's study included A H. Thomdike, Tragedy (New 
York: Cooper Square, 1965); F. E. Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, 2 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin: 
1908); F. L. Lucas, Seneca andElizabethan Tragedy (New York: Haskell House, 1969); T. S. Eliot (ed.), 
Newton's Seneca (B\oommgLQn: IndianaUP, 1964). A\so,GdiXimsofp\a.yssuchasTheSpanishTragedy 
and Gorboduc emphasized the Senecan influence first established by Cunliffe. 

^ Howard Bakff, Induction to Tragedy (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 1939). Additional 
attempts to discredit Cuníiffe's study include G. K. Hunter, "Seneca and the Elizabethans: A Case-Study in 
'lnfluence,"' Shakespeare Survey 20 (1967): 17-26; Peter Ure, "On Some Differences Between Senecan 
and Elizabethan Tragedy," in Elizabethan andJacobean Drama, ed. J. C. Maxwell (Liverpool: Liverpool 
UP, 1974), pp. 63-74. 
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of Senecan philosophy, as vdll this study, h is hnportant to review this debate over 

elements of dramatic form. 

Ahhough the fíve act structure existed outside of Senecan drama, Cunliffe 

believes that Enghsh Renaissance dramatists adopted the form from Seneca. Certamly 

Greek tragedy did not strictly adhere to a five act division. Horace mdicated a nile of 

five act arrangement m the Ars Poetica, but CunUffe beheves that early Renaissance 

plays reflect a more specialized hnhation of the Senecan five acts, which were separated 

by a chorus.̂  Even where dramatists did not adopt a five act structure, most notably m 

Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy, he identifies the use of the chorus as a Senecan structural 

device. Baker, however, argues that Gorboduc, which Cunliffe and others have regarded 

as the fhst English tragedy and therefore the likely source of a regularized dramatic 

structure for later tragedies, adopted its structure from classical comedy. He points out 

that the play divisions include not only acts, but scenes as well, and division into scenes 

is more correctly associated with Terence than with Seneca. Hunter agrees, noting that 

"Terence, not Seneca, was at the centre of school instruction in drama, and therefore of 

formal adult practice." Both crhics find the use of the chorus less than persuasive of a 

structural connection. According to Baker, Gorboduc^s chorus has its origin in John 

Bale's KingJohan, smce both plays employ the character in similar functions. Ahhough 

Cunliffe believes that "the choruses of Seneca have often no more relation to the conduct 

^ Cunliffe 32. He lists Gorboduc, Misfortunes ofArthur, and Tancredand Gismund as examples 
of strict imitatim of tíie Senecan exterior form. 

^ Baker 141, 196. His theory about the OTÍgins of the five act dramatic structure received support 
from T. W. Baldwin, Shakspere 's FiveAct Structure (Urbana, 1947). 

*Hunter21. 
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of the plot than the lyrics whh which the EUzabethans adomed theh plays,"^ Baker pomts 

out that Senecan choruses 2ictually share acts with the protagonists of the plays and often 

engage m dialogue with other characters.'̂  The chorus in Gorboduc, like hs predecessor 

in KingJohan, simply interprets past events and predicts fiiture actions. Therefore, Baker 

concludes, the Enghsh chorus is non-Senecan and unsupportive of a specific Senecan 

structural influence." 

Baker considers Cunhffe's arguments regarding the violation of the unities and 

stage decencies even more tenuous. Cunliffe argues that the Renaissance failure to 

respect unities of time and place does not preclude a Senecan influence, since "Seneca 

has no more respect for the unities than the Greeks." The violation of stage decencies, 

he believes, may be clearly traced to the violence of Senecan drama. Baker sees no 

clear origin—Senecan or otherwise—for either of these practices, which were common 

throughout Westem dramatic tradhioiL** 

Not only do Baker and his followers emphasize the potential contributions of 

medieval English drama to the dramatic stmcture of Renaissance plays, but Baker argues 

that the majorhy of the elements that Cunliffe identified as Senecan were actually 

traceable to medieval Iherature. The stock character of the messenger origmated m 

^Cunliffe33. 

'° Baker 143. 

'̂ Ibid., 142-143. Hunter(p.21)agrees. 

'2 Cunliffe 38. 

'̂  Ibid., 39-43. 

'̂  Baker 144. 
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reUgious drama, where the characters' names remamed m Latm.̂ ^ The ghost was not 

strictly a Senecan device, but appeared m the nondramatic works of Boccaccio, Lydgate, 

and Baldwm, among others.̂ ^ Even Renaissance employment of rhetorical strategies 

may be traced to medieval literature. Hunter finds examples of stichomythia m pre-

Tudor drama, beginnmg m the early fifteenth centuiy.̂ '̂  Baker notes that emotional 

rantmg of the type Cunliffe might trace to Seneca appears just as noticeably m English 

religious drama.'* 

But what of the specific textual hnks that Cunliffe identifies— t̂ranslated Senecan 

passages in The Misfortunes ofArthur, The Spanish Tragedy, Titus Andronicus, Antonio 

andMellida, among others? Baker, by analyzmg at length The Spanish Tragedy and 

Titus Andronicus, demonstrates links between supposed Senecan passages and other 

Iherary works, particularly Vhgil's Aeneid. He refuses to challenge the Senecan 

influence over The Misfortunes ofArthur, Cunliffe's strongest evidence, but labels h as 

"a special phenomenon" and therefore outside of the development of Enghsh tragedy.'^ 

Hunter acknowledges the excessive number of Senecan passages in the play, but he 

'̂  Ibid., 144-145. 

'* Ibid., 146. Famham believes that Renaissance tragedy evolved directly from this Mirrorfor 
Magistrates tradition, altfaougjh he acknowledges the contributions of Seneca. See p. 353. 

'^Hunter25,noteI3. 

'̂  Baker 150-151. Indeed, Hamlet wams his actors against excessive ranting: "it out-Herods 
Herod" (3.2.13-14). AIl citaticxis to Shakespeare's plays are taken from The Riverside Shakespeare. 2^ 
ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997. 

'̂  Ibid., 140. Ure suggests that Baker may regard the play as part of the "French" Senecan play 
fradition. See p. 64. 
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justifies ignoring h because h is &r from "the great semmal play of the period." °̂ For 

Himter, unlike Baker, the goal is not to reject all textual links between the Renaissance 

plays and Seneca. However, based on Baker's work, Hunter argues that the essential 

error of Cunliffe's study is his failure "to take account of an ahemative Ime of tragic 

wrhing." Because Cunliffe seeks Senecan influence, he fmds only that mfluence, even 

where h is not present. If other potential mfluences are considered, Hunter suggests, the 

actual Senecan influence becomes negligible. 

Desphe the arguments of Baker and his foUowers, more recent scholarship has 

reclaimed Senecan drama as an important contributor to Renaissance English tragedy, 

although on different grounds from those originally established by Cunliffe. Braden 

states, "I would in general grant the force of Hunter's polemic, that a census of verifiable 

Senecan influences on the EngUsh stage scarcely establishes Seneca's profound relevance 

. . . . the early English phase of more or less dhect mimicry of Senecan dramaturgy, for 

instance, is so brief as to be vestigial." However, unlike Baker, he does believe that this 

dhect imhation is present in plays such as Gorboduc. Indeed, according to Braden, "the 

history of every major national theater m the Renaissance does include an early phase . . . 

of formal Senecan imhation."^^ He rejects Cunliffe's reliance on translated Senecan 

passages m Renaissance drama, preferring to emphasize Seneca's contribution of 

important themes and philosophies. StiU, Braden identifies many of the formal dramatic 

2°HunterI7. 

2' Ibid., 17-18. 

^̂  Gordon Braden, Renaissance Tragedy andthe Senecan Tradition: Anger's Privilege (New 
Haven: YaleUP, 1985), p. 171. 
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elements first addressed m CunUffe's study as vehicles for this larger philosophical 

mfluence: "The real case for Elizabethan Senecanism rests on somethmg vaguer: a few 

generic features (ghost scenes, counciUor scenes) and matters of technique 

(stichomythia), a certain sense of mood and feelmg, and, prhnarily, a general wash of 

senthnents and topoi that can be called Senecan."^* He dhectly contradicts Baker, of 

course, by accepting such elements as Senecan, but he is not alone. Fredson Bowers's 

semmal study of revenge tragedy, which relied upon Cunliffe's discussion of Senecan 

mfluence, appears to have overcome Baker m modem crhical thought. Peter Mercer 

agrees with Bowers that Seneca clearly mfluenced early English tragedy (i. e. Gorboduc) 

and that revenge tragedy began whh The Spanish TragedyP HaUett and Hallett also 

identify the origms of EngUsh revenge tragedy in The Spanish Tragedy, and they attempt 

to deíîne the genre through those motifs tradhionally deemed Senecan.̂ ^ For Geofifrey 

Aggeler, as well, Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy is not only foundational to the 

establishment of a revenge tragedy genre, but also clearly Senecan in theme: 

Begiiming whh The Spanish Tragedy, English dramatists not only explohed the 
sensational possibilhies of the Senecan revenge plan, but also used h as a vehicle 
to explore the problems of evil and suffering in a world m which men stUl cling to 
the idea of providential order and divine justice in sphe of emphical evidence that 
the gods are indifferent or hostile.^' 

^̂  Ibid., 105. 

2* Ibid., 175. 

^' Peter Mercer, Hamlet and the Acting ofRevenge (lowa City: U of lowa P, 1987). See p. 250. 

^̂  Charles A. Hallett and Elaine S. Hallett, The Revenger's Madness: A Study ofRevenge Tragedy 
Motifs (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1980). 

^̂  Geoflfrey Aggeler, Nobler in the Mind: The Stoic-Skeptic Dialectic in English Renaissance 
Tragedy (Newark: U of Delaware P, 1998), p. 46. 
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As we explore the Senecan themes m revenge tragedy, we must address the problems 

mherent m the defîmtion of the revenge tragedy genre suggested by Cunliffe, granted 

formal stmcture by Bowers, and perpetuated by Renaissance scholars on both sides of the 

Senecan mfluence debate. Critical defmhions of the genre, whether broad or highly 

specific, msist upon explormg the dramatic use—or often the misapplication—of so-

caUed Senecan motifs. 

The Difficuhies of Genre 

Expectations about revenge tragedy evolve from the subconscious sense of a 

genre, however broadly it may be defined. Because Renaissance dramatists clearly had 

some sense of a revenge tragedy form, the temptation to impose a modem definhion of 

genre is particularly con^eUing. This definhion rests upon specifîc motifs— t̂he ghost, 

the madness, the delay, the play-within-a-play, the muhiple murders—^which CunUffe 

originally identified as a significant part of the Senecan influence upon Renaissance 

drama. Critics involved in the Senecan debate either accept or reject a Senecan origin for 

revenge motifs, but theh arguments about Senecan influence almost automatically rest 

upon an analysis of formal dramatic elements that Cunliffe originally identified through 

Seneca. Thus a dramatic genre is bom. By aUowing the concept of genre to become 

prescriptive, critics impose specific expectations upon the dramatic use of revenge, and 

these expectations limh our understanding of the complexity whh which Renaissance 

dramatists appUed revenge concepts to theh subjects. Deviations from the genre 

automatically become íailed attempts to conform; in tmth, such deviations may signify 

the deconstmction or reinvention of the original form. They may also represent 
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explorations of ahernate theoretical conceptions of revenge—specifically blood feud. In 

order to reckiim the blood feud motif m Renaissance drama, we must first identify the 

failings of a crhically defined revenge tragedy genre. 

Fredson Bowers, who provides the fij-st extensive discussion of a revenge tragedy 

genre, mcludes a wide variety of plays, from Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy m 1587 to the 

plays on the stage at the closmg ofthe theaters m 1642. He traces the development of the 

genre through four periods, only the fhst of which might be considered revenge tragedy 

proper (in the Kydian mode). From hs origins in The Spanish Tragedy, Bowers traces 

revenge tragedy through the rise of the viUain (second period), the con^lete disapproval 

of revenge (thhd period), and finally the decadence of revenge (fourth period). His 

difficulties arise from the fact that even such general categories fail adequately to contain 

the plays themselves, which do not foUow such a clear Imear progression. The viUam-

revenger clearly is not confined to the plays of Bowers's second period, but continually 

reappears m such plays as Chettle's Tragedy ofHoffman (first period) and Albovine (thhd 

period). Similarly, plays such as Toumeur's The Atheist 's Tragedy and Chapman's The 

Revenge ofBussy D 'Ambois, while classified m the first period, bear marked 

characteristics of Bowers's thhd category. From the beghmmg (which also is not so 

easily definable as Bowers and others might Uke to believe), revenge tragedy resisted 

such basic categorization. 

Desphe the general tendency to begm any discussion of revenge tragedy whh 

Kyd, the subject of revenge did appear on the stage earlier. Prosser, m her mvestigation 

of Renaissance atthudes toward revenge, begins with such plays as Gorboduc, a play 

which contams elements of the chronicle histoiy and the revenge tragedy, but which is 
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generally denied acceptance in both categories. Prosser justifies her mclusion of this play 

by explammg that she is concemed with the subject of revenge hself, rather than 

specificaUy revenge tragedy.̂ * However, Famham's belief that revenge tragedy grew out 

of early chronicle history would support the consideration oíGorboduc as an important 

step in the development of revenge tragedy. Accordmg to Famham, the subject was 

aheady present m the chronicles, and the influence of Seneca, combmed whh an 

mcreasmg interest in character exploration, resuhed m the gradual development of 

tragedy. Norton and SackviIIe did not mtend a Senecan moral, however. They intended 

to show Elizabeth the evils that could resuh if she did not name her successor. For 

Farnham, Gorboduc might look forward to the revenge tragedy genre, but it is not part of 

that genre: "Nehher ambhion nor revenge... is at the center of the tragedy."^^ 

Similarly, Bowers rejects Gorboduc, as well as The Misfortunes ofArthur, on the grounds 

that such plays are too poUtically focused to be genuine revenge tragedies. Thus the 

distinction between political revenge and private revenge grows out of attempts to defîne 

the revenge tragedy genre; "successful" dramatic uses of revenge, by this definhion, must 

focus on private passion.^' We have aheady seen that such a distinction creates a false 

dichotomy whhin the blood feud system, but the concept of a revenge tragedy genre 

^' Eleanor Prosser, Hamlet andRevenge (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1971). See pp. 36-41. 

^' WiIIard Famham, The Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan Tragedy (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1956), p. 355. 

'°Bowers65, lOI. 

'̂ Martha Tuck Rozett, The Doctrine ofElectionandthe Emergence ofElizabethan Tragedy 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1984), recognizes a distinction between political revenge and private revenge; 
both appear in revenge trage(fy, but the second is fer less socially acceptable. 
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forces crhics to use this terminology when addressing issues of revenge whhin the drama 

of the period. 

The false dichotomy that excludes such early plays from studies of the revenge 

tragedy genre wiU become significant m my reevaluation of the plays later m this chapter. 

Let us set them aside for the moment, however, m order to focus on the boundaries that 

crhics have established for the revenge tragedy genre and the distortion that resuhs from 

trymg to force dramatic works mto such boundaries. 

Hallett and HaUett define the genre very narrowly, identifying not only the 

presence of motifs derived from Seneca but also theh appropriate dramatic use. They 

argue that a revenge tragedy must do more than focus on the passion of revenge and 

incorporate some assortment of ghosts, delays, and/or plays-whhin-plays. Dramatists 

must respect the "integrity" of these motlfs in order to create a genume and aesthetically 

pleasing revenge tragedy. As a result, theh discussion of revenge tragedy appears 

limited to what Bowers terms "Kydian" revenge tragedy, since no plays after that period 

contain the motifs in precisely the way that Hallet and HaUett describe. The authors Ust 

specific, essential characteristics of the ghost-motif: 

(1) an unappeasable anger which has been aroused by an injustice and 
which creates an imbalance in the universe; 

(2) the consequent unleashing of a force—^always portrayed as objective 
and otherworldly but originating from the order of nature—^which 
attempts to right that imbalance by eliminating the wrongdoer; 

(3) the atten^t of that force to work through the psyche of the revenger, 
who accepts it as his authority to ignore the canons of civil and 
reUgious law; and 

^̂  Hallett and Hallett, 274. The auâiors distinguish plays which are indebted to the revenge 
tragedy tradition through "b(HT0wing" or "influence" from genuine revenge tragedies. See p. 281. 
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(4) the tendency of that force to mitiate an action which cannot be 
controUed and which wUl mevitably mn to excess.̂ ^ 

Even the ghost m Hamlet faUs to meet theh crheria, smce he does not represent the play's 

motivation to excess. While the ghost makes his mhial appearance to prompt Hamlet to 

revenge, he cautions Hamlet to Umit the scope of that revenge to Claudius. When Hamlet 

gives in to excessive passion, the ghost appears again to urge mercy toward Gertmde. 

The Atheist's Tragedy also must be excluded from such a strict defmhion of revenge 

tragedy, smce Toumeur's ghost actually counsels against revenge. Similar difficuhies 

arise from theh treatment of the play-whhm-a-play motif, which they argue must take 

place in a room controUed by the revenger and must disguise the actual revenge act.̂ "* 

Once agam, Hamlet is a notable exception to theh mles, smce Shakespeare's revenger 

uses his play to test the verachy of the ghost rather than to disguise his act of revenge. 

While the authors allow for Shakespeare's hmovations and accept the play mto the 

revenge tragedy genre, they reject Marston's Antonio 's Revenge because "[the plot] 

cannot override the essential integrity of the revenge motifs; they insist upon making 

theh own statements."^^ Clearly even those plays which do normally fall into the Kydian 

categoiy resist the authors' attempts to develop a cohesive discussion of the motifs. In 

trying to develop a specifíc definition of the revenge motifs and the purposes they serve 

in the drama, Hallett and HaUett unwittingly pinpoint a problem—even Kydian revenge 

tragedy is not Kydian. 

" Ibid., 39. 

^̂  Ibid., 91-92 

35 Ibid., 175. 
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At the other end of the spectrum, we encounter the same diffícuhies. Bowers's 

attenq)t at a broad, mclusive defmhion of the genre tends to distort our understandmg of 

mdividual plays m the efifort to estabUsh boundaries, particularly because he mdicates 

that this definhion wiU remam tme throughout the development of the genre. Accordmg 

to Bowers, m revenge tragedy the catastrophe resuhs from human or divme revenge for 

an unrighted wrong. The revenge does not have to be the mam plot, but h cannot be 

mtroduced m the last act shnply as a deus ex machina. The revenger may be a hero or a 

viUam, and his reason for revenge may be blood vengeance, jealousy, resentment of 

mjury or msuh, or self-preservation. The revenge must be carried out by the revenger, 

except when the theme of heavenly vengeance is iUustrated. The revenger may faU at the 

moment of success or durmg the vengeance; the vUlain-revenger is always kiUed.̂ ^ 

While these characteristics appear general enough to encompass ahnost any 

dramatic treatments of revenge, many of the plays that he deems revenge tragedies resist 

even such a basic defînhion. Part of this difficulty resuhs from mherent contradictions 

within the defînition. For instance, h is clear that Bowers mtends to include pure 

heavenly vengeance, divorced from human hands, as a characteristic of the genre. Yet to 

do so negates his previously stated criteria that revenge within the plays must be carried 

out by a human revenger. Bowers is forced into the contradiction by his deshe to include 

plays such as The Atheist 's Tragedy within the genre. Toumeur is clearly exploring the 

^̂  Bowers 64. He takes his def nition of revenge tragedy from Thomdike, p. 125, who 
characterízed the genre as ̂ *a distinct species of the tragedy of blood... a tragedy whose leading motive is 
revenge and whose main action deals with the progress of this revenge, leading to Úie deaths of the 
murdo'ers and oflen the death of the avenger himself" According to Bowers, later crítics applied this 
definition too stríctly, andhe seeks to establish a broader definition. 
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issue of revenge withm the play, but he manages to create a revenge play whhout a 

revenger, thus complicatmg the definition of the genre. 

Bowers encounters shnilar con^lexhies in his identifícation of the vUlam 

revenger. He bases his categories of revenge tragedy upon the presence and treatment of 

this character, but for Bowers the act of revenge hself creates a viUam, smce he believes 

that a Renaissance audience could not have approved of private revenge. For this reason, 

even Hieronimo m The Spanish Tragedy becomes a viUam once he embarks on his plot 

for revenge. WhUe Bowers may distinguish between heroes who become villams (as in 

the case of Hieronimo) and revengers who are initially viUains (for mstance, RoUo m The 

Bloody Brother), it seems that only those characters who resist the urge to revenge avoid 

viUainy. 

Taking into consideration this perception of the revenger, we find that the claim 

that the villain-revenger is always kiUed—o. claim inherent m the conception of tragedy 

as moraUy instmctive—causes particular diffículty. In Titus Andronicus, Lucius not 

only survives but is elected to the throne. Bowers considers him "an unwitting 

accomplice to Titus's revenge," but Lucius seeks revenge himself when he leads the 

Goths in rebellion against Tamora. Because Bowers def nes revenge as Senecan, he does 

not perceive the work of armies as revenge. StiU, there can be no question that Lucius is 

a revenger when he kiUs Satuminus: "Can the son's eye behold his father bleed? / 

^' According to Bowers, "thCTe is hardly a doubt that, mad or sane, Hieronimo was a viUain to the 
English audience at the end and was fOTced to commit suicide to satisfy the stCTn doctrine that murdCT, no 
mattCT what the motive, was nevCT successful." See p. 82. It is strange, thoi, that BOWCTS does not attempt 
to explain the survival of Francisco in WebstCT's The White Devil, despite the føct that he recognizes 
Francisco as a viUain revCTigCT. He does recognize WebstCT's charactCTÍzation as more complex than 
Kyd's, noting that neithCT the revengers nor the victims are entírely good or evil. See pp. 181-83. 
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There's meed for meed, death for a deadly deed!" (5.3.65-66). Regardless of the 

impulsiveness of the revenge, he demonstrates a clear understandmg of his action. 

The survival of Antonio at the end of Marston's Antonio 's Revenge also 

challenges Bowers's defínition of the genre, smce Bowers believes that "the outrageous 

murder of Julio should have stamped Antonio as a vUlam who must sufifer death at the 

end." He attributes the play's conclusion to the influence of Seneca and of a "Roman 

callousness" that would not have moraUzed over the murder of an infant.'*̂  His logic is 

stretched thin in an efifort to maintain his definition of genre; if revenge tragedy is derived 

from Senecan mfluence, h is difficuh to see how this influence could justify an 

interpretation oíAntonio 's Revenge as an anomoly to the genre. In fact, h is not an 

anomoly, since the Ust of plays whose revengers survive— încluding The Second 

Maiden 's Tragedy, The Maid's Tragedy, The White Devil and Albovine—suggests that 

Bowers's mle is no more prevalent than its exceptions. Bowers's attempts to force plays 

to conform to his definition of genre prevent him from recognizing other aspects of these 

works, including the self-conscious parody in The Revenger 's Tragedy and Antonio 's 

Revenge, or the sathic comedy in The Malcontent. 

Aside from the problems inherent in establishing a defmhion of revenge tragedy, 

Bowers attempts the added challenge of tracmg a Unear progression of development 

through four clearly recognizable periods. His assignment of dates to these periods is 

shaky at best, since dating of the plays is notoriously inexact. Moreover, the use of dates 

^^ftid., 116. 

^̂  Ibid., 124. 

^̂  Ibid. 
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hardly appears helpfiil, even to his study, smce he is frequently forced to ignore them 

Bowers assigns such plays as The Bloody Banquet and Women Beware Women to the 

second period of vUIam revengers, although chronologicaUy they might more 

appropriately be classifíed whhm the thhd period, which he characterizes as the complete 

disapproval of revenge. He moves Shhley's Maid's Revenge forward to his fourth period 

and mcludes h in his discussion of Shhley's other revenge tragedy, The Cardinal, thereby 

suggesting that the dramatist's style supercedes a chronology of development. 

Indeed, Bowers's fourth period offers him the greatest diffîcuhy, smce h mcludes 

plays that repeat the essential characteristics of the previous periods. His Imear 

progression fails to take mto consideration the continued popularhy of earlier revenge 

tragedies; for instance, actors were stiU performmg The Spanish Tragedy on stage in 

1642, when the theaters were fínally closed. Thus revenge drama never actually left the 

characteristics of Bowers's early periods behind, but continually revished them The 

process of development was recursive rather than linear, as evidenced by the Kydian style 

of The Cardinal, which incorporates the standard motifs in traditional ways. Bowers 

emphasizes the superfíciality of this form by pointing out that h serves more as a plot 

device than as a means to character ejq)loraíion or ethical considerations. He 

acknowledges that this tendency reflected the evolution of Renaissance drama in general: 

"The age, in hs Uterature as weU as hs mood, had lost its freshness and msphation. The 

drama was becoming wom out."*' Yet if these plays may be termed revenge tragedy at 

the latter end of the genre's development, h is difíicuh to understand why simUar 

^'Ibid.,217. 
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attempts at the beghmmg (Gorboduc, The Misfortunes ofArthur) must be excluded. In 

fact, these plays that appear chronologically at the beghmmg and the end of the 

Renaissance dramatic period bear similarhies that have gone unexplored due to the 

deceptive lure of the revenge tragedy genre. We have aheady seen that the genre hself 

breaks down in many ways, but more importantly, h disguises important developments in 

the dramatic use of revenge. In order to reclaim the signifícance of revenge, particularly 

Anglo-Saxon blood feud, in the historical drama of the period, we must first retum to 

those early English plays that crhics have excluded from the revenge tragedy genre. 

The First "Senecan" English Plavs: Gorboduc. Locrine. 
and The Misfortunes ofArthur 

Gorboduc, or Ferrex and Porrex (1561-62) is at the very cmx of the many 

Iherary developments we have explored up to this point. According to Rozett, the play is 

tradhionally considered the fírst EngUsh tragedy. Ribner, however, calls h the 'Tirst 

history play enthely free from moraUty abstractions."'*^ He places h whhin the 

development of the English chronicle histoiy play from the medieval moralhy play and 

The Mirrorfor Magistrates: "In the evolution of the English history play, Gorboduc 

contmues the line ofKynge Johan; h uses Senecan devices to give to moral history a 

greater precision of form, and by the rhetorical devices of classical drama h raises the 

history play to a more formal Iherary level, but beneath h all we may still discover John 

"^Rozett 109. 

^^ Irving RibnCT, The English History Play in the Age ofShakespeare (New York: Bames & 
Noble, 1965),p.37. 
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Bale Senecanized and only slightly ahered."^ Ribner also acknowledges the play's 

contribution to tragedy through hs depiction of a hero who falls as a resuh of his own 

actions rather than outside forces.*^ Famham argues that this is a break from Seneca, 

where the protagonist is forced "to some horrifíc course of unwiUed action."^ The 

various levels of crhical debate over the play suggest that h is related m complex ways to 

chronicle history in The Mirrorfor Magistrates, to Seneca, to dramatic representations of 

history, and to dramatic treatments of revenge. 

The Senecan influence over Gorboduc, in terms of formal dramatic elements, 

continues to be debated, but I am more concemed here whh the play's connection to 

Senecan philosophies and themes, particularly those that relate to the concept of 

revenge. Gordon Braden provides the most detailed modem discussion of Senecan 

themes in Renaissance drama and, in fact, the only discussion of Seneca that does not 

become mhed in considerations of formal elements. Braden disagrees with crhics from 

Baker's camp, most notably Hunter, who do not consider Senecan themes signifícant to 

English tragedy: 

Imitated within the constraints of Christian morality and a more persistently social 
sense of reality, Senecan themes do not merely buckle. The detectable presence 
of such un-Senecan pressures even in the prime specimens of Renaissance 
Senecanism has been weU sketched by Hunter, who takes the change as a waU 

^lbid., 45-46. 

''^ftid.,^^. 

^^ Famham 355. Rozett agrees; see pp. 112-113. 

^̂  The extreme poshions on tiie subject of Senecan influence may be found in H. Sdimidt, 
"Seneca's Influence upon Gorboduc'' Modem Language Notes 2 (1887): 56-70, and in Cunliflfe, both of 
whom focus on borrowings of formal dramatic elements. At the othCT aid of the spectrum is BakCT, who 
does not considCT any of these elements Senecan. Taking a more middle ground are RibnCT and HuntCT, 
who view the Senecan elements as indicative of one of many influences upon the play. 
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separatmg Senecan tragedy from the Renaissance, enforcmg a basic irrelevance m 
Seneca to the new drama's basic concems; but I thmk the change is one that 
answers to somethmg deep m the subject matter hself; and that does more to Unk 
than to separate. In subjectmg the Senecan universe to un-Senecan 
chcumscription, the Renaissance actuaUy opens h up and fiilfíUs h as drama by 
enabling and articulating the connections between hs imperial style of selfhood 
and the more ordinary contexts of surroundmg human busmess.'** 

Accordmg to Braden, Senecan drama had been about the estabUshment of an autonomous 

self through isolation from society and, m fact, society as a restriction on behavior and 

enforcer of a moral code hardly exists m the plays. Renaissance drama remtroduces the 

concept of society and poshions the Senecan hero within h. It forces the autonomous self 

to recognize the existence of extemal demands and to reconcUe those demands whh his 

individual integrhy: "Christian cuhure generally enforces an acknowledgement of the 

self s accotmtabilhy to standards and powers beyond hs own wUlflilness."'*^ 

Braden is, of course, characterizing a developed English tragedy rather than the 

fledgling play Gorboduc. Yet this play, representing the entrance of Seneca into English 

drama and dramatized English history, must bear scmtiny for the origins of this theme of 

the autonomous self whhin the larger society.̂ ^ At a superfícial level, the play is a 

'^^BradenlM. 

*'lbid., 110. 

'° Although I have acknowledged the debate OVCT Senecan influence on the play, I accept Seneca 
as one ofthe íactors affecting its composition. It is important to note that Sackville, who co-authored the 
play, was responsible for introducing a Senecan influence upon The Mirrorfor Magistrates with his 
additions to tJie 1563 edition. AIso, I address Gorboduc as a history play not in any genCTÍc sense, but 
simply based upon its depicticm of events that its audience could view as factual and historical. RibnCT 
states, "It is likely that the authors accepted the historicity of the Gorboduc story. The legend of the Trojan 
Brute, descended from Aeneas, who had founded Troynovant, or London, and who had been the first of a 
long line of glorious Brhidi kings, was delibCTately cultivated by the Tudors, who, pCThaps because of their 
own uncertain title, claimed dhect descent from King Arthur himselC the raost illustrious of the line of 
Brute." Seep.44. 
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polhical moral on the hazards of an uncertam succession, addressed specifícally to Queen 

Elizabeth: 

. . . this doth grow, when lo, imto the prince 
Whom death or sudden hap of Ufe bereaves, 
No certain heh remams, such certain heh, 
As not all-only is the rightful heh, 
But to the realm is so made known to be, 
And troth thereby vested m subjects' hearts 
To owe faith there where right is known to rest.̂ ^ 

It is here that critics fínd the origins of tragedy, m the character of Gorboduc, who causes 

the destmction of himself and his kmgdom through the tragic mistake of dividmg his 

kingdom between his two sons: "Once Gorboduc conmihs his sin, other sins must 

foUow. Brother must kUl brother, mother must kUl son, and the people must rebel against 

theh sovereigns."^^ 

Gorboduc may be Braden's autonomous self̂  unable to balance his individual wiU 

with greater soc etal forces, such as the demands of the nation as expressed by Eubulus: 

To part your realm unto my lords, your sons, 
I think not good for you, ne yet for them, 

But worst of aU for this our native land. (1.2.256-58) 

Gorboduc cannot see past his own wUl: "In one self purpose do I stUl abide" (1.2.342). 

The conflict between self and society is certainly not explored at any great length, 

however, and Gîorboduc himself never seems to recognize that such a stmggle exists. 

The polhical moral overtakes Gorboduc's story, and the meaning of these events for the 

state is much more signifícant than theh meaning for any individual. 

'̂ Gorboduc, lines 246-252. AIl citations to the play are taken from Gorboduc, ed. Cyrus Hoy 
(Lincoln: frbyB. Cauthen, 1970). 

"RiboCT48. 
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There is a more significant distraction from the potentially Senecan exploration of 

Gorboduc—the story of his sons. It is at this level of the stoiy that the revenge motif 

enters, ostensibly as part of the divme punishment for Gorboduc's sm m dividmg the 

kmgdom. Certainly Gorboduc beUeves this: "Theh death and mme must pease the angry 

gods" (3.1.105). Yet the play, fírst published m an unauthorized version as Gorboduc 

(1565), later appeared în an authorized edhion as Ferrex andPorrex (1590). Indeed, if 

Ferrex and Porrex are viewed as the central characters of the play, the polhical moral 

unfolds in a slightly diíferent way, through the unsenecan means of the Anglo-Saxon 

blood feud motif 

The dumb show that opens the fírst act of the play is intended to show, we are 

told, 'that a state knit in unhy doth contmue strong against all force, but being divided is 

easily destroyed." Like the family unit or the lord-retainer relationship in Anglo-Saxon 

blood feud, the cohesiveness of the social unit offers protection not simply through action 

but through the reputatíon for strength that actions establish. Lack of unity within the 

social group has far-reaching consequences for aU of its members; more importantly, h is 

a violation of the legal code through which all order is maintained. It is diffícuh to see 

the actions of Ferrex and Porrex as self-assertive acts against this social order, smce 

nehher expresses any signifícant ambhions toward increased power or wealth. Both 

prmces act out of a sense of self-preservation—each believing that the other plans to 

attack him— b̂ut they are not placing personal autonomy above social restrictions. 

Instead, the men are either unaware o^ or have lost theh faith m, the social code that 

should provide theh sense of security. Dordan attempts unsuccessfiiUy to remmd Ferrex 

that his safety should spring from a bond v^th his brother: "So much a stronger friend 
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have you thereby, / Whose strength is your strength if you gree m one" (2.1.79-80). 

Shnilarly, Philander encourages Porrex to rely upon the fømUy unit rather than actmg 

agamst h: "Send to your føther... he shall appease / Your kmdled mmds and rid you of 

this fear" (2.2.36-37). The entire situation does resuh, in some sense, from Gorboduc's 

original mistake m dividing the kmgdom between his hehs, but the councUor scenes 

make h clear that a code of order still exists whereby disaster may be avoided. The 

violation of this social code, the code of blood feud, actually sets ofif the disastrous events 

that foUow. 

The Senecan themes whhm the play interact uneasily whh the blood feud motif 

In fact, Gorboduc's nature as a Senecan hero actuaUy prevents him from acting in 

accordance whh the blood feud code. When he receives word that his sons are at war, he 

can think only of divine vengeance and in fact calls for such vengeance: 

O heavens, send down the flames of your revenge! 
Destroy, I say, with flash of wreakfiil fíre 
The traitor son and then the wretched she! 
But let us go, that yet perhaps I may 
Die whh revenge and pease the hateful gods. (3.1.164-68) 

Again, the voice of the councilor provides the remmder of the actions demanded by blood 

feud: 

Your grace may send to either of your sons 
Some one both wise and noble personage 
Which, whh good counsel and with weighty name 
Of father, shall present before theh eyes 
Your hest, your Ufe, your safety, and theh own, 
The present mischief oftheh deadly strife. (3.1.146-51) 

As his advisors remind him, Gorboduc has the power to preserve the strength of the 

social unh through poUcmg. More than that, he has the responsibilhy to poUce his km 
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group, for his own safety, as weU as the safety of all group members. These members 

mclude more than just the blood relatives of the km group. (jorboduc exists at the crux 

of two hnportant blood feud units, the km group and the lord-retainer relationship. Any 

blows to the social code whereby both groups mamtam order must necessarily have an 

hnpact on both. Yet concepts of private and public vengeance growing out of the 

conception of a revenge tragedy genre (estabUshed through Seneca) lead crhics to force 

this arbitrary distinction upon the mtroduction of revenge as a reaction to the quarrel 

between the brothers. Prosser, for mstance, states that "the question of revoh against a 

king is different from the question of private vengeance."^^ She believes that the actions 

depicted m the play are public and poUtical; the use of the term "revenge" to describe 

them is simply an indication of society's complete disapproval of the revenge act: "the 

playv^ights treat every possible evil act as if h were revenge." '̂* On the contrary, 

revenge is very much a public act, if we must use such terminology. It is simuhaneously 

a private act, and herein lies the poUtical moral of the play. 

Videna's revenge upon Porrex has ramifícations for the larger social unh, but she 

views h as enthely personal. It may appear that she is rejectmg social ties in much the 

same way that Medea kUled her children, thereby suggestmg that Videna is a Senecan 

revenger.̂ ^ However, Videna is not another Medea, exerting her own autonomy by 

rejectmg social bonds. Her actions are tied to her societal role, as she makes clear: 

^^Prosser4I. 

^n)id. 

'^ Rozett calls Videna a Senecan revenger, focusing on the "causal progression of events which the 
pervasive presence of revenge unleashes." See p. 117. 
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Dost thou not know that Ferrex' mother lives, 
That loved hhn more dearly than herself? 
And doth she live, and is not venged on thee? (4.1.79-81) 

Her only sense of self is defíned by her socially prescribed role as mother, with all of the 

duties that this role entails. Yet, by fiiIfíUmg this role, she must also violate it: 

I refuse thee for mine! 
Murderer, I thee renounce; thou art not mine. 
Never, O wretch, this womb conceived thee, 
Nor never bode I pamftil throes for thee. 
Changeling to me thou art, and not my child, 
Nor to no vdght that spark of pity knew. (4.1.65-70) 

There is no solution to this shuation whhin the blood feud code, and this partially 

explams the extreme disapproval of km murder whhin a blood feud society. The code of 

order simply cannot continue to operate effectively once this violation has occurred.̂ ^ 

Inaction is no greater solution for Videna than action, but action is both enforcement and 

violation of the code. As such, it wUl continue the societal breakdown that began whh 

Porrex's murder of Ferrex. 

It is therefore natural to refer to the actions of the people, in murdering the king 

and queen, as a revenge. It is an uimatural revenge, to be sure, since the lord-retamer 

relationship would caU for the people to protect theh rulers. Yet h is an expected resuh 

of the previous uimatural acts of the play, acts which have aheady rendered the social 

code of blood feud essentially meaningless. The destruction of the nation resuhs from 

the failure of Gorboduc and his family members to recognize theh responsibilhies whhin 

^̂  The situation is comparable to HreôePs dilemma when his oldest son, Herebeald, is killed by his 
second son, Hæôcyn. Unlike Videna, Hreôel chooses not to follow the blood feud code and instead dies 
fromgrief SQGBeowulf244\-2461. 
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this code, and theh mability to recognize theh membership m a larger societal unit that 

wiU be affected by theh actions. 

Such an analysis of the play is not mtended to deny the Senecan elements of the 

play. What h ofifers, mstead, is an ahemate view of the revenge motif, suggestmg that h 

is, in fact, compatible with a polhical discussion of history. Where crhics consider the 

play too poUtical to be tragedy, or too Senecan to be historical, the blood feud revenge 

motif appears naturally allied whh the poUtical message of the play. While Senecan 

tragedy and poUtical moralizing conflict, blood feud revenge and the play's polhical 

moral actually reinforce each other. 

Yet lîGorboduc begins to make the connection between the blood feud code and 

civil order, h appears m some respects to be a false start. The play is followed by The 

Misfortunes ofArthur and Locrine, and crhics tend to group the three plays for purposes 

of study. Each of the three plays focuses on early British history and legend, and each 

integrates Senecan elements.̂ ^ The two later plays make less attempt to link the revenge 

motif explicitly with the poUtical moral, however. Prosser argues that the two great evils 

of The Misfortunes ofArthur are civil war and revenge, but that revenge as a specifíc 

action is not relevant to the play. Instead, the basic concept of revenge as an evil deed 

establishes an "atmosphere of wild hatred" and serves as "the cause of all calamities."^* 

Farnham, on the other hand, sees revenge in the play as a form of retributive justice and 

classifíes the play hself as "a tragedy of retribution to Arthur for his sm of mcest and to 

'^ The Misfortunes ofArthur is, of course, Cuniiffe's strongest evidence supporting a Senecan 
influence over Renaissance English drama. See p. 52. Of course, the lack of surviving early drama makes 
it difficult for critics like Cunliffe to draw conclusions. 

^' Prosser 53. 
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Mordred for his crimmal ambhion."^^ Both critics suggest that the revenge is Senecan m 

nature—a passion, a force of nature, a divme punishment. 

In fact, h is the increased emphasis on a Senecan influence that causes these plays 

to shift away from a cohesive poUtical moralizmg. The Misfortunes ofArthur is 

approximately contemporaneous with The Spanish Tragedy and shares a remarkably 

shnilar formal stnicture. Where The Spanish Tragedy is framed by Revenge and the 

ghost of Andrea, mdicatmg that the action of the play hself wiU be an actmg out of 

revenge, The Misfortunes ofArthur begms whh the ghost of Gorlois, mdicating likewise 

that the drama will present his revenge upon Arthur. Locrine, also, makes ample use of 

the ghost, with Albanact's ghost caUmg for "Revenge, revenge for blood" °̂ and 

Corineus's ghost reporting that nature demands revenge: "The stonie rocks crie out on 

sharpe revenge. / The thomie bush pronounceth dhe revenge" (2011-2012). Yet, desphe 

the shnilarhies between these plays and The Spanish Tragedy (generally held to be the 

fhst revenge tragedy), the simuhaneous attempts to present polhical meaning cause these 

plays to be rejected from the revenge tragedy genre. Mercer reports that The Misfortunes 

ofArthur is not a revenge play, but a "moralising historical fable" due to the influence of 

the English moral play and the concept of Christian retribution.̂ ' Locrine, he tells us, is 

also outside the genre, since it is "historical drama of the wars of the Britons and the 

59 Famham 363. Malory had also presented this moral for the legendary story. 

^ Locríne, line 1336. AIl quotatiwis are takoi from The Tragedy ofLocrine, ed. Ronald B. 
McKerrow (Malone Society Reprints, 1908). 

^'Mercer254. 
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Huns for rule of Albion, decked out with abundant classical allusions."^^ Hunter calls 

Locrine "a fable of national unity, of order and disorder, of the intemecme quarrels that 

nearly destroy the royal family, and so the nation."^^ 

Yet h is diffícuh to make the leap between private vengeance and the civil 

quarrels that destroy a nation, unless we have the code of blood feud to tie these problems 

together. Granted, there is the problem of a passionate upheaval m nature and the threat 

of the complete destmction of the royal Ime, leaving the country whhout a mler, but h is 

the code of the blood feud, with hs linkmg of so-called private and public revenge, that 

creates the ramifícations for all people govemed by that code. In Locrine and The 

Misfortunes ofArthur, the suggestion of this code is buried beneath the surface, and 

mstead we are presented with individuals who act vrithout any sense of societal bonds 

that establish order. Arthur's resolve to seek peace whh Mordred, and his belief that his 

destmction stems from his decision to fight his son, hint at the potential violation of 

social bonds that wUl resuh from such murderous mtent whhin the family unit. However, 

the other characters of the play continually attribute the nation's fall to Mordred's 

actions, which are, in fact, the fírst violation of the family relationship. StUl, there is no 

recognhion, other than Arthur's subtle suggestion, that his murder of Mordred will only 

contribute to the deterioration of society. 

Prosser simplifíes the use of revenge in these plays by arguing that h is simply a 

device to suggest evil: "Anything, argue the playwrights, is better than civil war. They 

emphasize theh point by treatmg aU misfortunes as the inevhable harvest of private 

" Ibid., 255. 

^̂  Hunter, English Drama 51. 
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vengeance."^ I would argue that a more complex relationship exists here. It is not 

insignifícant that, as Broude points out, "[t]he earliest discussion of private revenge . . . 

tend[s] to occur in polhical contexts, where h is deah whh as one among a complex of 

evils associated with rebellion and riot, and represented as an impious mfringement of the 

divme patent granted the king and magistrates."^^ In fact, civil disorder and revenge are 

the same, when that revenge is a violation of the strict code of order established by the 

blood feud. After the convoluted beghmings oíGorboduc and the failed attempts of The 

Misfortunes ofArthur and Locrine to make Senecan revenge carry a polhical moral for 

the English nation, we can see the gradual movement of the Senecan influence away from 

historical drama and mto the evolution of what many crhics have considered a revenge 

tragedy genre. At the same thne, historical drama began to draw upon principles of blood 

feud in order to create polhical meaning. 

" Prosser 54. 

^' Broude 48. 
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CHAPTER V 

BLOOD SPILT CRAVES DUE REVENGE: ENGLISH 

DRAMATIC HISTORY AND THE 

POLITICS OF BLOOD FEUD 

While we have seen the origins of the blood feud motif m early attempts at a 

dramatic representation of English history, we have also seen the motif largely 

overshadowed by the Senecan influences at work in the plays. It remamed for later 

dramatists to discover the signifícant poUtical meaning of the blood feud as historical 

drama evolved. Chapter IV of this study noted that Gorboduc, The Misfortunes of 

Arthur, and Locrine generally are not granted the status of historical drama, nor are many 

of the other plays considered in this study. In order to explore the uses of blood feud as h 

relates to history, I intend to consider those plays which present ostensibly historical 

settings, regardless of whether or not the events depicted bear any significant historical 

truth. In doing so, I depart from general crhical conceptions of an English history genre 

within the drama of the period. Like the revenge tragedy genre, however, the defínhion 

of a historical drama requhes scmtmy for the limhations h places on our understanding of 

the plays. More importantly, the traditional defínhion of historical drama— b̂oth hs 

inclusions and hs exclusions—^relates in signifícant ways to the dramatic use of the blood 

feud motif 
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The Genre of Historical Drama 

There is crhical dispute over both the origins of historical drama and the moment 

of its bhth. Famham believes that h evolved dhectly from The Mirrorfor Magistrates, 

whh hs dramatic presentation of historical ghosts who teU the stories of theh own falls, 

combmed whh the mfluence of Senecan drama. The Mirror, he argues, was not just a 

source of historical material, but a pervasive influence on the development of dramatic 

representations of history.' He therefore sees the origms of the drama m Gorboduc, 

ahhough he locates the earliest chronicle plays later, whh Shakespeare's Henry VI, 

Thomas, Lord Cromwell, and Sir Thomas More. Ribner, on the other hand, locates the 

roots of historical drama m both mhacle and morahty plays.^ As a resuh, he places the 

origins of the genre much earlier, with John Skelton's Magnyfycence (1519) which, he 

argues, demonstrates "the fhst clear application of the moralhy play form to problems of 

secular poUtics."^ He identifies Bale's KingJohan as the first leghhnate history play, 

since h is the fhst to employ chronicle material for historical purposes."* In one of the 

most recent discussions of the genre, however, G. K. Hunter rejects King Johan due to hs 

simplifícation of historical figures to universal identhies. He takes the even more 

' Willard Famham, The Medieval Heritage ofEIizabethan Tragedy (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1956). Seep.385. 

^ Irving Ribner, T English History Plqy in the Age of Shakespeare (New York: Bames & Noble, 
1965). Ribner believes that these influences are so recognizable that "it is almost possible to divide extant 
history plays into two groups, the one embodying a dramatic structure stemming from the miracle play and 
the other one stemming from the morality." See p. 28. 

^ Ibid., 32. 

^ Ibid., 35. 
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extreme stance that attempts to trace origm are essentially useless in discussions of 

genre.̂  

What, then, is historical drama? Sidney's Defence ofPoetry provides a reference 

point for critics attempting to defme a genre of historical drama, ahhough h does not 

specifícaUy discuss dramatic wrhings. According to Sidney, poets had license to alter 

historical fact in order to create larger meanings from those events: "whatsoever action, 

or faction, whatsoever counsel, policy, or war stratagem the historian is bound to reche, 

that may the poet (if he list) whh his imhation make his own, beautifymg h both for 

further reachmg, and more delighting, as h please him"^ He regards such wrhmgs as a 

more valid use of history, despite theh føctual inaccuracies: "[the poet] excelleth history, 

not only in fiimishing the mind with knowledge, but in setting h forward to that which 

deserveth to be called and accounted good: which setting forward, and moving to well-

doing, indeed setteth the laurel crown upon the poets as victorious, not only of the 

historian, but over the philosopher, howsoever m teaching h may be questionable." It 

may appear strange, then, that Alfred B. Harbage argues a distinction between fable and 

history as source material for historical drama; while the dramatist did not heshate to aher 

fable to suh his purposes, Harbage believes that the wrhers of history plays—those based 

on actual history—^were requhed to adhere more strictly to theh sources. Harbage's 

concept of historical drama may have hs roots in Schellmg's early foundational study. 

^ G. K. Hunter, English Drama 1586-1642: TheAge ofShakespeare (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1997). Seep. 165. 

^ The Defence ofPoesy, p. 115. AIl citations are taken from Sir Philip Sidney, The Defence of 
Poesy, in Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994), 101-142. 

Mbid., 116. 
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smce he argued that chronicle drama could be categorized as ehher stories of actual 

people or of legendary people. The latter, he believed, mvolved conscious departure 

from historical fact.' 

Ribner, although he agrees with Harbage, also acknowledges that some aheration 

of historical material is appropriate m historical drama if that aheration serves a polhical 

purpose. For hhn, such a purpose was generally the promotion of EUzabethan polhical 

propaganda. Accordmg to Ribner, the Renaissance mterest m history began whh the 

Tudors, who had to establish theh claim to the throne through history. Therefore, 

historical wrhmgs were secular, nationalistic, and propagandistic.'̂  His list of leghhnate 

historical purposes reflects this origm: 

Those [purposes] stemmmg from classical and humanist philosophies of history 
mclude (1) a nationalistic glorifícation of England; (2) an analysis of 
contemporary affahs, both national and foreign so as to make clear the virtues and 
failmgs of contemporary statesmen; (3) a use of past events as a guide to poUtical 
behaviour m the present; (4) a use of histoiy as documentation for polhical 
theory; and (5) a study of past poUtical disaster as an aid to Stoical forthude in the 
present. Those stemmmg from medieval Christian philosophy of history include: 
(6) illustration of the providence of God as the mlmg force m human— ând 
primarily pohtical—^affahs, and (7) exposhion of a rational plan m human events 
which must affirm the wisdom and justice of God.'' 

For Ribner, then, the genre is defíned by the intentions of the playwright; ahhough he 

must use chronicle material that he believed to be tme, his strict adherence to that 

* Alfred B. Harbage,^^ They Likedlt (New York: Harper, 1961). See pp. 123-25. 

^ Felix E. Schelling, The English Chronicle Play: A Study in the Popular Historical Literature 
Environing Shakespeare (Hew Yorli: Macmillan, 1902). Seep. 30. 

'"Ribner2. 

"Ibid.,24. 
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material was not as hnportant as his mtentions m drawmg upon h for dramatic 

representation.*^ 

Authorial mtention is shaky ground indeed, and Hunter attempts to ground his 

discussion of the genre in more factual information about the actual presentation of 

historical plays to a Renaissance audience. He points out that the apparently random use 

of the word "histoiy" in Elizabethan play thles suggests that h was not a specifíc genre 

for the playwrights of the Renaissance period, or for theh audiences. In fact, the word is 

often used as a synonym for "story," making h an appropriate thle for any dramatic 

work.'^ However, he does fmd a word that he considers relatively unique to thles of 

historical drama: "The sense that tmth has to be invoked to justify history plays is a 

recurrent feature of the word m Elizabethan play thles The word is signifícant only 

because h designates a set of claims against a set of received expectations. 'Tmth' in 

these terms may be said to be a word that indicates the precondhion of a history play." 

In this respect, Hunter does not base his defmhion of genre upon authorial mtention, but 

he does base h on audience reaction; historical plays need not present historical events 

enthely tmthfiiUy, but they must present theh historical mformation m such a way that an 

Elizabethan audience is able to perceive the play as tmthíul.*^ 

Like Ribner, Himter defínes the genre to a considerable extent by what he 

considers appropriate Renaissance historical purposes, although he is more lUcely to 

'̂  Ibid. 

"Hunterl55. 

'Mbid., 157. 

" Ibid., 155-56. 
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emphasize the audience's perspective on a play's purpose. He appears to feel that only 

historical mformation presented with a clearly poUtical purpose is lUcely to be perceived 

as tmthfiil. Hunter allows a much narrower range of permissible historical purposes for 

ahermg and presentmg historical mformation, prhnarily because he uses the grouping of 

10 plays m the Fhst Folio as histories m order to establish a defmhion of the genre: "a 

history play is a play about EngUsh dynastic polhics of the feudal and hnmediately post-

feudal period—^usually about tensions between central govemment and the barons."'̂  

Thus, while Ribner argues that dramatists "never let tmth stand in theh way when they 

wished to glorify theh native chies,"'^ Hunter believes that those plays which established 

the standard for historical drama "are not simply celebrations of national greatness, but 

indeed put the mcompetencies and malignhies of English governments at the center of 

the picture." Ribner suggests one purpose of historical drama may be to suggest a 

rational and divine pattem to historical events,'^ but Hunter believes these plays present 

us whh "the randomness of historical tmth."^^ 

Uhimately, desphe theh disagreements, bothof these crhics msist that historical 

drama must have a polhical purpose—depictions of history must have contemporary 

polhical relevance in order to fít into the genre. Most of the plays which focus on ancient 

or legendary English history are, accordmg to Ribner, historical romance; they are 

'̂  Ibid., 155. 

'^RibnerI5. 

'*HunterI56. 

'̂ Ribner 19-20. 

°̂ Hunter 165. 
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completely without serious historical purpose, as he defínes h. More serious stUl. such 

plays actually cause the declme of the "leghhnate history play."'' 

Ahhough plays which focus on early English history are the most obvious target 

of exclusion based on tradhional defínhions of a history play genre, they are not alone. 

Indeed, many of the plays which mcorporate elements of blood feud and/or Senecan 

revenge have fallen outside considerations of historical drama, thereby preventmg an 

awareness of the frequency whh which these motifs are linked to English history and the 

pattems of meanmg that evolve from this Imkmg. By considermg all drama that 

combmes revenge motifs whh chronicle history, however fictionalized that history may 

become, I intend to demonstrate the contmual linkmg of revenge whh polhical meanmg. 

The Emergence of a Blood Feud Ethic in 
Historical Drama 

Desphe the essential failure of the Senecan revenge motif to convey historical 

meaning, the Imking of Seneca and revenge had become so natural that Senecanized 

revenge continued to appear in historical drama. However, even as Senecan influence 

found fiill expression in The Spanish Tragedy and similar tragic explorations of revenge, 

h gradually was subsumed within larger principles of blood feud code in dramatic 

representations of English histoiy. In Greene's The Scottish History ofJames the Fourth 

^' Ribner 267. Famham credits increasing intCTest in character development for the breakdown of 
the history play genre, but like other critics, he remarks that the shift in focus away from nations and 
toward individuals eliminates the political and therefore historícal nature of the material. Margot 
Heinemann, "Political Drama," in The Cambridge Companion to English Renaissance Drama, ed. A. R. 
BraunmuIIer and Michael Hattaway (Cambridge: Cambrídge UP, 1997), 161-205, suggests that English 
historícal drama virtually vanished from the Renaissance state after the Essex Rebellion of 1601 caused 
censorship of the potential political commentary in sucái drama. However, she provides no evidence for 
this claim. 
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(c. 1588), revenge is merely one component of a drama that most critics consider more 

romance than history. Accordmg to Ribner, the settmg of the play offers only the illusion 

of history, and the dramatic purpose is før from historical.̂ ^ Indeed, Greene makes no 

attempt to depict actual events, and Hunter complains that history m the play "is only a 

piece of pasteboard fíction; the mention of Flodden Field m the thle is the merest wmdow 

dressmg." Both critics reject the play from theh considerations of historical drama not 

on the grounds of the fíctionalized characters and events, but because they do not 

recognize a valid historical purpose m Greene's aheration of fact. 

Desphe the undeniable elements of pastoral romance in the play, the historical 

setting and the depiction of actual historical fígures can hardly be considered an arbhrary 

choice of the playwright. In addhion, the blood feud motif—ahhough h is far from 

developed—lends poUtical meaning to the events of the play. The Kmg of England's war 

against Scotland is motivated by revenge for the murder of his daughter: 

Thus far, ye English peers, have we displayed 
Our waving ensigns with a happy war; 
Thus nearly hath our fiirious rage revenged 
My daughter's death upon the trahorous Scot. 

Ahhough Greene resorts to Senecan devices when he has James imagine the Queen's 

ghost calling for revenge, the blood feud code provides the dominant concept of revenge 

in the play. England's kmg seeks blood for blood, and he relies upon the lord-retainer 

22 Ribner 269. 

" Hunter 102. 

2̂  See 5.3.1-4. AII citations to the play are taken from Norman Sanders, ed. The Scottish History 
ofJames the Fourth. (London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1970). 
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relationship to draw all of England mto the feud. Within the code of blood feud, violent 

actions are never individualized, but become the responsibUhy of enthe social groups. 

Thus when Douglas asks that the people of Dunbar not be punished for the sins of theh 

king, he voices a growmg dissatisfaction with the ancient code upon which all social 

relationships are founded. Whh the evolution of kmgs and nations, the origmal lord-

retainer relationship was stretched thm; subjects might resist the expectation that they 

were mvolved in the disputes of theh kings. Of course, m the case of the Scottish people, 

theh lord has disregarded the safety of the enthe social unit by committing a crime that 

must initiate the blood feud. According to Hunter, "'James IV' is any prince indulgmg m 

aduhery . . . having a powerfiil neighbor addicted to the preservation of virtue."^^ On the 

contrary, James is not "any prince," but a prince within the Brhish isles, and his 

challenger is not motivated by the deshe to enforce virtue, but by the commitment to 

revenge a wrong against his family/nation. Ahhough the play ends happily whh the 

restoration of Dorothea to her father, the play nevertheless considers the potential harm to 

a society when its lord believes that he may act independently of the code of human 

relationships. 

The concept of personal revenge played out on a national scale reappears m 

Woodstock(\592), a more conventional historical drama. Because the play focuses on a 

period of poUtical turmoil m England's past, hs validhy as historical drama is hardly 

questioned. However, critics fail to recognize how the blood feud revenge motif 

contributes to the poUtical meaning of the play, suggestmg a dUemma similar to that 

^ Hunter 102. 
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depicted in James IV, but with much more dangerous resuhs. Richard appears to believe 

that he can act as a Senecan hero, assertmg his individual autonomy m a world whhout 

social responsibiUties. Through his murder of his uncle, Woodstock, he asserts his own 

power over his world—^he is the sole source of the laws which govem human behavior. 

Even his decision to revenge the murder of Greene is not motivated by a sense of 

obligation to a social code, but by a Senecan rage at the blow to his autonomous power 

represented by that murder. In contrast, York and Lancaster recognize the 

responsibilhies of the blood feud code in theh decision to avenge the murder of 

Woodstock. They see clearly that Richard's was not a sohtary act, but a crime agamst 

the social groups to which Woodstock belonged— t̂he royal family and the nation. 

However, they weaken the society stiU further by theh revenge, since blood feud code 

demands that they protect Richard. He is theh kinsman and theh king, both poshions 

requhing theh loyalty. Thus Woodstock fiirther complicates the issues raised in James 

IV. Richard, by killing his own kinsman, has done more than involve his country in a 

feud whh another social group. He has weakened the social structure of his own social 

imit by violating the code that should have allowed them to present a poshion of strength 

to outside forces. Even in his acknowledgement of culpabilhy and his expectation of 

punishment, Richard fails to recognize the social ramifícations of his actions: 

The fearful wrath of heaven 
Shs heavy on our heads for Woodstock's death. 
Blood cries for blood; and that ahnighty hand 
Perimts not murder unrevenged to stand. 

^̂  This revenge is an entirely unhistorical addition to the play, since there was no uprising 
following the murder of Woodstock. See Ribner, p. 135. 

2' See 5.4.47-50. 
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Unfortunately for his subjects, '̂ retribution is not divme, but human and historical."^* It 

is the fiinction of a social code that Richard does not recognize, but one which tamts his 

enthe social unit through his violation. 

The appearance of the blood feud motif m Woodstock is a signifícant step m the 

development of what most critics accept as historical drama— t̂hat drama which depicts 

history for clearly poUtical purposes. The focus on a poUtically charged period m 

English history could not alone guarantee poUtical signifícance for the play, as The True 

Tragedy ofRichardIII{\59\-94) iUustrates. The openmg of this play offers an 

interestmg encounter between Poetry and Truth, suggesting that the two may combme to 

relate history in dramatic form. In sphe of this expressed ambhion, critics generally do 

not consider the play a signifícant example of historical drama.̂ ^ Like Legge's 

Richardus Tertius, The True Tragedy is greatly influenced by Seneca, even beginning 

whh the ghost of Clarence callmg for revenge: "Blood sprinkled, springs: blood spih, 

craves due revenge." The blood feud motif makes no appearance, and this absence 

resuhs in the play's failure to convey polhical meaning. 

Revenge within the play is invariably a supernatural force, resuhing ehher from 

nature or from God.̂ ' As such, h is a fimction of Fortune, which uhimately appears more 

^^Heineraann 184. 

^' See, for example, Ribner, p. 83 and Hunter, p. 188. 

°̂ Line 52. AII citations to the play are taken from The True Tragedy ofRichard the Third. 
(London: Oxford UP, 1929). 

'̂ Ribner comments on the conflict between classical and Christian views of history, represented 
by Richard and Henry respectively. See pp. 84-85. 
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central to the action of the play than does Richard himself ̂ ^ Accordmg to Hunter, "What 

The True Tragedy manages to give us, with extraordmary facilhy, is a sense of the 

historical process hself rushmg past us as well as hs victims and of Richard carried by the 

storm rather than controUing it, conscious that he is the recipient of Fortune's fíckle 

favours but determined to grasp whatever is placed before him"^^ AU of the characters 

exist m an arbitrary universe, and the meaninglessness of theh world is reflected m theh 

relationships whh each other. Loyahies change whh lightening speed, and interpersonal 

responsibilhy is nonexistent. Against the few remainmg socially prescribed behaviors, 

Richard asserts the Senecan hero's deshe for autonomy: "Shall law bridle nature, or 

authoritie hinder inheritance? / No, I say no: Principalhie brookes no equaUtie" (353-54). 

However, for the most part Richard's character appears remarkably passive, as in 

the lengthy soUIoquy that brands himthe victhn of revenge: 

Clarence complaines, and crieth for revenge. 
My Nephues bloods, Revenge, revenge, doth crie. 
The headlesse Peeres comes preasing for revenge. 
And every one cries, let the tyrant die. 
The Simne by day shines hotely for revenge. 
The Moone by night eclipseth for revenge. 
The stars are tumd to Comets for revenge. 
The Planets chaunge theh coursies for revenge. 
The bhds sing not, but sorrow for revenge. 
The silly lambes shs bleating for revenge. 
The screeking Raven shs croking for revenge. 
Whole heads of beasts comes bellowmg for revenge. 
And all, yea aU the world I thinke, 
Cries for revenge, and nothmg but revenge. (1882-95) 

^̂  Although Ribner believes that Richard dominates the action of the play, Hunter points out that 
he does not appear consistently on stage. See Ribner, p. 83 and Hunter, p. 190. 

"HunterI88. 
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Hunter calls this speech "the outcry of a Richard bemg carried down the stream of history 

m the wrong direction."^^ Actually, h is the unsuccessfiil attempt to Imk Senecanized 

revenge whh English history. If revenge were part of a man-made system of behavior 

which creates history, then Richard's actions and the reactions of others could be 

perceived as poUtical decisions whh ramifícations. In The True Tragedy, revenge is a 

function of Fortune— ârbitrary, meanmgless, and therefore resistant to scrutmy for 

polhical meaning. 

Justice Gone Awrv: Blood Feud in 
Shakespeare's Fhst Tetralogy 

Crhics of Shakespearean drama have discussed Richard III as both poUtical 

commentary and character study. The play long figured in crhicism as a reinforcement of 

Tudor principles—^Richard himself is the culmmation of the disorder caused by Richard 

II's deposhion, all of which occurred so that Henry Richmond could restore order and 

found the Tudor dynasty. Shakespeare's representation of poUtical theory is, of course, 

much more complex, as crhics in the latter half of the twentieth century have 

recognized. Other critics focused on the psychological development of Richard's 

character.̂ ^ However, the play also encompasses the importeint themes of justice and 

34 Ibid., 191. 

^̂  A. P. Rossiter, "Angel with Homs: The Unity of Richard 111," Shakespeare: The Histories, Ed. 
Eugene M. Waith. (Englewood CIiflFs: Prentice-Hall, hic, 1965): 66-84, is one of the earliest recognitions 
of this complexity. 

*̂ See Waldo F. McNeir, "The Masks of Richard the Third," Studies in English Literature 11 
(1971): 167-86; Michael Neill, "Shakespeare's Halle of Mirrors: Play, Politics, and Psychology in 
Richardlll," Shakespeare Studies 8 (1975): 99-129; and William B. Toole, "The Motif of Psychic 
Divisionin/?/c/iarí////." Shakespeare Survey 27 {\974): 21-32. 
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order, stressed prhnarUy m Margaret's chorus-Uke commentary. Rather than remmdmg 

the audience that this is a world ruled by divme justice, her ravmgs and curses emphasize 

revenge and, more hnportantly, blood feud as the means for achievmg justice. In this 

world, blood feud justice quickly becomes distorted, sphalmg out of control as the 

exchange of a life for a life escalates to rampant murder. Only the death of Richard, who 

rejects the socio-legal code and therefore makes hhnself a potential victhn of h, can end 

the resuhmg chaos.̂ ^ 

The Anglo-Saxon concept of the blood feud is particularly applicable to the 

events of Shakespeare's fhst tetralogy.̂ * Two warring families exchange—inhially at 

least—a Ufe for a life. What raises this series of revenges to the level of a blood feud is 

the presence of two distinct (albeh related) families, or kin groups.̂ ^ The exchangmg of 

murders which these families define as revenge is clearly a blood feud by 3 Henry VI. 

However, it is a blood feud that has gone terribly wrong, sphaling out of control instead 

of maintaining order and balance within the society. According to Leggatt, "What we see 

in the trilogy as a whole is a society that has lost the forms and myths of order and is 

evolving new ones to embody violence."^^ Yet the characters of the Henry VI plays are 

^̂  See William C. Carroll, "'The Form of Law': Ritual and Succession in Richard 111,'' in True 
Rites andMaimedRites: Ritual andAnti-Ritual in Shakespeare andHisAge (Chicago: U of Illinois P, 
1992), 203-219. CarroII argues that in assaulting ritual and order, Richard actually depends on and 
reinforces the principle of succession. 

^' For a detailed study of the nature of the bloodfeud in England, see William Miller, "Choosing 
the Avenger: Some Aspects of the Bloodfeud in Medieval Iceland and England," Law and History Review 
1(1983): 159-203. 

^̂  E. Pearlman, "The Invention of Richard of Gloucester," Shakespeare Quarterly 43 (1991/92): 
410-429, notes that the motivation in the history plays has been primarily public, but in this play it is 
personal. 

^^ Alexander Leggatt, Shakespeare 's Political Drama: The History Plays and the Roman Plays. 
(London: Routledge, 1988). Seep. 23. 
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not lookmg to create new structures to codify theh world; they continue to conceptualize 

theh own actions and those of others accordmg to the familiar blood feud system. In fact, 

the chaos that develops throughout the three plays is far from a Senecan lack of social 

responsibilhies. Instead, a strict code of behavior continues to exist, and the violence of 

civil war erupts from the discrepancy between the characters' acceptance of the blood 

feud system to govem theh society and theh mdividual and uncomprehendmg violations 

of it. 

In RichardlII, Margaret serves as a remmder of the blood feud established m the 

previous three plays of the tetralogy: "A husband and a son thou ow'st to me- / And 

thou a kingdom—^all of you allegiance."^' Her belief in the legal equhy of revenge is 

clear in her fhst appearance of the play: 

Edward thy son, that now is Prince of Wales, 
For Edward our son, that was Prince of Wales, 
Die in his youth by lUce unthnely violence! 
Thyself a queen, for me that was a queen, 
Outlive thy glory lUce my wretched selfl (1.3.198-202) 

Yet by this point, the concept of equhy, so hnportant to the legal enforcement of the 

blood feud, has aheady been violated by Margaret herself, among others. According to 

MiIIer, "virtually all blood-feuding societies recognize a rough rule of equivalence in the 

A ^ —.-

prosecution of the feud." Even more importantly, he states: 

'" Richardlll, 1.3.169-170. This and all subsequent citations are to The Rrverside Shakespeare, 
2"** ed. (Boston: Houghton MifUin Company, 1997). Further references to this edition appear in the text. 
The presence of Margaret is unhistOTÍcal, as critics have frequently noted. Hunter, p. 186, believes that 
Shakespeare needed her "to supply an opposition voice as powerful as Richard's own," More importantly, 
she provides the play's consistent reminder of a code of human behavior. She clearly does not understand 
the system herselC and she is guilty of its violation, but she refuses to allow that these violations signal the 
deterioration of the code itself 

^̂  MiIIer 160. 
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The rule of equivalence also Ihnhed the class of possible expiators by 
excludmg some who might by vhtue of kmship alone qualify as 
vengeance targets. Thus, young children, old infhm men, or women were 
usually inappropriate expiators, and kiUmg one of them tended to expand 
the dispute and increase hs intenshy."*̂  

Therefore, the murder of Rutland, whom Shakespeare depicts as an innocent child, is not 

an acceptable exchange for the life of Clifford, a soldier killed m battle. Young Clifford 

uses the concept of revenge to justify this murder, but h is not the limhed revenge that is 

acceptable under the code of blood feud, as Rutland pomts out: "I am too mean a subject 

for thy wrath, / Be thou reveng'd on men, and let me live" (i Henry VI 1.3.19-20). 

Clififord is no longer interested m mere equivalence, as he acknowledges: 

The sight of any of the house of York 
Is as a fliry to torment my soul; 
And tiU I root out theh accursed line, 
And leave not one alive, I live m hell. (1.3.30-33) 

Levine seesthis murder as'theorigmalcrime, thefhst cause, whichhasgiven 

rise to the cham of vengeance."'*'* Curiously, however, she attributes the crime to 

Margaret rather than to CUfford. Under the code of blood feud, of course, this would be 

acceptable, since everyone in the kin group—aside from those exceptions noted by 

Miller—would be liable for the crimes of one member. As a resuh, this act does mark 

the escalation of the blood feud into the chaos that resuhs in Richard III. But while each 

family recognizes the inequity of the crimes against it, the members continue to devise 

43 Ibid, 160. 

'^ Nina S. Levine, "'Accursed womb, the bed of death': Women and the Succession in Richard 
lUr Renaissance Papers (1992): 17-27. See pp. 23-24. 
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greater punishments for the opposmg family. Thus Margaret can cry out agamst the 

mjustice of her own sufifermg: 

Did York's dread curse prevail so much whh heaven 
That Henry's death, my lovely Edward's death, 
Theh kmgdom's loss, my woefiil banishment, 
Should aU but answer for that peevish brat? (RichardUI 1.3.190-193) 

Meanwhile, she revels in her ovm revenge, which goes far beyond equivalence: 

I am hungry for revenge, 
And now I cloy me whh beholding h. 
Thy Edward he is dead, that kill'd my Edward; 
[Thy] other Edward dead, to quh my Edward; 
Young York he is but boot, because both they 
Match'd not the high perfection of my loss. 
Thy Clarence he is dead that stabb'd my Edward, 
And the beholders of this frantic play, 
Th' aduherate Hastmgs, Rivers, Vaughan, Grey, 
Unthnely smoth'red m theh dusky graves. (4.4.61-70) 

Clearly what Margaret and the other members of both families consider revenge has gone 

far beyond the exchange of a Ufe for a life. 

This disintegration of the legal element of revenge and the blood feud is the 

inherent problem in this system of justice."*̂  In hs pure form, blood feud is a means of 

maintaining order, a man-made legal system, as MiUer pomts out."*̂  When enacted by 

fallible humans, however, the system breaks down, and self-interest replaces the 

objectivhy which would allow the families on both sides of the feud to agree on 

''̂  Jdm Kerrigan, Revenge Tragedy: Aeschylus to Armageddon, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 
discusses this development of the revenge tragedy in great detail. He finds that Seneca, in particular, 
attacks retributive justice which involves anger, since such vengeance is linked to excess and therefore 
lacks control. He finds that Renaissance dramatists, however, are more approving of the element of anger 
in revenge, since this type of revenge parallels íhe Christian concept of divine retribution. 

''^MiIIerI6I. 
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equivalence. The world that resuhs m Richard III completely lacks order. and the 

senselessness of this feud is evident in Margaret's bloody catalogue of murders: 

I had an Edward, tiU a Richard kUI'd hhn; 
I had a [Harry], tiU a Richard kiU'd hhn: 
Thou hadst an Edward, tiU a Richard kUI'd him; 
Thou hadst a Richard, tUI a Richard kUl'd hhn. (4.4.40-44) 

The identhies of the victims blend in this speech, so that Margaret simply conveys the 

number of murders whhout any suggestion of the justifications behind them. 

Margaret's scenes in particular emphasize the excessive anger that has overtaken 

reason in this blood feud. Kerrigan identifies cursing as an element of this uncontrolled 

emotion combined whh a sense of helplessness: "Lack of physical power disinhibhs and 

escalates the threat, making malediction a register of rage rather than a scheme of prudent 

retaliation.' WUliamson believes that this act of cursing is "a verbal representation of 

the need for the powerless to discern order in the chaotic and inhuman world over which 

they have no control during a terrifying civil conflict."^* Actually, the curses of these 

women are an expression of the very rage which has caused the blood feud to escalate 

until all sense of control has vanished. Such rage no longer fits the legally defíned 

concepts of revenge and blood feud, which possess a clear structure and code. 

47 Kerrigan 128. 

^^ Marilyn R. WiUiamson, "'When Men Are Rul'd by Women': Shakespeare's First Tetralogy," 
Shakespeare Studies 17 (1987): 41-60. See p. 56. Williamson argues that women in the play represent 
male fears of powerlessness and the rebellion of the traditionally weak. Therefore, they are despised for 
both theh weakness and theh strength in seeking power from men. 

"' See Charles A. Hallett and Elaine S. Hallett, The Revenger's Madness, (Lincoln: U of Nebraska 
P, 1980). Hallett and Hallett characterize villain-revengers: "They have reached down and exposed the 
psychological foundations of revenge itself, uhidi has nothing to do with the particular object that appears 
to have triggered the revenge but is actually a release for the floating rage within." (7) I argue that sudi a 
release of pent up rage is not revenge or blood feud in the legal sense of these terms, since vengeance as a 
justice system was intended to maintain order rather than to relieve angCT. 
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Also significant about Margaret's catalogue is the emphasis on Richard III as the 

murderer. The play is clearly designed to gradually place all of the guih for the Wars of 

the Roses upon Richard, so that his death wiU purge the land and allow the dawn of a 

new era of peace whh the Tudor dynasty. However, Richard only becomes the scapegoat 

for the pent up rage of the escalatmg blood feud after he mtentionally places himself 

outside the social codes that govem his society. Immediately before the openmg of the 

play that bears his name, Richard denies all bonds of kinship: 

I have no brother, I am lUce no brother; 
And this word 'love,' which greybeards call divine, 
Be resident in men like one another, 

And not in me: I am myself alone. ( i Henry VI 5.6.80-83) 

WiUiamson sees this isolation as the source of Richard's strength: "Richard is the perfect 

survivor in the world of this tetralogy m that he lacks commhments of any sort which 

might cause hhn to lose control of his envhonment."^^ Leggatt, on the other hand, 

believes that Richard's action weakens his society: "his renunciation of love strikes at 

the root of all human relations and takes the breakdown that was inhially social and 

polhical as fiir as it can go."^' However, his renunciation of all socially and legally 

recognized human relationships actually weakens Richard in the world of the blood feud. 

An Anglo-Saxon would easily have recognized the diffîcuhies of this poshion, as MiUer 

points out: "The kinless man could be kiUed with virtual impunity since no one was 

lUcely to take action on his account." Simuhaneously, h provides the means for the 

'•* Ibid., 54. 

'̂LeggattSI. 

"MiIIerl65. 
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blood feud code to reassert order m his society. Other violators of the code have acted 

whhin h, usmg the system to sanction the escalatmg violence. Richard, by denouncmg 

the system enthely, makes himself a potential victim. Once Richard separates himself 

from his km group, he no longer has any defense m the blood feud. Thus, if he can be 

made the author of all crimes, his death must end the feud, because no one remams to 

avenge him. 

Through Margaret's commentary m Richard III, Shakespeare emphasizes the 

diffîcuhies involved in a human justice system The blood feud begins as a method for 

maintammg order, but h invariably dismtegrates mto disorder, and finally chaos. Yet m 

an odd and unsatisfactory way, the code of blood feud does accomplish the goal of 

establishing order by victimizing the man who attempts to reject this code and stand 

independent of familial bonds. Man's attempt to establish a justice system is flawed at 

best, and the play offers no easy soIutioiL Richmond does restore order at the end, but 

the play concludes with the uneasy suggestion of the high price paid for such order. 

The Polhics ofthe Blood Feud: Shakespeare's 
Second Tetralogv and Kmgship 

Whhin the Feud Svstem 

Shakespeare's fhst tetralogy depicted England's royal family and aristocracy as 

mdividual family members involved in a blood feud on a national scale. While revenge 

and feud are less overt in his second tetralogy, the system of feud underlies the significant 

poUtical issues of the plays. In fact, Shakespeare's subtle use of the motif provides an 

essential reference point for conceptualizing his extended discussion of kingship as a 

polhical role. The relationship between the king as private individual and as public 
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figure is the issue from the beghmmg oíRichard II, and once agam the blood feud system 

serves as the cultural and legal foundation for complex poUtical questions. 

An understandmg of the system of blood feud that underUes English Renaissance 

cuhure lends mcreased significance to the conflicts—both extemal and mtemal—in the 

openmg scenes oíRichardlL The play begms with a formal charge of treason, and the 

case is to be tried on the field of battle. Accordmg to Graham Holdemess, the trial by 

combat was "a process of law fhmly attached to feudal society and to a consthutional 

structure quhe unlUce that of Shakespeare's England."^^ However, h is clear that this type 

of individual participation in the judicial process was a part of the legal system in 

Elizabethan England, and that h had hs roots m the Anglo-Saxon system of blood feud. 

Bowers indicates that the appeal, which allowed family members to prosecute the 

accused murderer of a kmsman, was mtroduced to England by William the Conqueror. It 

retained the blood feud emphasis on km groups, since the king had no power to overtum 

a conviction by the family: "The legal procedure of the appeal, while abolishmg the 

system of wergeld, retamed the sphh of the old blood-revenge, for the nearest of km had 

to take up the suit against the murderer and frequently to fight h out with him in the dhect 

revenge of judicial combat."̂ '* Although Henry VII introduced the system of indictment, 

which allowed an accused murderer to be tried by the state, the appeal did not enthely 

disappear from the Elizabethan judicial system Even in the new system of indictment, 

the state could not act without an accusation and evidence from a kmsman of the 

" Graham Holdemess, "Theatresof History: Qironicle Plays," in .S/ î^speûrg; ThePlayof 
History, ed. Graham Holdemess, Nick Potter, and John Tumer (lowa City: U of lowa P, 1987), 13-82. See 
p.25. 

'^ Bowers 6-7. 
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murderer." As MUler pomts out, the blood feud was mtertwmed whh the English 

judicial system, oflen providmg the sanction behmd legal judgments.̂ ^ 

It is therefore Ukely that an Elizabethan audience would recognize and accept the 

legal procedure of the appeal that appears m the openmg scene of the play. In fact, 

Richard's openmg Imes emphasizs the legal—specifically blood feud—foundation for 

the play: 

Old John of Gaunt, time-honored Lancaster, 
Hast thou, accordmg to thy oath and band, 
Brought hither Henry Herford thy bold son, 
Here to make good the boist'rous late appeal 

Against the Duke of Norfolk, Thomas Mowbray? 
(1.I.I-6) 

Richard identifîes the legal action as an appeal, and BuIIingbrook later makes clear the 

blood feud nature of the confUct. Although his initial charge against Mowbray is treason, 

we must carefûUy consider the meaning of this charge. Holdemess points out: 

The term has two roots, one Germanic and the other Roman. The former 
derives from Germanic tribal custom and is strictly the notion of betrayal 
or 'faith-breach' (Treubruch) of an individual's loyahy to an individual 
superior. The latter derives from Republican Rome, and is in essence a 
prohibition against laesa majestatis, insuh to those whh public authority. 
In the former concept the crime is a personal betrayal; in the latter, an 
offence against the dignity of the state.̂ ^ 

BuUingbrook's charge might fall into either categoiy, but he emphasizes the personal 

betrayal. Mowbray has murdered a member of his km group, and BuIImgbrook seeks 

blood feud retaUation through the legaUy sanctioned method of the appeal: 

^̂  Ibid., 8. 

^MiIIerl61. 

" Holdemess 29. 
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He did plot the Duke of Gloucester's death, 
Suggest his soon-believmg adversaries, 
And consequently, lUce a trahor coward, 
Sluic'd out his hmocent soul through streams of blood, 
Which blood, like sacrificmg Abel's cries, 
Even from the tongueless cavems of the earth, 

To me for justice and rough chastisement. (1.1.100-106) 

Ahhough he ches other crhnes agamst Richard and England—the misuse of fiinds, for 

example—Mowbray's caphal crime is the murder of Gloucester, and BuUmgbrook 

cannot address this oflfense as a crhne against the state. After all, Richard embodies 

England, and he also bears responsibilhy for the murder. Holderness pomts out the 

inherent contradiction in accusmg the kmg of this type of offense: "Is not the very basis 

of the law of treason a legal protection of the kmg agamst those adjudged to be his 

enemies?"^* 

However, Richard can be accused of the type of personal betrayal that was 

defmed as treason under the blood feud system For the Duchess of Gloucester, the mles 

of blood feud clearly identify not only Richard's culpabilhy, but also the resuhs for 

Gloucester's family if his death goes unavenged: 

Ah, Gaunt, his blood was thine! That bed, that womb, 
That mettle, that self mould, that fashioned thee 
Made him a man; and though thou livest and breathest, 
Yet art thou slain in him. Thou dost consent 
In some large measure to thy father's death, 
In that thou seest thy wretched brother die, 
Who was the model of thy father's Ufe. 
Call h not patience, Gaimt, h is despah. 
In suffring thus thy brother to be slaught'red, 
Thou showest the naked pathway to thy life, 
Teaching stem murder how to butcher thee. (1.2.22-32) 

*̂ Holdemess 29. 
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The Duchess recognizes revenge as the clear hnperative of the blood feud system; h is 

necessary to defend the strength of the km group and ensure peace and safety: "To 

safeguard thme own life / The best way is to venge my Gloucester's death" (1.2.35-36). 

Why, then, do we have the carefiiUy organized judicial process of the play's 

opening scene, m which BuUmgbrook seeks to assert his blood feud prerogative through 

the process of appeal? Hunter considers the appeal an elaborate performance designed to 

give the appearance of judicial order: 

the cmcial issue between Mowbray and Bolmgbroke, the murder of 
Woodstock, is m fact the responsibilhy of Richard himself But there 
seems no way m which this charge can be mcorporated mto the public 
rhetoric available to this society; to attack the agent (Mowbray) while 
exoneratmg the principal (Richard) keeps the fabric of the state mtact as 
everyone mvolved wishes h to be.̂ ^ 

For Hunter, Richard's uhimate failing is his attempt to clmg to such superficial shows of 

order, assuming that they can stave offthe societal changes occurrmg beneath the 

surface. Leggatt, on the other hand, believes that the opening scene represents a system 

of order implichly accepted by Richard's subjects—a system that is fimctioning properly 

until Richard dismpts h and thereby begms hs destruction from whhrn.̂ ^ What both 

crhics assume, desphe theh otherwise opposed arguments, is the existence of the state as 

a signiíîcant enthy within the justice system. The opening scenes oíRichard II actually 

demonstrate the dismption of the judicial process—stiU premised on a system of blood 

feud—by the introduction of the state as an enthy separate from the individuals who 

compose h. 

'^Hunter212. 

^Leggatt 60-61. 
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We have aheady seen that the blood feud system did not incorporate a concept of 

the state; while h recognized mdividual responsibiUty to coUective enthies, these enthies 

were based upon individual relationships and m fact were as much defmed by feud 

responsibilhies as they were defmers of those responsibilhies. Ahhough the concept of 

the state evolved from these collective enthies, m Richard II h has become an artificial 

constmct, existmg enthely outside of the blood feud system and yet defínmg the 

prosecution of that system Richard's attempt to identify himself whh the state through 

his public role as kmg causes the mhial rift in the judicial system. 

The opening scene is, in many respects, the stylized performance that Hunter 

characterizes h as; however, the prosecution of justice is to some extent always a 

performance for the benefit of others who might threaten societal order. It might have 

served to maintain public confidence in the system if Mowbray were forced to repay whh 

his own life the murder of Gloucester. Before the appeal can even be prosecuted, though, 

we discover that it wiU not satisfy the demands of the blood feud; the Duchess represents 

those who know of Richard's responsibility for the murder, and only his death will 

restore order. If the role of king evolved from the lord-retainer relationship, then Richard 

should be answerable to the laws of the feud because he owes his poshion in large 

measure to those laws. 

Richard intermpts the appeal not out of pervershy or a deshe to be the center of 

attention, but because he must end this state-sanctioned prosecution of the blood feud 

before h reaches hs logical conclusion. If state justice combmes with blood feud to hold 

Mowbray responsible for Gloucester's death, Richard might uhhnately fall under the 

same accusations. Thus the state and the demands that h places upon mdividuals may be 
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separated from the blood feud system and given preference. Richard's justification for 

endmg the appeal is the potential for disorder m the feud, which "might from our quiet 

confínes fright føh peace, / And make us wade even m our kmdred's blood" (1.3.137-38). 

Yet the mitial disorder resuhs from Richard's crhne agamst his kmdred m the murder of 

Gloucester, and the uhhnate break m the system of order is caused by Richard's 

msistence that the kmg and state are one enthy, both unaccountable to the blood feud. 

Crhics have noted Richard's mabilhy to distmguish between public role and private 

individual. In fact, with the character of Richard II, Shakespeare presents the first 

consciousness of a conflict between the kmg's public and private roles, somethmg which 

was conceptually impossible under the original blood feud system Rather than 

attempting to reunite these roles, Richard msists upon his identhy as kmg, and therefore, 

by his defînhion, as state. His deposhion resuhs from his attempt to place the king 

outside of the system of order that govems his society. 

At the end of the tetralogy, in Henry V, we fínd a king who recognizes the 

importance of unhing his public and private roles. The individual man and his role as 

king are no longer naturally the same, as Henry recognizes in his only soliloquy. Rather, 

a king is "twin-bom with greatness, subject to the breath / Of every fool" (4.1.234-35). 

Henry realizes that his identhy as king is a performance separate from his individual 

identhy, but that he must imite them in order to function effectively whhin the system 

This is most evident in the trahors' scene, where Henry portrays the three trahors 

as consphators with France. Shakespeare does not dhectly address Cambridge's 

addhional motives for rebellion agamst Henry—motives which mclude a challenge to the 

leghimacy of Henry's claim to the throne. Certainly, Henry himself does not 
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acknowledge such motivations. Suppressmg even a hmt of civil dissension, Henr\' 

mterprets the mcident as a case of three noblemen formmg an unnatural alliance with a 

foreign threat to England. They have committed much more than a crime agamst the 

king: 

You would have sold your Kmg to slaughter, 
His Princes and his peers to servitude, 
His subjects to oppression and contempt, 
And his whole kmgdom mto desolation. (2.2.170-73) 

The trahors themselves can be convmced of the extreme unnaturahiess of such a violation 

of theh country, as evidenced by theh willmg acceptance of theh punishment. Most 

importantly, Henry makes h very plain that his actions are motivated by a need to protect 

the state: 

Touching our person seek we no revenge, 
But we our kingdom's safety must so tender, 
Whose min you have sought, that to her laws 
We do deliver you. (2.2.174-77) 

In enforcing the execution of the trahors, Henry behaves whh the same coldness 

and lack of remorse that characterized his rejection of Falstaff, an action which continues 

to disturb critics. Jonas Barish argues that that earher rejection symbolizes Henry's 

rejection of his own humanity for the sake of kingship.̂ ' In both of these mstances, 

Henry certainly denies any personal deshe he might have, aside from the deshe to protect 

and maintain the strength of the monarchy and state. Yet neither the mdividual Henry 

nor his interests cease to exist. There is, after all, a very personal component to his attack 

on Scroop; this is a revenge for a betrayal of the man rather than the kmg, and Henry 

^^ Jonas A. Barish, "The Tuming Away of Prince Hal," Shakespeare Studies 1 (1965): 9-17. See 
p. 10. Leggatt agrees that "tho-e seems to be a formal surrender of private life in Henry's attack on 
Scroop." Seep. 131. 
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replaces the royal "we" with the first person smgular pronoun when he addresses 

Scroop's criine: 

What shall I say to thee, Lord Scroop, thou cmel, 
Ingrateful, savage, and mhuman creature? 
Thou that didst bear the key of all my counsels, 
That knew'st the very bottom of my soul, 
That (ahnost) mightst have com'd me mto gold, 
Wouldst thou have practic'd on me, for thy use? (2.2.94-99) 

However, Henry uhhnately places even Scroop's crhne in the context of an offense 

agamst the kmg and state, acknowledgmg that h "hath left a kmd of blot, / To mark the 

fiiU-fraught man and best mdued / Whh some suspicion" (2.2.138-40). Hunter pomts out 

that "polhics here do not defme personal life from outside . . . mstead, poUtical issues are 

represented as if they belong naturally mside the King's personal and emotional 

outlook.' ActuaUy, Henry demonstrates that his personal mterests fit neatly into the 

mterests of the state, and h is the lâtter upon which he justifíes his actions to others. 

Therefore, there is no need to separate the king from the blood feud system; Henry is able 

to incorporate blood feud into the grov^g concept of the state, uniting England under a 

system of order that makes h strong in the face of extemal threats. Unfortunately, as the 

closing lines of the play emphasize, this judicial system is only as effective as the men 

who administer h, and Shakespeare's fírst tetralogy had aheady iUustrated the potential 

for chaos when human failings cause the system to break down. 

62 Hunter246. 
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Senecan Revenpp and the I Jnhistorical Historv Plav 

Accordmg to Hememann, the Essex rebellion of 1601 had a signifícant hnpact on 

the development of historical drama. The Imk between historical drama and potential 

rebellion became too threatenmg to ignore, and censorship from the EUzabethan 

govemment severely restricted the dramatic use of English history to convey poUtical 

meanmg. Although EngUsh history contmued to appear on stage, the plays from this 

period generally are not accepted as historical drama. It is mterestmg, then, that dramatic 

use of the blood feud motif is strictly limited m this period as weU. Clearly the motif 

carried polhical meanmg, and hs elimmation was necessary to create a more hmocuous 

depiction of history. 

Both Fletcher's Bonduca and The Valiant Welshman mcorporate revenge as part 

of a wide variety of dramatic techniques from tragedy, comedy, romance, and other 

genres. It never becomes a controUmg motif of the play, nor does h suggest, even subtly, 

the blood feud code. Interestingly, I have not encountered a critic who does not heartily 

reject both plays from the genre of historical drama. 

Both plays are set in Anglo-Saxon England and dramatize the same character— 

Caratack in Bonduca, Caradoc in The Valiant Welshman—^but Ribner rejects the 

suggestion that the plays are otherwise related in any way.^ If the plays did not in any 

way influence each other, then h is interesting to note that both playwrights came to 

incorporate the revenge motif when dealing whh this period of history, and that nehher 

made the connection to the blood feud code. 

^̂  Heinemann 188. While Heinemann's lack of evidence on this point is troubling, the plays 
themselves do indicate a shift in political moralizing at approximately this time. 
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Revenge, such as h occurs m the plays, must be perceived as enthely Senecan. 

There is no appearance of the Senecan motifs, a la Kyd's Spanish Tragedy, but nehher is 

there any conception of revenge as a legal code of order. Instead, h is monstrous, as when 

Bonduca and her daughters participate m a pagan ceremony to summon the gods' 

vengeance agamst the Romans. Ahhough she never characterizes her own actions as 

revenge, the concept hself is Senecanized through hs association whh her. Bonduca, 

ahhough ostensibly the champion of the native Brhons whhm the play, is the 

representative of evil. Her passionate nature constantly asserts hself agamst social order, 

from her fhst appearance on stage, braggmg about her victory over the Romans. 

Caratack must wam her that such behavior violates the milhary code of honor—and he 

must contmually remmd her of this as the play progresses. She is pagan; the Romans are 

Christian. She is wUd and bmtal; the Romans are civilized. Through her, revenge 

becomes a function of the pagan gods, very much the force whhin nature that Hallett and 

Hallett identify in revenge tragedy. 

The plays also characterize revenge as foreign. Bonduca, ahhough native Brhish, 

appears more foreign than the Roman invaders, who share a shnilar code of honor with 

the hero C!aratack. In The Valiant Welshman, the revenger is Codigune, who has been 

passed over when Octavian names Caradoc heh to the kingdom. Codigune becomes a 

genuine outsider when he chooses exile rather than share the kingdom whh Caradoc. 

More importantly, he speaks of his thoughts tuming "Italianate" when he begins to 

contemplate revenge. Bowers has pointed out that EUzabethan revenge tragedy locates 

the action in a foreign land, most commonly Italy or Spain. He believes that Elizabethans 

*^Ribner264. 
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associated revenge—at least the type of revenge that mvolved complex plottmg and 

subterfuge—^whh foreigners. Italianate revenge is secretive and often mvolves elaborate 

plotting. It has no place m blood feud, where the point of a revenge act was its public 

nature; h was diffîcuh to establish the family's reputation for strength by actmg secretly 

to avenge wrongs. Therefore, when Codigune contemplates revenge, he has clearly been 

studying his Senecan revenge tragedy. 

Clearly, then, revenge in these plays has hs origm m Seneca rather than Anglo-

Saxon blood feud. It is hardly surprismg, then, that these plays also do not present a 

cohesive polhical moral, or that critics generally consider them unhistorical, convoluted, 

and lacking in clear dhection. 

The Retum of the Blood Feud Motif 

The concept of blood feud would not be silenced, however, and h made a limited 

retum to dramatized history before the closing of the theaters in 1642. In these plays, 

however, the blood feud motif has been robbed of hs poUtical signifícance, and h reenters 

the drama as a superfícial dramatic device for conceptualizing the events of legendary 

history. 

In The Birth ofMerlin, the conflict between the Brhish and the Welsh is presented 

as a blood feud centering on the Brhish prmce Uter's revenge for the murder of his 

brother Constantius. The validhy of the blood feud as a code of human behavior is never 

questioned, and characters within the play behave mstmctively according to hs precepts. 

When Uter considers a parley whh Vortiger that might end the conflict, a remmder from 

Chester of Constantius's murder hnmediately hardens his resolve to continue the feud. 
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His subjects, far from questionmg theh responsibilhies whhm the social unit, actively 

encourage the feud. Uhhnately, the blood feud motif shnply provides a framework for a 

distanced and romanticized story of the English legendary past. 

In two later plays, The Welsh Ambassador and The Valiant Scot, mherent 

difíicuhies whhm the blood feud code do oflfer the opportunhy to consider the potential 

weaknesses of the system and the resuhmg threat to social stabiUty. The Welsh 

Ambassador presents the dilemma of revenge agamst a kmg (also a common theme in 

revenge tragedy). In The Valiant Scot, a war between Scotland and England is depicted 

at the level of personal revenge when WaUace is called upon to avenge the murders of his 

father and his beloved Peg. Ahhough both plays suggest a complication of blood feud 

code, they do not pursue h. A higher power mhaculously mtervenes to resolve the 

conflicts m each of the plays whhout the necesshy of prosecuting the blood feud. The 

king is persuaded to marry Armante, who refused to take revenge agamst hhn. Wallace, 

when presented whh the opportunity to kUl Selby, gives up his revenge to heaven, which 

conveniently provides him whh ahnost immediate satisfaction. Both of these plays avoid 

the complexities of the blood feud to depict a universe in which all works out for the best 

when humans choose not to impose theh own systems of order upon h. However, they 

may hardly be said to argue against the blood feud system so much as they avoid political 

commentary enthely. Like other dramatic motifs of the period, blood feud eventually 

became empty, superfícial, and meaningless. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

This study has demonstrated, fírst, that the Anglo-Saxon code of blood feud is 

distinctly different from the Senecan conception of revenge, upon which Renaissance 

crhics have generally founded theh analyses of revenge whhm the literature of the 

period. While Senecan revenge was an antisocial act and a passionate assertion of 

mdividual wiU agamst any sense of collective responsibilhy, blood feud was the 

behavioral code by which early Englishmen ordered theh world. Desphe potential 

conflicts whhin the system, h offered, in theory at least, clearly defmed guidelmes for 

social interaction. Kmship bonds, both natural and constmcted, and lord-retamer 

obligations prescribed appropriate behavior for Anglo-Saxons, and revenge was an 

integral part of these social relationships. 

Senecan revenge, particularly as Renaissance wrhers interpreted Seneca, is an 

enthely individual act, and h is never perceived as the means to reestablishmg order. In 

fact, revenge hself is the goal, an act of passion that denies the existence of any societal 

responsibilities. Seneca's English Renaissance audience noted and were fascinated by 

the differences between his form of revenge and the native blood feud tradhion; this 

fixation is clear in English translations of Seneca that emphasize the concept of revenge 

as a passion and the secrecy of revenge plots, both of which have no place in blood feud 

code. 

Much of the complexhy of Renaissance theories of revenge resuhs from the dual 

influence of these two conflicting revenge tradhions. During the Renaissance. 
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Englishmen stiU resorted to elements of this code to conceptualize the fiinctionmg of 

theh society. Although a more centralized judicial system was beginning to replace the 

actions of individuals and families to assert theh own justice, this shift resulted from 

negotiations whhm the system rather than the hnposhion of an extemal force upon the 

enthe system. The Renaissance centralized govemment was a product of the gradual 

privileging of the lord-retainer relationship over other societal responsibiUties. 

Therefore, the code of blood feud stiU provided a stmcture through which to 

conceptualize and create meaning for events. 

If we acknowledge the distinctly different influences of blood feud code and 

Senecan revenge, h becomes important not only to identify the presence of these 

influences in Renaissance literary texts, but also to investigate the signifícant role that 

these influences play in the evolution of the Iherature. The development oíThe Mirror 

for Magistrates through eight edhions illustrates the eífects of both the blood feud and 

the Senecan revenge motifs upon Renaissance historical documents. The Mirror 

occupies a unique poshion in Renaissance historiography, smce h evolved from a de 

casibus tradhion that was m many ways anthhetical to Renaissance conceptions of 

historical wrhmg. Still, the first published edhion in 1559 clearly fits into tt-adhional 

historiography, smce h presents ostensibly tmthful accounts of recent English history m 

order to convey poUtical lessons. It is only m subsequent edhions that The Mirror moves 

away from hs origmal foundation in historical wrhing; this movement has generally beer 

traced to Higgms's 1574 edhion. Ahhough crhics pomt to shifts m focus from polhical 

to moral mstmction, from factual accounts of recent history to romanticized tales of 

legendary history, and from prose to poetic narrative links, these are shnply efifects of a 
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greater shift that began whh the 1563 edhion. In the 1559 Mirror. the blood feud motif 

provides a method for explormg poUtical behavior m historical events, smce the code, 

and therefore revenge, are actuaUy part of the system that should provide order to society. 

When order deterioraíes, h is not through an attack on the societal code, but as a resuh of 

an mherent weakness withm the code hself 

As subsequent edhions of the Mirror become increasingly Senecan, they lose both 

the contextualizmg effect of the blood feud motif and the polhical didacticism that h 

carried. Because Senecan revenge is mdividual, the focus of the later edhions shifts from 

the state and the govemment to individual historical characters. The historical tales 

become less historical and more tragic, resuhing in a more poetic deUvery as well. The 

change m historical content from recent history to ancient and legendary stories reflects 

Seneca's focus on the ancient history of his own country, and the uhhnate movement mto 

Roman subjects mdicates the emphasis on tragedy over the narrating of English history. 

The introduction of a Senecan mfluence, then, gradually interfered whh the 

historical nature of The Mirrorfor Magistrates. It spawned a tragic drama, whhin which 

many critics have noted a genre of revenge tragedy. Because defmhions of this genre 

are generally premised on specifíc motifs that were tradhionally deemed Senecan, 

expectations about Senecan revenge have generally colored aU analyses of Renaissance 

dramatic uses of revenge. Narrow definhions suggest that the revenge tragedy genre is 

static, and that effective dramas of revenge wiU employ specifíc elements— t̂he ghost, the 

madness, the delay, the play-whhin-a-play, etc.—m narrowly proscribed ways. Virtually 

none of the acknowledged revenge tragedies comply whh such strict guidelmes. 

However, even broad defmhions of the genre, which allow for development and change, 
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assume that this development is Imear and progressive. Instead, the complexhy of the 

Renaissance theater envhonment meant that popular plays did not disappear from the 

stage after theh fírst appearance, but saw contmued performance until the closmg of the 

theaters. It is difficuh to confíne such plays to a single chronological period, or to ignore 

obvious shnilarhies whh much later plays. Revenge tragedy may have been a 

recognizable form, but dramatists were continually parodying, deconstmcting, and 

reestabUshmg that form. 

The weakness of prescriptive genre defmhions is that they prevent an awareness 

of innovations whhm individual plays. In the case of the revenge tragedy genre, where 

the genre's defínhion is premised on a concept of Senecan revenge, crhics tend to 

overlook other signifícant dramatic uses of revenge—specifícally the use of the blood 

feud motif. Plays such as Gorboduc, The Misfortunes ofArthur, and Locrine are 

acknowledged as signifícant in the development of the revenge tragedy genre, but they 

are also generally excluded from h due to theh poUtical focus. As the evolution of The 

Mirror for Magistrates makes clear, Senecan revenge— t̂he only type of revenge that is 

acceptable to the genre—is incompatible whh attempts to convey poUtical meaning 

through English history. Thus, what critics have regarded as less than successful early 

attempts at Senecan revenge tragedy are actuaUy attempts to convey meaning through 

concepts of revenge. Gorboduc, incorporating more overt references to blood feud code, 

conveys a reasonably cohesive polhical moral. On the other hand, The Misfortunes of 

Arthur and Locrine are dominated by Senecan influence and never fuUy achieve the clear 

' See, for example, Andrew Gurr, 77»̂  Shakespearean Stage, 1574-1642,3"* ed. (Cambridge: 
CambridgpUP, 1992). 
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polhical lesson expected of historical drama. While the Senecan revenge motif received 

thorough exploration m what critics have acknowledged as a revenge tragedy gem-e, 

dramatists were forced to develop different strategies for combining history and revenge. 

The solution to the confUct between Senecan revenge and explorations of poUtical 

meanmg whhm dramatized English history was the blood feud motif As a foundation of 

English society, the Anglo-Saxon blood feud code provided a context for discussion of 

historical events and theh ramifícations at both the mdividual and the state level. Early 

attempts at the use of this motif were somewhat Ihnhed; James the Fourth, for example, 

is not even regarded as an historical drama. Yet desphe hs clear connections to romantic 

drama, the play does carry poUtical meaning if we recognize the signifícance of 

references to blood feud. James the Fourth raises questions about the responsibilhies of 

kings and subjects whhin the blood feud code, where inter-family quarrels must be fought 

at national levels. However, it retreats from those questions whh the resurrection of 

Dorothea, whose death was the motive for the feud, and provides a tradhional romantic 

ending. Woodstock, a more tradhional historical drama, offers greater opportunity for 

polhical discussion, although h too stops short of a fuU exploration of the blood feud 

motif Richard weakens the stmcture of English society and makes the nation susceptible 

to outside threats through his violation of the blood feud code. By murdering a kmsman, 

he suggests to outsiders the weakness of both the royal family and the nation, two 

overlappmg social unhs. StiU, Richard himself fails to fuUy recognize his crime m these 

terms, and the play does not dhectly address the blood feud ramifications of his act. 

While nehher of these early dramatic depictions of English history fuUy explores 

the blood feud motif, even theh limhed use of h demonstrates hs value m conveymg 
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pohtical meanmg, particularly when the plays are compared to The True Tragedy of 

RichardlIL Greatly mfluenced by Seneca, the play depicts a world m which revenge is 

an arbhrary force of nature. Few of the characters appear to act decisively; more often 

they are acted upon. Even Richard is surprismgly passive, and he depicts himself as a 

victhn of revenge/Fortune. Whhout the blood feud motif, revenge is not a human attempt 

to order society. It therefore does not prompt scmtmy for polhical meanmg. 

The story of Richard III could be viewed through the concept of blood feud, 

however, and to do so was to emphasize the poUtical signifícance of his actions. 

Shakespeare's fhst tetralogy represents the most thorough application of the blood feud 

motif to English history, and h therefore demonstrates the fuU potential of the motif to 

convey polhical meanmg. England's Wars of the Roses are conceptualized as a blood 

feud between two related families, the intra-family conflict weakening the country m the 

eyes of foreign nations. By the opening scene oíRichard III, this feud has escalated to 

the point of near chaos. Strangely enough, the failure of the code to regiUate behavior 

resuhs in part from continued belief in and application of that code even after h has 

become meaningless. Individual characters who violate the code insist upon 

contextualizing theh actions as part of that code, thus sending the level of violence 

sphaling out of control. It is only through the character of Richard that the system of 

order can reassert itself Once Richard places himself outside that system of societal 

interaction, he becomes the author of all crimes against h, and his death becomes the only 

means for ending the feud. The disturbing message behind Shakespeare's use of blood 

feud is that society need not fear dhect attacks from outside the system of order, for the 
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destmctive forces that act from whhm the system and claim authority from h pose the 

real potential for hs destmction. 

Followmg the Essex rebellion of 1601 and an apparently heightened censorship of 

historical drama, the blood feud motif temporarily disappeared from the stage, a clear 

indication of hs potential for carrymg poUtical meanmg. Plays such as Bonduca and The 

Valiant Welshman, which offer only limhed and Senecan uses of revenge, are generally 

dismissed from crhical considerations of historical drama. Because revenge m these 

plays is an individual passion and h is associated whh a character who is deliberately 

placed outside a society made up of other characters, h does not prompt considerations of 

poUtical meaning. StiU, the blood feud motif did not end here, but retumed briefly in 

plays such as The Birth ofMerlin, The Welsh Ambassador, and The Valiant Scot. While 

the use of the motif in these plays is clearly similar to early attempts (i.e., James the 

Fourth), it shows the same superfícialhy that was prevalent in the late Jacobean and 

Caroline drama. We cannot know whether or not the value of the blood feud motif might 

have been reclaimed had the theaters remained open. We can see, however, that the 

motif was naturally suhed to convey poUtical meaning whhin events of English history. 

Signifícance of this Studv 

The presence of the blood feud motif m Renaissance historical wrhmgs iUustrates 

the natural mclination of writers to view the events of theh nation's past through the 

mterpretive lens of the blood feud. More hnportantly, h ofifers unique possibilhies for 

polhical commentary on these historical events. Where Senecan revenge motifs 

suggested a clear distinction between public and private revenge— t̂he former warrantmg 
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approval and the latter elichmg strict moral and legal objection—the blood feud code 

allowed the blendmg of public and private revenge. Whhin this system, revenge was not 

an act agamst society, but an mtegral part of the stmcture of that society. Through this 

concept of revenge, the workmgs of govemment and society might be exammed. 

When examining the polhical meaning of revenge whhin historical wrhmgs of the 

Renaissance, the unitmg of private and public is more hnportant than division. It is not 

the outside threat of private revenge that weakens public order. It is the fact that all 

govemment is founded on private actions and private individuals. The mdividuals may 

fail to abide by the code, or the code hself may fail to encompass and regulate the actions 

of mdividuals. This is what a study of the blood feud motifs in English historical drama 

uhimately teaches us. 

Potential Benefíts of this Dissertation for Future Studies 

The present study provides useful information for the study of marginalized 

historical drama, particularly those plays that focus on Anglo-Saxon or legendary history. 

To date, critics have neglected the poshion of this early English history whhm 

Renaissance historiography. Ahhough dramatic depictions of this historical period are 

generally dismissed as poor specimens of Renaissance drama, the current study may 

assist in reevaluating these plays on theh own terms rather than in comparison whh other 

works. 

Efiforts to reevaluate critical defmitions of genre, particularly revenge tragedy and 

historical drama, will also benefit from this study, which Imks plays across tradhional 

generic boundaries. The information provided here should prompt further consideration 
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of the Ihnhs of genre, and of the assumptions that a prescriptive defínhion of genre 

causes us to make about the drama. 

Fmally, this study wUl contribute to studies of Renaissance cuhure, particularly 

the society's attitudes toward revenge. While this subject has received considerable 

attention m the past, the current study provides a foundation for explormg the greater 

complexhy of these attitudes. 

Potential for Further Investigation 

This study has focused on the potential of the blood feud motif to prompt 

evaluation of individual actions as part of a larger societal stmcture. An awareness of the 

blood feud code whhin Renaissance drama opens flirther avenues of mvestigation, 

however. In particular, the role of women whhin the tradhional blood feud stmcture 

offers an important context for considering dramatic depictions of women whhin the 

history plays. Female characters, such as Videna, Bonduca, and Margaret, take active 

parts in the prosecution of feuds, and they clearly become monsters in the process. Any 

feminist analysis of the depiction of these women should consider the tradhional role of 

women as peacemakers in feuding societies.^ 

In addhion, a more strict application of new historicist methodology to this issue 

might prompt investigation of the motif in a wider variety of Renaissance texts. It is 

clear that we could increase our understandmg of this motif in the drama of the period by 

analyzing to what extent h continued to pervade English cuhure m the Renaissance. This 

^ It is important to note, however, that female characters in Celtic literature were often not only 
active participants in the feud, but instigators of that feud. 
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methodology would also necessitate the consideration of blood feud as a power stmcture 

m the society, whh the potential to regulate the thoughts and behaviors of mdividuals. It 

might also prompt us to determine means by which mdividuals sought to subvert the 

system. 

Fmally, a consideration of theatrical history and tradhion m conjunction whh 

these issues might yield a greater understandmg of the nature of the influence that blood 

feud code continued to exert over English society. It would be useful to trace the use of 

the motif to specifíc playhouses and acting companies to determine whether h held 

greater appeal for specific classes of English society. Also, a comparison of the motif 

across plays could add to our understanding of the interaction and influence between 

dramatists, acting companies, and playhouses. Ideally, future studies wiU address these 

and other issues related to the use of the blood feud motif in Renaissance drama. 
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